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Buldog

STUDENT LIFE

vi-29

Students tackled a full schedule including classes,

extra-curricular activities and jobs.
dition to much needed free

These elements, in ad-

time comprised

Southwestern

student life.

ORGANIZATIONS

30-71

Southwestern's many organizations encouraged stu-

dents to get involved on campus. These activities

enabled

students to become better acquainted with those who shared
common interests.

ATHLETICS

72-101

Southwestern offered a variety of athletics, which

included everything from bowling to competitive team sports.
Whether a fan or a team member,
something for

ACADEMICS

102-117

the university

offered

everyone.

Rising tuition made education seem a luxury for

many and forced students to lighten their belts and hit the
books. An education did not come easy at Southwestern.

PEOPLE

118-157

New faces as well as the old added to the univer-

sity's identity.

Each face provided a new outlook, altitude

and personality for

Southwestern.
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Take a second
look! A t first
glance, this maze
appears to be simply a stack of cinder blocks. In reality, Southwestern
students, faculty
and staff daily pass
this site and walk
within its walls. A
second look is
needed to realize
that this maze is a
major
part of
SWOSU life. These
cinder blocks form
the
Chemistry/
Pharmacy/Physics
building (Photo by
Billy Geurin).
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The Old Science Building epitomizes
Southwestern's commitment to excellence in education and provides a
testament to the beauty of the campus. It signifies the oldest building
on campus and is often referred to
as the "old lady" on campus (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Traditions:
a constant
by D u k e Simmons

Traditions

Traditions are an important
aspect of our lives. They add
stability in an otherwise unstable world. Traditional activities and objects surround
us, but we're rarely aware of
them. Yet if a specific tradition disappeared it would immediately draw our attention.
Southwestern has its fair
share of traditions of which
students may be unaware.
It's worth a second look.

Oranizations have long been
a tradition at Southwestern.
The Women's Honor Society, Through dedication, determination
and many hours of practice, the
G a m m a Delta Kappa, has exLady Bulldogs emerge victorious
isted on campus for 80 years. year after year. Under the direction
Kappa Epsilon, M u Rho Al- of Coach John Loftin, the Lady Bullpha, and Alpha Alpha Sigma dogs have captured the title of five
time NAIA National Basketball
have been here for ten years.
Champions.
Southwestern itself is a tra-

Take the Old Science Building for example. Erected in
1909 the Old Science Building was the second building
built on the Southwestern
campus. The first building
erected was the Administration building but it was destroyed by fire and rebuilt
leaving the Old Science Building as Southwestern's oldest
building.
For many of the earlier students, the Y-Chapel represented a place for students to
congregate. Erected in 1941,
the Chapel held devotional
services three times a day. It
no longer holds devotional
services but is still utilized
for music classes.
Two long standing traditions that have kept Southwestern students informed
are the school newspaper, The
Southwestern,
which began
publication in 1911, and the
yearbook, which began publication in 1906 as The Oracle.

dition. The school began in
1903 t e a c h i n g c l a s s e s in
d o w n t o w n b u i l d i n g s until
construction was finished in
December of that year.
Southwestern traditions
take many forms but each is
important because they have
touched our lives. There is
not enough space to note every tradition. W e leave it up
to you to take a look around
and find them. Perhaps you
may even take a second look.
The SWOSU school of pharmacy
remains one of the top pharmacy
schools in the nation. For many
years, students pursuing a pharmaceutical degree have come to
SWOSU to receive a quality education (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
During homecoming, fans fill Milam
Stadium to cheer on the Bulldogs
against Northwestern. The students
of SWOSU take pride in the academics, athletics and organizations
on campus (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Traditions V
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Throughout its history, SWOSU has
given equal opportunities to females.
In 1990, JoAnna Hibler became the
first female president at SWOSU
and the second in state history. As
one of her first duties, she settles in
at her new office (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

As the size of the campus increased,
the need to bring all maintenance
facilities under one roof grew. Due
to this necessity, the physical plant
expanded and moved its location
after 85 years (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
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1 Changes

Although forms of transportation
today differ from those in the 60's,
students remain essentially the
same. With the outbreak of war,
some students went dutifully to fight
for the country while others saw
peace as the only real solution (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Proudly waving the American flag,
Bulldog mascot Brandy, greets
school children at the Loyalty to
America—Loyalty to Our Troops
rally. More than 4, 000 attended the
event held in downtown Weatherford (Photo by Billy Geurin).

For one moment on a cold winter's
day, all appeared frozen and motionless. Yet as the changing of seasons was inevitable, the ice would
soon melt and activity would spring
to life once again on the campus of
Southwestern (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Changes-Signs of the times
As students walked daily new facility for the upkeep of the
through campus their eyes be- grounds, buildings and all faheld the same Southwestern, but cilities on campus.
heir minds were oblivious to
Other, more subtle changes
he changes around them; a occurred through administramultitude of events were taking tive policies. In an effort to implace. A second look was needed prove educational standards, the
to recognize the many changes Regents adopted higher admishe university endured.
sion standards which required
Some were bold and signified students to score an 18 on the
he changing times. Dr. Joe ACT or obtain a 2. 7 grade point
Anna Hibler became the first average while in the upper 60%
female president of any Okla- of their high school graduating
loma university.
class.
Hibler humorously commented
The newly adopted 2. 0 Ruling
-hat SWOSU readily moved into also came into effect. In order to
he 21st century, "We've got a retain eligibility, athletes who
womanpresident, and two men, accumulated more than 64 credit
Bob Brown and John Hayes, hours had to maintain a 2. 0
planned the reception (to wel- grade point average.
come the new president). "
Bob Klassen of the Registar's
Change is often considered a Office felt that the new stannecessity for growth. One sign dards were good. "These new
appearedin large form. The new standards help students to
physical plant, replacing the old understand early the importance
plant, built in 1906, offered a of striving for a better educa-

tion. "
Another new asset was found
in the Child Development Center. The center began offering a
new and expanded program.
According to Dr. Judith Winchester, "The center is now
equipped to offer quality child
care at reasonable rates. "
"In addition to training Southwestern students in early childhood development, the lab is also
being utilized by other departments such as nursing and psychology, " added Winchester.
The most obvious change was a
change in the outlook of the students and faculty caused by the
Middle East Crisis. Indications
of feelings about the war were
seen campuswide, from orange
and yellow ribbons and American flags to protest banners and
peace signs. Concern for the
American troops spread daily as
news came in. Students had to

decide how they felt about the
situation.
Some, like Dale Allen, fully supported the war efforts. "I think
we're doing what we need to... We
need to show that aggression
against those who can't defend
themselves can't be allowed in a
mature, democratic society. "
For others, war represented
only a short-term solution. "If
our long-term goal is peace, we
must use peaceful means to bring
it about, " according to Brad
Lookingbill.
No matter how one felt about
the war, the effects clearly
caused questions in the hearts
and minds of all.
Change remained an inevitable
part of life, one that no one could
avoid. Southwestern saw its
share of changes and as we took
a second look we reflected on
how it affected life on campus.

Changes

LAZY
DAYS
For most summer passed too quickly. Adventures ranged from attending summer school to
travelling around the world.
By Cindra Albert
with me, which makes it really
enjoyable. "
For some summer provided an
opportunity for adventure. Camp
counseling was an option for students seeking practical experience.
Annisa Nowlin, a special education major, taught at a summer
day camp for the mentally retarded. Here she was able to experience working with students with
a wide variety of ages as well as
with a wide range of disabilities.
"They ranged from autistic and
trainable mentally handicapped
to the learning disabled and underpriviledged. I learned a great
deal from the experience, things
the books can't teach you, " she
added.
Another camp sponsor, Melissa
Hays, ventured to Holland with a
group of girl scouts. The scouts
camped ten days in Holland and
then travelled to London where
they spent five days sightseeing.
"It was a once-in-a-lifetime experience. I've worked with the girl
scouts for a lot of years, but to see
it worldwide was a great experience, " said Hays.
Regardless of how one spent the
summer, options remained easy
to find and the time easy to fill.
Before long another summer had
slipped away.

A warm sun, gentle breeze and refreshing
water contributed to Crowder Lake's being a popular retreat for activities such as
wind surfing (Photo by Ken Luginbhyl).
A favorite among males is the Sunday
study guide. It includes tackle box, rod
and reel and flip-flops (Photo by Ken
Luginbhyl).

Lance Haggard sums up his feelings about
summer with just one look, "You gotta
wear shades" (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

As the sun scorched outside, students
sought a place to cool down. Stephanie
Curry and Shannon Price enjoy eating ice
cream in air-conditioned Braums (Photo
by Ken Luginbhyl).

Oblivious to the constant warnings about
harmful ultraviolet rays, Michelle Boese
and Christina Crow spend an afternoon
soaking up the sun in front of Stewart
Hall (Photo by Ken Luginbhyl).

Lazy Days
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HOWDY
DAWGS
The eventful days of Howdy Week signified
the beginning of a new semester for students
at Southwestern.
By Russell Whittaker
Howdy week at Southwestern Oklahoma State University presented a
time for the new incoming freshmen
to meet people and to learn what
types of activities SWOSU offered.
Dean Hilterbran, director of "Howdy
Week", stated "This is a good way for
the students to get involved with the
community and the university".
Hilterbran also stated, "Students
often need a helping hand in getting
adjusted to college life and Howdy
Week presents a way in which we, the
faculty, can help. "
Howdy Week took place during the
first week of school. Activities were
scheduled throughout the week.
Tuesday night, the Student Senate
sponsored a dance in front of the Al
Harris Library from 9-12.
Wednesday saw the beginning of the
Crazy Olympics which featured such
events as the hula hoop contest, popcorn throwing contest, water ballon
race, egg toss competition, and the
orange race. Many students enjoyed
themselves at the crazy Olympics including some of the SWOSU cheerleaders. Head cheerleader Sunny
Lawrence stated "Everyone really had
a good time at the Crazy Olympics. "
Thursday night introduced a night

of comedy and dance in the Fine Arts
Auditorium. The Barber & Seville
Show, a ventriloquist act, provided
unique entertainment for the audience. "I loved it", stated Billy Smith.
Due to popular demand, this show
may return next year.
Friday night opened with Casino
Night in the ballroom and later progressed to an evening of music, comedy and dance. It also included the
auctioning of prizes in the Student
Center Ballroom through the use of
accumulated winnings.
Saturday, the final day of Howdy
Week Festivities, featured a volleyball tournament which went on
throughout the night.
"I thought Howdy Week went great
this year", stated Matt Baker, director of Student Senate. Baker also
stated, "The Student Senate shares
the responsibility with other organizations to make the students here at
SWOSU feel comfortable and to help
them meet people. "
Howdy Week enjoyed much success
during what most people consider the
toughest part of school, the first week.
Moving to college creates stressful
situations and Howdy Week provided
time for students to relax.

Howdy Week/Dances

The Baptist Student Union, along with
many other organizations got involved
during Howdy Week. Dale Burrows, Matt
Blagg, Oscar Medelline, Cheryl Stevens
and sponsor Jim Morrison organize a booth
to offer students free cokes and information.

Good music makes any dance a success.
During the Halloween dance, Brent Evans
acts as disc jockey for Kappa Kappa Psi
(Photo by Justin Ediger).

Dancing relieves tension and allows one
to have a good time. Joey Nabors and
Andrea Traughber dance the night away
in the Student Union ballroom (Photo by
Justin Ediger).

The music department extends a welcome to new and returning students. Many
gathered at Means Park to listen to the
jazz band (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

The Jim Barber and Seville show enabled
students to join the act. Amy Dishman
and Oscar Medelline receive a ventriloquist lesson (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Howdy Week/Dances
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COMING
HOME
SWOSU came to life during homecoming. The
crowning of a new queen and the return of
alumni added to the excitement.
By Paula Taylor
Another football game. Another
weekend. Ho-Hum-life in Weatherford. But wait!-what's with the
excessive number of adults wearing blue and white? W h y is Main
Street blocked off? S t o p - d o you
hear the music? Of course-it's
homecoming!

the sides of Main Street, students,
alumni and townspeople alike
anxiously awaited the beginning
of the parade. With the theme
"Brandy and Southwestern: Getting Their Kicks on Route 66"
many imaginitive and creative
floats were displayed.

As hundreds of students, past
and present, gathered for homecoming weekend, excitement filled
the October air. Alumni representing many classes and states
returned to reminisce as current
students felt a unique sense of
pride and spirit.
Homecoming activities began
with the homecoming assembly
and the coronation of the 1990
Homecoming Queen, Dayna
McGuire. Many alumni banquets
were held that evening while
parade participants made final
p r e p a r a t i o n s for t h e i r t o u r
through town.
Saturday morning dawned a
little windy and cold, but bright; a
perfect day for a parade. Lining

The annual football game featured the Bulldogs battling their
arch-rival, the N o r t h w e s t e r n
Rangers. Although the Bulldogs
experienced defeat, the game still
proved enjoyable. Different departments held get-togethers and
open houses throughout the homecoming weekend for parents and
former S W O S U students. Reunions for the classes of 1929, 1930
and 1940 provided another chance
for alumni to gather and ponder
the memories that brought them
back to good ol' Southwestern,
On Sunday, alumni sadly said
their farewells to their alma mater as students returned to the
books. Until next h o m e c o m i n g . . .

Coming Home

Homecoming serves as time for alumni to
reminesce and celebrate the events of
today. Julie Scott and Jean Matthews
welcome returning alumni as they register in the Student Union (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Off to a running start, Jefferson Hall
residents Monty Carroll and Mike Smith
strive to outrun their opponents in the
traditional bed race. Jefferson Hall remained victorious again this year (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl I.
Alumni Ron Scott receives a plaque from
President Hibler at the distinguished
alumni banquet. Scott along with Bill
Brewster was inducted into the Distmguished Alumni Hall of Fame for 1990
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl I.

The pom-pom squad adds a touch of
school spirit to the homecoming parade.
The newly formed group signifies the
changes at SWOSU throughout the years
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

The spotlight shone brightly on Miss
Southwestern Tamara Walker this year
Tamara joins the parade enteries as she
rides down Main street during the homecoming parade | Photo by Ken Luginbyhl i.

Coming Home

CROWNING
GLORY
Twelve beautiful girls vying for the title of
Homecoming Queen. For Dayna McGuire, it
was the opportunity of a lifetime.
by: Marcia Trent
H o m e c o m i n g W e e k began with excite-

five finalists. The voters chose five girls

ment and trepidation. Many things hap-

w h o best represented Southwestern. The

After Trilby Long made her final walk as

pened that week, but for twelve girls, only

tabulation of the votes produced the five

H o m e c o m i n g Queen, the five finalists and

one item gained their attention; the girls

finalists: Branigan, Reynolds, M c G u i r e ,

their escorts were introduced to the audi-

were

Messmer, and Reneau. S o m e girls an-

ence. Troy Honeman escorted

nounced this day o f elections as nerve-

Branigan. Jason Hasty escorted Jennifer

the

nominees

for

Homecoming

Queen.

and players o f the Bulldog Football team.

Michelle

The sponsors o f the candidates chose the

wracking and stressful, but they also e x -

Reynolds, B o b b y Swayden escorted Dayna

girls in different ways. Most o f the clubs

pressed relief and disappointment when the

McGuire. Laird Hightowerescorted Monica

that sponsored a candidate asked their

day ended.

Messmer. and B o b b y Raderescorted M i c h -

members for nominees. If more than one

The second set o f elections occurred on

girl was nominated, the members voted for

Wednesday, October 10. The voters chose

Dayna McGuire was proclaimed as the

the girl w h o would best represent the or-

the one girl w h o best represented South-

1990 H o m e c o m i n g Queen, relieving the

ele Reneau.

ganization. The dorms used a different

western. Trie day consisted o f some stress,

tension

system. The candidate was chosen in an

but the finalists appeared fairly c o m p o s e d .

crowned her and B o b b y Swayden presented

election which involved writing down five

Friday, October 12, marked the big day for

her with flowers.

names from a list o f twelve girls w h o lived

the finalists. The girls reported to the Fine

in that dorm. After tabulating the votes, the

McGuire, a sophomore English major from

Arts Auditorium forty-five minutes before

girls voted for one o f the top five names

Cyril, expressed surprise upon winning. "I

the assembly began. They spent this time

listed, thus giving the dorm a nominee.

had never dreamed o f being given such an

getting their hopes up, trying not to get their

The Student Senate used a similar process

honor. I felt very privileged to have been

hopes up, and worrying about the outcome.

on the two election days during H o m e -

chosen. The ladies from Stewart Hall were

Finally, the assembly began.

coming W e e k .

The Bulldog Jazz Band performed prior to

filled

auditorium. Trilby

Long

supportive, uplifting, and willing to help. I
didn't win the honor by myself: it took all o f

The candidates spent many hours c a m -

the assembly and also performed the N a -

paigning for H o m e c o m i n g Queen. Their

tional Anthem during the assembly. 1989

"The other candidates were terrific, " said

support staff made posters which were

H o m e c o m i n g Queen. Trilby Long sang the

McGuire. " T o be in the company o f such

my peers w h o helped me. "

hung in every building on campus. The

Alma

Southwestern,

nice and caring people was an honor in

candidates themselves also made posters,

Tamara Walker treated the audience with a

itself. They were so supportive and nice. "

buttons, ribbons, etc., to insure their sup-

song. Luain Krug introduced the South-

port from others on campus.

Congratulations to Dayna McGuire and

western Marching Band, the Cheerleaders,

all o f the candidates nominated for H o m e -

The first set of elections, which took

and the newly formed Pom Pon Squad.

c o m i n g Queen. They represented South-

place on Monday, October 8, produced the

Coach Paul Sharp introduced the coaches

western perfectly.

Mater,

and

Miss

In preparation for Homecoming Queen
elections, candidate Beverly Stiner designs a campaign poster to attract potential voters.

Homecoming Queen

Just after winning, Homecoming Queen
Dayna McGuire sits in all her glory.
Expressing herself, Kimberly Just makes
her voice heard by voting in the Homecoming Queen elections.

Homecoming Queen candidates pose for a picture (seated from left): Michele Reneau,
Beverly Stiner, Sossee Eskidjian, and Monica Messmer. (standing from left): Julie
Giddy, Annisa Nowlin, Luain Krug, Karla Meacham, Dayna McGuire, Jennifer
Reynolds, Chelsea Lasater, and Michelle Branigan.

Homecoming Queen

UNIQUE
STYLE
The evening began with ten contestants. After
the intense competition, Jennifer Chapman
reigned as Miss Southwestern 1990-91.
By Paula Taylor
Displaying their charm, intelligence and talents, ten beautiful
women vied for the title of Miss
Southwestern. Contestants included Gayla Bailey, Gina Ford,
Denise Renee' Steffensen, Julee
Zinn, Susan Harland, Marsha Lyn
Harrel, Gayle Ousley, Nancy
Michelle Simpson, Alicia Lee
Laird and Jennifer R. Chapman.
Preparations began long before
the night of the contest. Selecting
clothing, deciding on and practicing entertainment and preparing
for the interview were all important aspects for the contestants.
When asked what she had to practice and prepare for the most, Jennifer Chapman laughingly stated,
"Learning how to walk was the
biggest thing for me!"
Once the five finalists were chosen, the excitement mounted to
hear the judges decision on who
would be the next Miss Southwestern. Gayla Bailey of Choctaw
won the Crowd Pleaser Award,
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which was decided by audience
vote. Renee' Steffensen received
the award for selling the most
personal ads in excess of $500 and
Nancy Simpson took the talent
award for her vocal solo, "Love is
Where You Find It. "
After completing all portions of
the pageant, the winner was
announced: Jennifer Chapman.
Runners-up included Gayle
Ousley, first runner-up; Nancy
Simpson, second runner-up; Gayla
Bailey, third runner-up; and
Marsha Harrel, fourth runner-up.
When asked about the goals she
plannned on achieving as the 1991
Miss Southwestern, Chapman
eagerly answered, "The title of
Miss Southwestern is a symbol of
what this University is all about.
Miss Southwestern should be
involved in the University and
not fade into the woodwork. "
Earning the Miss Southwestern title made Chapman eligible
to compete for the Miss Oklahoma

Miss Southwestern

title in June. In July, Chapman
will be getting married, so for this
20 year-old beauty there are "a lot
of things to prepare for".
Competing in the pageant provided a unique opportunity for
the contestants. According to
Susan Harland, competing proved
to be a positive experience. "I
enjoyed it. The pageant directors
were very organized and it was
well run. I met a lot of people and
made some new friends, too. "

Both the audience and the contestants
enjoyed the talent competition of the
pageant. As practice makes perfect, Gayla
Bailey rehearses her vocal solo (Photo by
Billy Geurin).

With crown, roses and banner all in place,
Jennifer Chapman begins her reign as
Miss Southwestern 1991 (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Kim Swails, Miss Southwestern 1988,
provided entertainment for the evening.
Backstage before the pageant, she prepares for her upcoming performance
(Photo by Billy Geurin).
Winners of the Miss Southwestern pageant are (from left): Gayla Bailey, 3rd
runner-up; Gayle Ousley, 1st runner-up;
Jennifer Chapman, Miss Southwestern;
Nancy Simpson, 2nd runner-up; and
Marsha Harrel, 4th runner-up.

The interview for the pageant was difficult to prepare for. The contestants were
unaware of the questions so responses
could not be practiced. Nancy Simpson
familiarizes herself with the procedure at
a mock interview (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Preparation for the pageant included
many rehearsals which sometimes conflicted with schedules. As the girls rehearse, Dan Heath stands in for one of the
contestants (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Miss Southwestern

FINAL
FACES

Graduation represents a time of new beginnings.
Seniors prepare to enter the work force and set
new goals for the future.
By Cindra Albert
On May 10, 1991 at 8 pm in
Milam Stadium approximately
800 seniors graduated as the 87th
class from Southwestern Oklahoma State University. As the
graduates waited their turn to
walk across the stage and receive
their diploma, each had time to
think about the milestone he was
about to achieve.
Graduation represents a time of
reflection, reflection of where one
has been and where he's headed;
a time of reflection on one's accomplishments, experiences, old
friendships and new beginnings.
For some it is a time of mixed
emotions. Pride and excitement
for accomplishing a goal contrast
with fear of the future and the
sorrow of moving on and leaving
friends behind. Glen D. Johnson,
Speaker of the House of Representatives and speaker for the
convocation, challenged the graduates to ponder other ideas also. He
encouraged them to continue to
set goals and work to achieve them.
He stressed the importance of having a positive attitude and taking
risks. Johnson concluded by saying that the graduates should
"strive to be the best they can be. "

Graduation

Graduates are often told that
they must live life to the fullest.
One may wonder, how do I meet
that challenge? President, Dr. Joe
Anna Hibler, shared a few suggestions for a successful future.
Graduates must continue to learn,
whether through formal or informal means. They must understand the importance of community involvement and living life as
a role model for others. Developing a support base and maintaining good physical and mental
health are also worthy goals. But
perhaps most importantly, one
should keep a sense of humor. Dr.
Hibler concluded her suggestions
by saying, "The best way to start
each new day is to remember that
it is not your brains that matter
most, but what guides your brain-and that should be your progressive ideas, your generous qualities, your character, and your
heart. "
As the last of the many degrees
were awarded, the graduating
class of 1991 bid their final farewell to Southwestern Oklahoma
State University by doing "the
wave" to the audience of family
and friends.

Students enjoyed a little free time before
lining up for the processional. Two graduates sent a special message to their mothers (Photo by Gena Eccles).
After giving their name cards to Mr. Jack
Shaw to announce, graduates could finally receive their degree.

When graduates walked across stage to
receive their diplomas, they only received
diploma covers. After the ceremony,
Tammy Boyd and fellow graduates went
to the administration building to receive
the real thing (Photo by Billy Geurin).
Graduation required the help of many
departments and individuals. Dr. Gary
Gilliland passes diploma covers to Dr.
Dan Dill who then distributes them to
graduating seniors.

Representative Glen D. Johnson stressed
the importance of setting goals in the
convocation address. Approximately 800
seniors received diplomas at the May 10
graduation".

Graduation
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GRACE
NOTES
Higher enrollment more involvement and positive outlooks created a successful year for the
musicians at Southwestern.
By Wendy Branstine
Southwestern's Music Department experienced one of the best
years in its history this year.
According to the instructors,
higher student enrollment, more
student involvement, and more
enthusiasm from both teachers
and students contributed to the
success of the year.
Jazz Ensemble "A, " directed by
Dr. Terry Segress, continued the
celebrity status it gained in the
past with performances on Oklahoma Today, at several jazz concerts, at the arts festival, at the
Miss Southwestern pageant, and
at the Jazz Festival. The Jazz
Festival took place on February
15, with special guests the Jay
McShann Trio and Delores Williams performing.
The vocal side of the department
also had an eventful year. With
several performances on campus
and the National Adjudication of
Teachers of Singing contest held
each semester, the students
needed no encouragement in becoming and staying active in the
department. The Men's Chorus,
directed by Charles Klingman,
received attention for the first time
at the performance of the Western
Oklahoma Honor Choir in Novem-
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Grace Notes

ber. Klingman said the impression from the high school directors and students at the performance was p o s i t i v e , and he hoped
to be able to take extensive tours
with the group in future years.
Klingman also directed the Show
Choir, normally a group of up to
22 men and women, with only
nine women members. Because of
the lack of males in the group, he
concentrated mostly on performing music without choreography.
However, Klingman remained
optimistic about recruiting males
for the group next year.
One of the most exciting performances of the year came from
the combined talents of Dr. Debra
Spurgeon and Dr. Coleman Smith.
Smith, a retired music instructor
from Central State University,
wrote and composed an original
musical, entitled The First Territorial Saloon, for the students of
Southwestern's Music Department. Smith researched saloons
in the Oklahoma Territory, and
included several facts in the story.
The community received the
musical well, and Spurgeon felt
that the Homecoming weekend
performances helped boost the
crowds. "The musical was a big

success because it appealed to
everyone, " said Spurgeon. She
added, "I was apprehensive at
first, but I found the music to be
charming. It surpassed my expectations. It was the strength of the
singers and of the music that made
the show so successful. "
Several organizations flourished
because of the large number of
students this year. Members of
Mu Phi Epsilon, a professional
music sorority; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, a professional music
fraternity; Tau Beta Sigma, a band
sorority; Kappa Kappa Psi, a band
fraternity; and Collegiate Music
Educators National Conference
worked closely with their sponsors to increase the exposure of
the Music Department on campus.
Mr. Robert Belser, Director of
Bands, said that skills such as
performing classics, exploring new
materials, performing in public,
and increasing membership were
the keys to a good teaching background and gaining better jobs.
He wanted to continue to serve
the area and to make Southwestern a cultural center for the arts,
a goal shared by everyone in the
department.

One of the many places the Show Choir
performed was the Old Science Auditorium for the SHEA fashion show. Members of the Show Choir include: (row 1)
Cindy Trent, Alisha Laird, Melissa
Beauford, (row 2) Donna Fletcher, Jennifer Chapman, Julee Zinn, (row 3) Linda
Snowden and Tamara Walker (Photo by
Ken Luginbyhl).
Brad Mitchell pours his heart into his
music as he performs a solo within the
jazz ensemble in the Fine Arts Auditorium (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

As each note added to the overall sound of
a piece of music, each selection required
much individual and group practice.
Under the direction of applied trumpet
instructor Dr. Ken Snider, Brass Ensemble members rehearse for a concert in
the Fine Arts Auditorium lobby)photo by
Ken Luginbyhl).

During the performance of The First Territorial Saloon, preacher Justin Adams
glowers as saloon owner Melissa Beuford
explains the good fortune of having a
saloon in town while hired hand Jason
Armstrong and bartender Steve Neuman
keep their eyes on the action (photo by
Justin Ediger).

Grace Notes
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LIVE

Dramas, mysteries, comedies and debut
performances marked the year's
theatre season.
By Duke Simmons
The world of the thespian contains no certainties. The left side
of the brain, the creative side,
controls the methods by which an
actor, director or set designer
makes his or her decisions thus
creating an infinite spectrum of
angles and directions. The blackand-white world we experience
daily is screened from the stage
and a new, more entertaining
world is created for the audiences
entertainment.
Troy Sartors has participated in
15 productions at Southwestern.
Unlike many thespians, Sartors
is interested in more than just
acting.
"I think it's important to know
every aspect of theatre. That would
include costumes, set design,
props, and lighting, " Sartors said.
Hollie Adamson, who has acted
in four plays at Southwestern,
admits she loves entertaining the
audience, but she also experiences
apprehension both before and
while she is on stage.
"It's a scary thrill. You're scared
before you get up there, you're
thrilled while you're up there, then
afterwards it's nothing special, "
Adamson said.
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Kim Charles said she enjoys
acting but her first love is scene
design.
"It is intellectually stimulating.
It combines mathematics and art, "
Charles said.
While many students determine
their majors previous to freshman
enrollment, Charles said she discovered her talent by accident.
"I accidentally took the scene
design class not knowing what I
was getting into... the more I
worked with it the more I liked it. "
Charles said.
Charles worked as assistant
director in Our Town, prop director in Seascape, and played the
parts of Haversham and Mabel
Dupree in The Butler Did It. She
also acted in the play The Shadow
Box as the character Felicity.
Nickie Dodson only recently
acknowledged his love of acting.
"I went to watch an audition and
I was handed a script and asked to
read. I was cast in the play, "
Dodson said.
After acting in a few Southwestern productions, he changed his
major to theatre education.
"I get a high (from acting) I don't
get anywhere else, " Dodson said.
Turk Charles grimaces as he gets a facefull of hairspray from makeup director,
Jessica Massey. Charles played a drunk
choir director in SWOSU's rendition of
Our Town (Photo by Ken Luginbyhll).

Nancy and Charlie (Hollie Adamson and
Nickie Dodson) take a pose of submission
as they await their attackers. John Buford
and Jennifer Reid play the sea lizards in
Seascape (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

While Charlie and Leslie (Nickie Dodson
and John Buford) argue, Nancy and Sarah
(Hollie Adamson and Jennifer Reid) let
their curiosity take over (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Emily and George (Theresa Morris and
Troy Sartors) sit by their windows and
talk about the moonlight, as well as love
and life (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Mrs. Gibbs (Stephanie Holland) watches
from the grave as Doc Gibbs (Lance Garret) visits his dead wife (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Productions

WHERE'S
HOME?
With independence came decisions. Everyone
had to choose between living in the dorm or
living in an apartment.
By Kelly Cross
Dormitory life versus apartment life,
all had to choose. Each had their advantages. Debbie Feaster liked living
in the dorm, "Dorms are better because you know what is going on on
campus. "
Other advantages existed: students
met many people; they did not have
to search for parking spaces and, best
of all, they did not have to do dishes.
However, Carter Mackey said, "I hate
the dorm. I've met a lot of nice people
but there is too much noise and not
enough privacy. "
Others complained about the curfew. "You can have parties and night
guests", Rick Butler replied when
asked about the advantages of apartment living.

Chris Easterling said, "I love it
(apartment living). Getting an apartment helped college feel more like
home. "
On the other hand LaJeana McCullough said, "Apartment life is great,
but it costs more and it's harder to be
aware of what's happening on campus. "
Students found that cooking, cleaning, grocery shopping, and deposits
along with other apartment expenses
added to the list of disadvantages.
Since dorm living was not required
for students, a choice between dorm
life and apartment life had to be made.
The choice depended upon the individual.

Moving in requires patience and a helping hand. Doug Dixon assists Mary Owens
with her mattress as she move into a new
house (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
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The role ofwife, mother and student proves
time-consuming. Stephanie Riggs shares
quality time with husband Dale and son
Michael at married student housing (Photo
by Melissa Hays).

With the freedom of living in a house,
came the responsibility of cooking. Gregg
Maness flips one of his famous Cajun
burgers as Patty Harrison waits with a
plate (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Due to the stifling heat during the first
weeks of school and the absence of airconditioning in Neff Hall, a fan was a
must. John Rodden assembles his fan
during the move-in period (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).
Although the task of cleaning accompanied apartment life, modern conveniences
make the job easier. Lelana Vadder unloads the dishwasher so that roommate
Lisa Eversole can put the dishes away
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

With a basket of toiletries, Hollie Adamson enters the shower room at Oklahoma
Hall. Students living in the dorms encountered community showers while those
living off campus did not (Photo by Tamra
Romines).

Where's Home?
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HELP
WANTED
Many students worked on campus, around
town and during the summer to avoid the
dreaded syndrome of the empty pocketbook.
By Susan Kirk
To help himself through college,
Richard Goldston worked in New
York for the summer. His uncle
owns an art company there and
Richard stayed with and worked
for him. "I am usually delivering
prints, but generally I do whatever I am told", Richard said. This
SWOSU student found something
new and exciting everyday. Experiences with parking, driving on
the freeway, getting lost in the
"wrong" part of town and, of
course, "the night life" proved
challenging. "I like it here, but I
am ready for Oklahoma, " Richard
concluded.
Returning to hot and humid
Oklahoma, we then found Sherry
Hillman. She worked on a dairy
farm and in the summer worked
as a lifeguard at the city pool. "I
have to get up really early but I'm
used to that" she said about the
milking. "But being a lifeguard is
fun and rewarding. I get to know
the kids plus I get a tan. "
Jesse Smith worked for UPS and
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in his free time mowed lawns.
James Don Biddy also mowed
lawns in the summer while working for his hometown school and
in the fall and spring he acted as
umpire and referee for youth
sports.
Brad Daily and Chris Pratt, like
many students, worked for a
farmer during the summer while
some students, such as Marty
Summers, farmed their own land.
"I'm tired a lot of the time", Marty
stated, "and I don't get out m u c h ,
but I like what I do. "
Janice Etris and Lisa Nightengale found their college jobs at a
shoe store. "I love the job and love
the people, " Janice remarked
about her job.
Working while going to college
either helped students pay their
way though college or just gave
them some spending money. "It's
a hassle sometimes, but I just keep
remembering, it'll get better",
remarked Tonya Lee.

A shock to the system. For full-time paramedic and college student, Jethan Bilbrey, knowing how to use the latest equipment can mean the difference between
life and death. Jethan demonstrated the
defibrillator on her brother Jeff Bilbrey
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
While fulfilling his internship in the WalMart Pharmacy, Duane Lewis becomes
acquainted with various types of prescription drugs (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Ronda Henshaw scoops up a basket of
fries to complete an order as hungry customers await at the Grill (Photo by Beverly Stiner).
With knife and sharpener in hand, David
Tittle prepares to cut a slab of meat at the
United Meat Market (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

While working at Showest, Toby Chism
provides a behind the scenes look as he
prepares for a movie presentation (Photo
by Beverly Stiner).

Help Wanted
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EVERY
BODY
Students did about everything to improve their
appearances. Products existed for everything
from dieting to tanning. But at what cost?
By Beverly Stiner
God gave us the model to work on,
but technology gave us the power to
improve it.
Product advertising satiated our consciousness with declarations of selfimprovement. These products became
such a huge part of our lives, for some
deprivation seemed unrealistic.
Denise Bell agreed, "If we didn't
have our products, we wouldn't know
what to do. "
Stacy Attaway stated that "We really rely too much on products, but society expects us to. We really have no
choice but to use them, " she added.
Pam Murphy said, "The way our society is set up no one wants to deviate
from the norm, that's why we go to
such lengths to look good. "
Some students' favorite improvement possibilities included tanning
and working out. Whether exercising
at home or at the YMCA or tanning at
a tanning salon or under the goodold-natural sun, students named them
as favorites for the naturally healthy
look.
Then alternatives to actual tanning
became available. "I use sunless tan-

ning lotion, it keeps me tan so I don't
have to risk harming my fair skin
under the strong UV rays of the sun, "
said Donna White, "and I stay fit by
doing aerobics and lifting weights with
my boyfriend Chad. "
Natural seemed to offer the look for
the 90's, from makeup to hair styles,
no one wanted to spend hours on
themselves and actually look like they
had. Jenny Lellman said that she'd
have preferred to sleep the extra fifteen minutes. This may not have been
everyone's technique, but most
preferred the simplest and quickest
way to look good.
Although neither simple nor quick,
dieting remained quite popular for
many. Kinds of diets ranged from
drinking only diet Coke to using one
of the many diet products that lined
our shelves.
"I basically just cut down on what I
eat and how much alcohol I consume,
and I exercise of course, "stated
Meredith Myers, "I just try to look fit,
trim and healthy, and with all the
products on the market to help me,
I'm doing it. "
Some things never change as one grows
up such as girls playing beauty shop.
Denise Stratton trims the bangs of Jennifer Reid in Rogers Hall (Photo by Beverly Stiner).
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Exercise makes the body look good on the
outside while enabling one to feel good on
the inside. Brock Pearson spots Bobby
Swayden as he pumps some iron in the
YMCA weightroom (Photo by Billy
Geurin).
For a minimal membership fee, students
join the YMCA for it's many benefits including the use of exercise equipment.
Pam Hughes and Kim Brooks work their
leg muscles on the stair stepper and exercise bicycle, respectively (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

A pretty face starts with healthy, glowing
skin. Tammi Heileman applies facial mask
for Trisha Farmer before bedtime (Photo
by Beverly Stiner).

With the wide variety of products on the
market for weight control students found
it difficult to choose. Carolyn Ruano reads
the directions for Slim-Fast while at WalMart (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Every Body
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BLUE
SKIES
Rain, snow, high winds and sunshine forced
students to face the question everyday:
'weather' or not to go to class.
By Jill Hensley
Weather--the condition of the atmosphere with regard to temperature and
moisture. Weather played a great part
in students' lives.
Each morning, students wondered
about the weather. The weather determined many things: what to wear,
whether to drive or not and how early
to leave, just to name a few.
In order to find out about the
weather, students employed the use
of several tactics. Some students listened to the news. "Not me!" Stephanie Hicks said proudly, "I use the
trustworthy stick-the-arm-out-thewindow-routine to determine the
weather!"
Dustin Hininger said that he listened to the professionals on the
radio to inform him of the weather
situation.

No matter how one found out about
the weather, the fact remained that
weather played an important role in
one's day.
Nearby tornadoes frightened students who lived in the dorm because
the possibility of being "blown away"
seemed much greater than in a home.
Unless at home alone or living by
themselves, apartment dwellers felt
more secure and less bothered by
tornadoes.
Keep in mind that all students
worried about the weather at some
point. Many worried that it would
be too cold to catch a few rays; others
fussed that it never snowed enough
for a good snowball fight; some even
griped that perfect weather made
them unable to study. Regardless of
the weather, school went on.

A heavy Oklahoma rain filled the courts
with water. This caused tennis classes to
be cancelled, leaving students with an
extra hour (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Unfavorable weather such as rain and
snow left its mark on vehicles. Dave Roark
takes advantage of a nice day to remove
the evidence of bad weather from his
pickup truck (Photo by Billy Geurin).
On rainy days students had to resist the
temptation to remain indoors and instead
attend class. Armed with an umbrella, a
student braves the rain on his way to class
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Campus streets turned to mush causing
students to drive slowly. The overcast sky
meant using headlights in the middle of
the day (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Fall brought not only leaves, but harsh
winds to scatter them. A bench by the
Student Union is covered with the remains of autumn (Photo by Joely Cox).

Weather
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LINE
UP
Students spent several hours a week in lines.
In extreme cases, they waited as many as
seven hours in one day.
By Michele Charles
"Good things come to those who
wait". That was exactly what many
students found themselves doing
— waiting line after line...
Lines: such a short word for something that can be of such a long
nature. And, oh, so many of these
lines existed on the campus.
It all began at freshman orientation, a day specifically designed
according to lines. This served as
something of a training field for
the battlefield lines to come in the
future semesters as a student.
With the orientation training session behind them, students began
their college life and soon found
themselves standing in the line at
the business office, registrar's
office, the student union snack
bar, coke machines, an adviser's
office, the lunchroom, and so on.
Listen closely. Hear the m u m bling, disgruntled voices, huffing
complaints and heaving sighs from
students shifting weight on their
legs. Hear the crinkling papers
and rubbing erasers as closed
classes were read off the list and
then erased. See students with
bewildered faces in the Administration Building slump to the
hallway floor, fifty people down
from the enrollment office doors.
Noted for its length and time,

the enrollment line existed as the
most famous line on campus.
Rumors often spread about students camping outside the administration building the day before
enrollment. This line even had
notability for causing students to
add new vocabulary to the obscenities of the English, and
sometimes foreign languages.
Students stood in line for a variety of reasons. They stood in line
to buy books, use the bathroom
between classes, check out library
books or to use a computer. T o
sign up for lab, get grant and loan
checks, take the English Proficiency Test and to get a parking
space, they stood in line again.
They even stood in line to give
blood.
Of course, there were those trivial off-campus lines students found
themselves in like a recurring
nightmare. Students stood in line
at Hardee's, Wal-Mart, Ken's
Pizza buffet, Movie Madness,
Aardvark Video,
churches,
Cowboy's, the police station, the
banks, stop lights, quick stops,
etc.
Finally, just when students
thought it was all over they stood
in line to receive a diploma at
graduation.

Lines at the Rogers-Jefferson cafeteria
often back up as students wait to fill their
stomachs. Chris Wiser, Stephanie
Putnam, and Rhonda Taylor head the line
as they choose their lunch menus (Photo
by Justin Ediger).
Students stood in line for as long as three
hours to give blood at the drive for the
Operation Desert Storm forces. Over 200
students and faculty members packed the
Student Union Ballroom to set a record
for the most blood donors at SWOSU in
one day (Photo by Melissa Hays).

Chemistry students often have to wait in
line for supplies. Oscar Medelline and
Kimberly Frazier finally reach the front
of the line as they are helped by Karen
Kirkpatrick and Deana Turner (Photo by
Billy Geurin).

At noon and between classes, drivers
waited in line at stop signs. SWOSU drivers find the Bradley/College intersection
troublesome (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Students waited in line to see their pocketbooks shrink. Donna White, Missy Williamson and other students pay their tuition for the spring semester (Photo by
Billy Geurin).

Lines
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RICH
MINDS
Panorama '91 gave students, faculty and
citizens of Weatherford an opportunity to
experience cultural events at home.
By Wendy Branstine
For those who took the opportunity to pick up free tickets, a wealth
of entertainment waited to be
explored. The e v e n t - P a n o r a m a
'91.
Dr. Joe Anna Hibler said that
the purpose of Southwestern
Panorama'91 was to provide educational and cultural enrichment
as well as entertainment for the
campus.
President Hibler said, "We do an
excellent job with our classroom
instruction, but I think students
should have more than classroom
instruction. They should have an
opportunity to experience some of
the different cultural avenues and
some of the different people that
are in the news today. "
Panorama '91, an enrichment
series, was made possible through
a $50, 000 grant from Southwestern Bell which was matched by
the Oklahoma State Board of
Regents. Interest earned on this
money, in addition to interest on
donations given to the foundation
for this purpose, was turned over
to Southwestern for the enrichment series. This generous donation made it possible for Southwestern students, faculty and
Weatherford citizens as well as
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residents of western Oklahoma,
to experience great entertainment.
Panorama '91 progressed through
the fall, spring and summer semesters and will become an ongoing event.
Kicking off the year, the National
Shakespearean Theatre Troupe
performed "King Lear" to a soldout audience. Next, television anchorwoman and author of And So
It Goes Linda Ellerbee and writersatirist George Plimpton came and
spoke about their life experiences.
Carlene Carter also appeared to
dazzle her audience with an upbeat country music concert. Tickets for the events could be picked
up at no charge by anyone who
wished to attend. All tickets for
most of the events were claimed.
Panorama '91 became an overwhelming success in its first year,
and more events were planned for
the summer semester including
Trader Price Country and the
Oklahoma Philharmonic Quartet.
Other events are already scheduled for the upcoming year. Panorama '91 allowed students to relax, get away from the books for
awhile and enjoy a variety of entertainment.

King Lear (Dan Snow) is counseled by his
fool (JoJo Sydenham) in a scene from the
National
Shakespeareean Theatre
Troupe's production of "King Lear" which
was presented on March 4 in the Fine Arts
Center.
Preceding her lecture, Linda Ellerbee
speaks at a press conference. The press
conference also served as an educational
opportunity for students enrolled in News
Reporting I (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Many have never had an opportunity to
meet famous people. Several guests at the
reception honoring Linda Ellerbee waited
in line to get Ellerbee's autograph (Photo
by Billy Geurin).

Heiress to country music's richest family
legacy, Carlene Carter entertained a
Southwestern audience with a fun-filled,
energetic evening of country & western.

Panorama '91
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SHAPING
EVENTS
The activities on campus such as dances,
dorm activities and plays encouraged student
participation.
By Debbie Erwin
Throughout the year, Southwestern offered a variety of activities
to students. Howdy Week, sporting events, drama productions,
organizational activities, movie
presentations, musical concerts,
dorm activities and speakers all
contributed to the events on
campus. Students, faculty and the
community all became involved
in these activities.
Howdy Week welcomed students
to Southwestern through many
activities which allowed them to
become involved immediately. A
mid-night swim, jazz concert,
volleyball tournament, Barber and
Seville C o m e d y Show, Crazy
Olympics, Las Vegas Night and
dances added to the fun and excitement of Howdy Week.
Sporting events remained a
favorite among students. Students
filled the stands at football, basketball and baseball games as well
as tennis and golf matches and
rodeos. Intramurals allowed students not involved in collegiate
sports to compete.
The Drama Department showed
talent in Our Town, Seascape, The
Butler Did It Singing and Shadowbox while the Music Depart-
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ment performed The First Territorial Saloon. King Lear, performed by The National Shakespearean Theatre Troupe from
N e w York, served as the first
event in the Panorama '91 series
Organizations offered something
for every student. Meetings, fundraisers and get togethers allowed
students to b e c o m e involved.
Members of Phi Beta Lambda
traveled to Washington, D. C. to
attend its national leadership conference while many organizations
joined together to help at the
Special Olympics. The History
Club showed movies at its weekly
meetings which gave students
cultural and historical insight. The
Student Senate sponsored movie
night each week in which popular
films were shown.
Southwestern's music department offered many activities for
music majors and the entire campus. Solo and ensemble recitals
and vocal and instrumental concerts were given. The Jazz Band
showed excellence as it performed
at many events during the year
while the marching band entertained fans at football games.
Highlights for the music depart-

Campus Activities

ment included the performance of
the orchestra at the State Capitol
and the appearance of the show
choir on Channel 5's Butch and
Ben.
The many activities of the dorms
included a Slumber Party at Stewart Hall, a Mother/Daughter
Weekend at Rogers Hall and Camp
Neff at Neff Hall. Dorms also held
volleyball tournaments, secret pal
exchanges, dances and parties.
A variety of speakers came to
the campus of Southwestern.
Linda Ellerbee and George Plimpton, sponsored by Panorama '91,
both spoke about real-life experiences. The Sociology and Criminal Justice Student Association
held talks by Clara Looper, civil
rights activist and The Lifers Club
from Granite Reformitory. Dr. Ann
Bragdon spoke of women in Islam
during the School of Arts and
Sciences Enrichment Series about
the Islamic religion.
Through the many activities offered by Southwestern, students
grew intellectually, culturally and
socially. Regardless of a student's
interest, Southwestern allowed
each student to become involved
in at least one of these activities.

Special occasions and holidays called for
dances. Mike Rose, Mark Blair and Eric
Schwickerath show their preference in
music by going to the Halloween Dance
dressed as members of The Cure (Photo
by Justin Ediger).
Society of Creative Artists sold airplane
rides to raise funds. Bryce Brimer boards
an airplane flown by James Jennings
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

The Drama Department performed four
productions during the year. Margret
Brett, Stephannie Holland and Troy Sartors perform a scene from Our Town
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Pharmaceutical sales representatives promote products during the Drug Fair.
Beckie Trisler, Dung Vu and DeAnne
Curtis look over brochures (Photo by
Beverly Stiner).

Campus Activities

The thought of getting involved and making new
friends went through hundreds of students' minds as
they entered a new year. And what better way was
there to make new friends than to join an organization?
The approximately 80 different clubs on campus offered fellowship to students with similar interests.
Organizations helped prepare students for a profession and added to their list of assets. Membership
also provided a chance to gain knowledge and new
experiences outside the classroom through field trips
and speakers. In addition, organizations gave students an opportunity to express their individual
ideas. Many offered students a chance to utilize their
leadership abilities as well. But perhaps most important, membership gave students a sense of belonging.
'7 joined Alpha Psi Omega to meet people, learn
about theater and to socialize with people outside of
the dorm room and classroom, " Tina Cooke said.
Whether one sought to learn, share, serve or just
have fun, hundreds joined organizations.
According to Dr. Fred Janzen, Vice President of
Student Personnel Services, Southwestern is proud
of the diversity of opportunities allowed students
through the different organizations on campus.
"Southwestern enjoys a very reputable status as an
academic oriented institution... We encourage student participation in the professional, social and
service organizations which are active on our campus. Surely this, in part, is what helps our students
and graduates to become well educated and productive citizens. "
Students chose from over 80 organizations. The
Language Arts Picnic provided an opportunity to
learn about department organizations. Jill Hensley, Leah Dyer, Tamra Romines and Mr. Claude
Kezer cut watermelon (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Organizations Divider

Array of Interests
Business organizations examined the many aspects of their individual fields.
By Debbie Erwin
During life, one will probab l y be affected by, if not directly involved with, one of
the m a n y aspects of business. Thus, the School of
Business encompassed m a n y
components of the business
world. Business organizations- assisted m e m b e r s in
dealing with their specific
field.
The Accounting Club, C o m puter Club, Marketing/Management Club and Office A d ministration/Business Educ a t i o n P r o f e s s i o n a l s all
strived to better educate their
members about the opportunities available to them upon
graduation.
The Accounting Club, specialized to accounting majors,
held its annual picnic to increase the organization's
membership. Throughout
the year, the club invited
speakers w h o talked about
the various j o b s available to
members, the proper interview procedures and the differences between public and
private accounting. In the
spring, the Accounting Club
toured Conoco in Ponca City.
Through the activities of the
year, the members gained
knowledge about the m a n y
opportunities of the accounting field.
The Computer Club, opened
to c o m p u t e r majors and
minors, held monthly meetings in which former South-

western students, all currently working with computers, emphasized the various
j o b s associated with the field.
In the fall, the club toured
the O G & E facilities. Later in
the year, m e m b e r s competed
in a p r o g r a m m i n g contest in
Dallas, Texas. The club generously donated a clock to
the computer science departm e n t and also honored the
faculty.
The activites of the M a r keting/Management
Club
gave m e m b e r s a realistic
view of h o w to survive in
the real businesss world.
Each year the organization
traveled to Dallas, Texas to
tour several business c o m p a nies including M r s . Baird's
Bread. Throughout the year,
speakers from a variety of
businesses and corporations
spoke to the group. In order
to raise m o n e y for a scholarship presented to Reubin
Smith, the organization
watched the houses for the
Weatherford realtors' Parade
of H o m e s .
Office Administration/Business Education Professionals, a newly-formed organization, promoted its title by
training m e m b e r s to be leaders, to decide occupational
goals and to handle the transition from the university to
the working world while also
serving the school and the
community.
Due to the many events of the Office
Administration/Business Education
Professionals, each event needed
special preparation. Lisa Foley, Rita
Deevers, Cheryl Spradlin and
Shanna Downs plan the Office
Olympics (Photo by Melissa Hays).

T h e Office Administration/
Business Education Professionals served the c o m m u nity by collecting and distributing two food baskets to
needy families and donating
baked goods to the W e a t h e r ford Nursing Center. In addition, m e m b e r s held a bake
sale and a silent auction for
an antique quilt.
Guest speakers at monthly
meetings included representatives from the School of
P h a r m a c y and Vice-President J o h n H a y s .
Each organization supported the individual interests of its m e m b e r s . By focusing on the specific aspects of
the field, m e m b e r s gained
insight into their chosen profession.
With the increasing cost of tuition,
many students applied for scholarships to aid with school expenses.
Sharon May presents the Marketing/Management scholarship to
Reubin Smith (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Members of Accounting Club include- Front Row: Dayla Young, Jana Robertson,
Serena Kauk, Shannon Gardner, Lori Christensen and Berkeley Penner. Second
Row: Tonya Reed, Maria Johnson, Michael McNeil, Paul Bellah, Mike Tedford
and Daniel Hart. Back

Row: Carrie Morrison, Dee Dee Butler, Leah Dyer,

Brenda Stevens, Becky Brown, Laura Heavin, Lorrie Williams, and Brandi
Arthur.

Members of Computer Club include- Front Row: Don McGurk, David Altland,
Justin Curry, Linda Kilhoffer and Charlette Maphet. Second Row: Joe Don
Shepherd, Steve Grisham, Maria Johnson, Steve Corbin and Phouvanh Syribouth. Back Row: Greig Alvis, Paul Warnke, Patrick Malone, Gary Coy, Troy
Rightnowar and Travis Johnson.

Members of Office Administration Business Education Professionals includeFront Row: Rita Deevers, Traci Oglesby, Terrell Fry, Stephanie Beavers and
Penny Guthrie. Back Row: Dr. Barbara Matthew; sponsor, Sharon McLaughlin,
Kenda Keil, Kim Cravens, Milana Burge, Cheryl Spradlin and Lori Matthews.

Members of the Marketing/Management Club include- Front Row: Jennifer
Mosley, Deidre Nickel, Jill Barnhart, Kelly Camden, Lynn Burns. Back Row:
Reubin Smith, Todd Payne, Bryan Bose, Jeff Scovel and David McGrath.

Dynamic Duo
Phi Beta Lambda and Alpha Kappa Psi proved business and service

oriented.

By Brad Church
Two of Southwestern Okla- Tour, the P B L E m p l o y m e n t believes in O k l a h o m a and
homa State University's most Seminar, the State Fall and feels that cleaning up the
dynamic
o r g a n i z a t i o n s Spring Leadership Confer- highways will help keep it
proved active and involved ences. The P B L group trav- the great state that it is. " The
with their own groups, the eled to various states and L a m b d a Phi chapter hosted
school and the Weatherford cities to attend and be a part the Spring P E P Conference
community.
Phi
B e t a of these activities. Southwest- on Southwestern's c a m p u s .
L a m b d a and the L a m b d a Phi e m ' s chapter is ranked sec- M e m b e r s from other Alpha
chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi ond in the state of Okla- Kappa Psi chapters along
held m a n y events and activi- homa, with the state chapter with m e m b e r s from Southties throughout the fall and ranked fifth in the nation.
western, attended the conspring semesters.
Alpha Kappa Psi, which was f e r e n c e . M a n y
speakers
Phi Beta Lambda, a profes- established in 1904 at N e w shared their knowledge of
sional business association, York University, also was in- various business aspects with
helps its members obtain a volved in sundry activities and the group at its meetings. The
"competitive edge" in vari- events during the 1990-91 organization recognized new
S o u t h w e s t e r n ' s officers as well as outstandous areas of the business y e a r .
field. The
o r g a n i z a t i o n L a m b d a Phi chapter, char- ing pledges and m e m b e r s at
"strives to assist its m e m b e r s tered in 1984, pledged 22 the annual Yellow Rose B a n in achieving a greater aware- students in the Fall and 16 in quet. They closed out the year
ness of their personal goals the Spring. T h e professional with a Senior Soiree that
and aspirations, " according business fraternity pledge honored the 15 graduating
to P B L president Shannon classes and m e m b e r s were Alpha Kappa Psi seniors.
Gardner. The organization, actively involved in c o m m u which was established in nity service projects, funAlpha Kappa Psi pledge Stephanie
conferences.
1954, participated in several draisers and
Stewart gathers trash on Highway
motivational activities on Both pledge classes took part 54. Alpha Kappa Psi adopted a two
local, state and national lev- in the Oklahoma Adopt-A- mile stretch of highway outside of
els. Some of the events in- Highway program. M e m b e r Weatherford as it strives to keep
cluded the Dallas Market Lori Scott said, "Our chapter Oklahoma clean (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

At the Alpha Kappa Psi rush booth
ran by Chad Simon and Jimmy Harmon, Kim Dykes and Shane Peffer
look at the Alpha Kappa Psi scrapbook. Alpha Kappa Psi pledges totaled 22 (Photo by Melissa Hays).

Phi Beta Lambda members Stacy
Foley, Lisa Foley, Shannon Gardner, Rita Deevers and Cary Hill
stand in front of the White House.
Phi Beta Lambda attended the PBL
National Leadership Conference in
Washington, D. C.

Members of Alpha Kappa Psi i n c l u d e - Front Row: Howard Crabtree, Penny
Guthrie, T a m m y Boyd, Robin Trail, Scott Morris and Virginia Buller. Second
Row: Cathy Miller, Hollie Adamson, Stephanie Armstrong, Gena Eccles, Maria
Johnson and Leah Dyer. Third Row: Nidhi Patel, Leslie Myers, A d a m Crabtree,
Chris McKeever, Lori Scott, Tonya Richmond and Maya Bhakta. Back Row:
Jack Dickey Jr., Jerrod Simon, Joseph Galish, Chad Simon and Tracy Shelton.

Members of Phi Beta Lambda i n c l u d e - Front Row: Shannon Gardner, Lorrie
Williams, Lisa Foley, Rita Deevers, Steve Shafer and Brandi Arthur. Second
Row: Renyssa Wines, Tonya Reed, Serena Kauk, Jeff Scovel, Shelley Stokes and
Lori Christensen. Back Row: Teri Parry, David Scott, Michael McNeil, Lanny
Hamar, Brenda Stevens and Dayla Young.

Pledges of Alpha Kappa Psi include-- Front Row: Michelle Toliver, Jennifer
"nett, Carrie Morrison, Marie Le, Jill Barnhart, Kayla Schrick and Dana
D o w n e y . Second Row: Jennifer Martin, Kelly Camden, Tari Stone, Lori
Dewees. Back Row: Terri Hodges, Jamie Caldwell, Erma Johnson, Stephen
Peffer, Nathan Robinson, Ronnie Jones, J. D. Crouse and Archie Rider.

Members of Kappa M u Epsilon i n c l u d e - Front Row: Joe Charles, Carin Cochran,
Kristin Casebeer, Melissa Kirkland and Jeana Day. Back Row: Wayne Hayes,
Robert Morris, Stacy Bozarth, Nancy Bell, Jeremy Osmus and Dixie Harris.
Matthews,
Sharon McLaughlin, Michele Kuykendall, Deidre N

Business

Future Educators
Education organizations work to promote leadership skills.
By Cindra Albert
The School of Education
works to prepare students to
become future educators.
Regardless of which area of
concentration the student
became involved in, all sought
to achieve a common goal:
becoming competent educators. In addition to the classroom, students searched for
other opportunities to learn
about their future profession.
Within this framework several organizations remained
active and prosperous during the 1990-91 school year.
The Student Education
Association on campus, the
state's second largest, prided
itself with a membership of
263 students. This active organization began the year
with an ice-cream social to
welcome old and new m e m bers. Monthly meetings included programs on topics of
concern for future educators
including discipline and child
abuse. Tomorrow's
Teacher,
a newsletter published by and
for the Southwestern Student
Education Association m e m bers, contained a monthly
calendar of events and articles comprising local and
national educational news
and information.
Working to promote children with exceptional needs
remained the goal of the
Student Council for Exceptional Children. In addition
to attending regular meetings, student
members
worked as counselors at
Camp Happy Hollow and
helped supervise the Special
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Olympics. The Monday night
coffee booth in the Education
Building, the sale of KATT Tshirts and the Odyssey of the
Mind (held in cooperation
with the SEA) helped this organization raise money to
send children to Camp Happy
Hollow and to help fund the
Special Olympics.
Members of M u Kappa, the
local chapter of Kappa Delta
Pi Honor Society were required to have a 3. 0 grade
point average to be eligible
for membership. According to
IAnn Foreman, the chapter's
president, "Kappa Delta Pi
encourages high professional,
intellectual and personal
standards and recognizes
outstanding contributions to
education. "
Upward Bound provided
academic counseling for postsecondary placement. Seventeen different schools within
a fifty-mile radius received
these services which involved
two components. The academic year program offered
students the chance to live in
their respective community
while attending high school
and participate in Saturday
Upward Bound meetings.
The summer program allowed students to live on
campus and experience college life.
According to sponsor Dr.
Diane Busch, very few Physical Education Major/Minor
clubs exist. "Having this
opportunity, " Busch added,
"allows us to be able to promote professional involve-

ment at the student level with
the national, state and local
associations to inform and
educate the student majors
and minors of programs related to the discipline. " The
monthly meetings included
programs and speakers on
topics such as dance, fencing
and athletic training. Each
year the P E M M club sponsored the Brownie Play Day
and the Jump Rope for Heart.
The five educational organizations on campus allowed
students in different educational areas to enjoy opportunities related to their field.
In addition, m e m b e r s h i p
gave students the chance to
socialize with students with
similar interests.
SCEC member, Margaret Johnson
sorts through t-shirts in preparation for Special Olympics. The
combined efforts of the SEA, the
SCEC and other volunteers helped
make this year's Olympics a success
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

In addition to regular meetings and
other activities, the SOEA held a
workshop in the Student Union Ballroom. Teachers and student teachers alike gain some practical ideas
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Upward Bound gave high school
dents a chance to gain acade
counseling. Upward Boundvo
hamburgers
with Bobby Cob
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Members of the Student Education Association include-Front Row: Marietta
Kelley, Trilby Long, Donnette Bogett and Alisa Roddy. Second row: Margaret
Johnson, Tracy Chitwood, Michelle Sawyer, Penny Guthrie, T a m m y Sherrill,
Dixie Harris and Chung Tran. Back row: Bill Garner. Sunny Lawrence, Kristi
Ferguson, Gayle Shane, IAnn Foreman, Susan Harland, Kelli Snodgrass, Rob
McFall and Michelle Smith.

Members of Kappa Delta Pi include-Front Row: IAnn Foreman, President;
T a m m y Sherrill, Secretary. Second Row: Marietta Kelley, Gayle Shane, Alisa
Roddy, Margaret Johnson. Back row: Susan Harland, Kelli Snodgrass, Michelle
Sawyer, Donnetta Boyett.

Members of Student Council for Exceptional Children include-Front Row: Rita
Conway; Annisa Nowlin, President; Walter Hanna, Vice-President; Peggy
Constien, Publicity; Jeannie Gosnell. Back row: Veronica N a s h , Margaret
Johnson, Dan Deasy, Jenifer Randle, Tammie Carpenter.

Education

In Training
Health science organizations promote health care needs of the community.
by Cindra Albert
Educating men and women
to serve the health care needs
of the community, the goal of
the School of Health Sciences, extended beyond the
classroom. Many students
sought opportunities to learn
more about their chosen field
and socialize with their peers
who shared similar interests. A number of health Science organizations afforded
students this opportunity.
Alpha Alpha Sigma provided a support network for
students in health care administration. Monthly meetings often included speakers
on pertinent health topics
and members were encouraged to attend the organizations professional meetings.
Lambda Tau, the Medical
Technology Honor Society,
worked to promote medical
technology and allowed majors to get together and learn
more about their field. They
started the year off with a
cook-out in August and initiated their new members at
their Christmas dinner. Activities included helping with
the Health Fair and a field
trip to the Medical Arts Laboratory in Oklahoma City.
Lambda Tau joined with Mu

Rho Alpha for a Spring banquet honoring their Who's
Who recipient, the faculty
sponsor, and the outstanding senior.
Mu Rho Alpha, the Medical
Records
Administration
Club, assisted in recruitment
efforts by promoting the career of medical record administration as well as providing a forum for student
recreational activities, and a
means of enhancement of professional knowledge. A gettogether picnic started the
year off, and other activities
included fund raisers, a
Christmas party and participation in the Allied Health
A w a r d s b a n q u e t in the
spring.
Promotion of professional
and community service to
nursing students remained
the goal of the Nursing Student Association. According
to Wade Taggart, President,
the organization also provided examples of what nursing resources would be available post graduation by allowing students to work in
area hospitals and help with
such activities as the health
fair and the blood drive.
The Student Home Econom-

ics Association opened itself
to a wide variety of student
members ranging from housing and interior design majors to pre-professionals in
hotel and restaurant administration. Regular meetings
included guest speakers on
topics such as consumer
m a n a g e m e n t and fashion
trends. A Fall Leadership
Workshop, a tasting luncheon, and the State Home Economics Association meeting
comprised the list of this
group's activities. Three of
the S. H. E. A. members served
double duty by holding state
level offices in the Student
Member Section of the state
association. According tosponsor Dr. Nancy McClain,
"We strive to provide leadership and professional skills
to empower families and individual family members to
function within society and
determine their own quality
of life. "
The health science organizations on campus offered
students more than just a
social outlet. They gave students the chance to get involved, gain knowledge and
get practical experience in
their chosen field.

Valentine s Day provides an excellent opportunity for organizations
to raise money. Kristi Bryan orders
a valentine cake from Student Nursing Association members Kim Bryan
and Pam Murphy (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Organizations

In an effort to present a futuristic,
all-encompassing image of home
economics, the Home Economics
Department adopts a new logo. Julie
Scott and DeAnna Godfrey proudly
display their support at the awards
banquet (Photo by Melissa Hays).

Working in area hospitals and gaining practical experience is one opportunity provided by the Nursing
Student Association. Loraine McKay
practices giving a bed bath in the
Nursing Lab (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Members of M u Rho Alpha include-Front Row: Karen Howlingworth, Teresa
Hutchinson, Cristy Walter, April Ford, Penny Sanderford, A m y Miller, Carol
Clay, Treveron Clay. Second Row: Kathleen Toppah, Traci Banister, Debra
Westbrook, Chelsea Lasater, Cheryl Sawatzky, Dyan Carter, Saundra Burchill,
Faye Henson, sponsor.

Members of Lambda Tau include-Front Row: Darenda Young, Dana Curry,
Kathy McClendon, Twila Adams. Back Row: John Miller, Jimmy Goff, Greg
Adams.

Computer technology has helped
streamline the health care industry. Nita Kinlaw presents a donation of Coding software from the 3M
Health Information Systems to Dr.
Gary Walgomott, Faye Henson and
Marion Pritchard of the Medical
Records Administration Program.

Helping Hands
Honor and service organizations volunteer for community service.
By Paula Taylor
First chartered in 1968, the
Circle K club was dedicated
to community service. On
September 25, 1985, the club
switched hands and was rechartered by Circle K International. The organization
has been active in serving
the community in concordance with the local Kiwanis
Club. The duties of Circle K
consisted of yearly projects,
fundraisers and assistingwith Kiwanis Club projects.
The club opened its membership to all students in good
collegiate standing and held
biweekly meetings. Circle K
listed among its goals leadership development and campus involvement. Service
projects included a Christmas toy drive, Special Olympics, Little Olympics, assisting with MDA and Children's
Network Telethon and sponsoring programs for the Veteran s Home in Clinton.
Another honor and service
organization, Gamma Delta

Kappa remained as the oldest organization on Southwestern's campus. The GDKs
held many interesting and
challenging
activities,
money-for-charity fundraisers, and events. G a m m a
Delta Kappa believed in community service and helping
those in need by providing
monetary assistance and volunteer services.
During the fall semester, the
women's honor society participated in the CROP Walk,
an annual event held to help
feed the hungry, and a bake
sale for the Billy Springer
H e a r t F u n d . G D K also
worked at Oktoberfest and
donated toys to the Children's
Memorial Hospital in Oklahoma City at Christmas.
In the spring, Gamma Delta
Kappa held another bake sale
for the GDK scholarship fund.
Gamma Delta Kappa annually provided a $600 scholarship to an outstanding active
member, this year's recipi-

Claude Keezer reads the jury's decision during the Jail-N-Bail sponsored by GDK. Proceeds went to the
American Cancer Society (Photo by
Billy Geurin).
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ent being Maria Pankrantz.
On April 4, Gamma Delta
Kappa sponsored the first
Jail-N-Bail on a college campus nationwide. The money
raised at this event went to
the American Cancer Society
for research and literature to
inform people of the aspects
of cancer. Selecting "Most
Wanted" fugitives, deciding
the crime each committed,
and notifying the community
that these criminals were on
the loose, in addition to looking for donations took many
hours, but proved worthwhile. National recognition
was achieved by the group
for r a i s i n g a w h o p p i n g
$6, 020. 07, the majority o f
w h i c h r e m a i n e d in t h e
Weatherford region. G D K
also planned to help with the
Special Olympics that was
held on April 20. The tremendous successes of the
year were acknowledged at
the annual G D K Spring
Banquet in May.

Brian Ogden buys cookies from GDK Concerned friends stop by to vi
members Gena Eccles, Leah Dyer,
with Dr. Wanda Stimson during h
and Tammy Boyd. Proceeds from jail term for Gamma DeltaK
the bake sale went to the Billy
Springer Heart Fund (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Bail had to be raised by the inmates
themselves. Sherrie Sharp makes a
phone call to raise her bail during
Gamma Delta Kappa's Jail-N-Bail
(Photo by Melissa Hays).

Members of Circle K include-Front Row: Kenna Kliewer, Jeff Scovel, Todd Kerr,
Lorrie Williams, Teresa Duke, W a y n e Thomas and Lynda Beard.

Back Row:

Lori Newton, Lori Resneder, M a r s h a Harrel, Charles Burr, David McGrath,
Archie Rider, Tonya Reed, Donnette Boyett and Susan Harland.

Members of G a m m a Delta Kappa include-Front Row: Dolores Russell sponsor,
Stephanie Riggs, Lori Christensen, T a m r a Romines and Leah Dyer. Second Row:
Sossee Eskidjan, Melissa Hays, Virginia Buller, Debbie Erwin, Penny D. Guthrie,
Chung Tran and Louise Taylor. Third Row: Stephanie Hicks, Tracy Chitwood,
Gena Eccles, Jerrilynn Farmer, Stephanie Armstrong, Michelle Toliver, Lisa
Parsells, Marilyn Shockey and Majorie Lantum. Back Row: Vicki Cooper, Carol
Johnson, Annisa Nowlin, April Moon, Rita Deevers, Lori Scott, Tonya Reed,
Kelly Vogt and Michelle Smith.

Organizations

Free Expression
The Language Arts Department contained theatrics, literature and speaking.
By Priscilla Johnson
The Language Arts Department hosted a variety of
clubs. These clubs including
Alpha Psi Omega, Pi Kappa
Delta and English Club.
These clubs learned more
about their organizations,
raised money for their special interests, promoted academics and had fun.
In Alpha Psi Omega, m e m bers were involved in community activities as well as
theatre projects. During the
year, the club organized a
fundraiser to buy bulletproof vests for the Weatherford Police department.
Teddy, who was bought for
a drama production, served
as mascot. During every
theatre performance, Teddy
occupied a front row seat.
Teddy has become so popular with drama students and
club members that Teddy
awards were given out at
the club's annual banquet.

The English Club, open to
English majors and minors,
had a very active year. Under
the leadership of sponsor Dr.
Helen Maxson and President
Marcia Trent, the club held
writing seminars by Mr. Keith
Long and Dr. Mark Sanders.
Dr. Jerry Nye gave a book
review on Linda Ellerbee's
book And So It Goes. In addition, the club's book sale
funded two scholarships given
to Tamra Romines and Marcia Trent. Sigma Tau Delta,
the International English
Honorary Society, required
that members maintain at
least a 3. 25 GPA, have completed several upper level
English courses and received
A's or B's in all English classes.
The Collection, open to anyone interested in literature,
met twice a month to read individual works along with
works of favorite authors.
Pi Kappa Delta encouraged

students interested in debate
or public speaking. The club
held many parties including
a Halloween party and an
April Fool's sneak. In addition, members assisted and
performed at the high school
speech tournament held at
S W O S U . A t t e n d a n c e at
speech tournaments remained the highlight of the
club's activities. Three of the
members, Lorenzo Dunsford,
Vandy Kramer and Wendy
Weber attended the national
tournament at Huntington,
West Virginia.
During the year, members
of Alpha Psi Omega, Pi Kappa
Delta and English Club
gained insight respectively
into theatrics, literary works
and competitive speaking.
Many clubs held parties during the
year. At Sigma Tau Delta's Halloween party, Marcia Trent, posing as
death, prepares to massacre a
pumpkin (Photo by Joely Cox).

Vandy Cramer and Wendy Weber,
sophomore theatre majors, perform
a humorous duet for an audience of
high school students. Cramer and
Weber attended the national speech
tournament (Photo by Billy
Geurin).
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Terry Hunter and Jeremy Palmar
paint Meridith Milliken's face for
Alpha Psi Omega. Proceeds went to
the Orange Ribbon Brigade (Photo
by Kimberly Charles).

Blinkie (Hollie Adamson) of Alpha Psi
Omega cheers up blood donor Gary
Gorman (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Members of Alpha Psi Omega include-Front Row: Jessica Massey, Lance
Garrett. Benny Williams, Dan Heath, Marcia Trent, Kendra Clark and Cindy
Trent. Second Row: Stephanie Holland, Joe Charles, Michael Hawkins, Troy
Sartors, Jayare Smith, Dan Tomlinson, Michelle Covalt and Claude Kezer,
sponsor. Back Row: Michelle Vanderveer, W e n d y Wever, Hollie Adamson, DeLanna Posey, Lisa Palmer, Mitzi Pence, Margaret Brett and Kimberly Charles.

Members of Pi Kappa Delta include-Front Row: Lance Garrett, Michelle
Vanderveer, Vanessa Cramer and Bennie Williams. Second Row: Wendy
Weber, Tammi Heilaman, Amber Taylor and Jay Mashburn. Back Row: Dan
Heath, Shannon Richey, Jessica Massey, Stephannie Holland and Sherrie
Sharp, sponsor.

Language Arts

Foreign Insight
German Club and Spanish Cluh offered knowledge beyond the classroom.

Brad Church and Debbie Erwin
Two foreign language clubs,
German Club and Spanish
Club, increased the knowledge of their members by
exposing them to information
about their respective foreign
languages and the countries
in which they are spoken.
The German Club looked,
listened and learned about
the culture and language of
Germany. Many speakers
attended the monthly meetings to inform members of
the people and traditions of
Germany.
During the fall. the club held
a get-to-know-each-other
bratwurst cookout. The group
enjoyed grilled bratwurst, a
German sausage. A German
exchange student spoke
about the lifestyles of Germans and how they differ
from Americans.
A Christmas party was held
in December. Members of the
SWOSU Music Department
sang German songs as entertainment.
In the spring, an American
exchange student to Germany compared life here and
in Germany. She also told of
the wonderful experience of
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being in Germany during the on Dr. Mitchell's satellite.
fall of the Berlin Wall. MemDuring the spring, members
bers viewed a colorful piece served as monitors and scorof the Berlin wall and pic- ers for the Spanish exams of
tures of the country and the Southwestern Interschopeople.
lastic Meet.
A farewell party and
During the year, the club
bratwurst cookout ended the held two bake sales to fund
year. Dr. Clarence Sturm, merit awards and scholarsponsor, recognized the suc- ships given to Tacey Bell,
cess of the year as he said Cherinda Jett, Carmen
that he was impressed with Kilgore, Suzanne West, Coby
what (the group) did.
Hood. Lezli Bullard and
The Spanish Club in- Tammy Gee.
formed members of the culThe year ended with the
tural, historical and current clubs annual banquet at
aspects of Spain. Central Casa Soto. The club invited
America and Latin America two foreign exchange stuwhile promoting Spanish on dents attending Clinton High
campus.
School to speak, elected offiThe club held monthly cers for next year, presented
meetings in which hispanic scholarships and recognized
exchange students and stu- Dr. Caroline Mitchell as Most
dents who had visited his- Querida Maestra.
panic countries spoke. CulEach club expanded the
tural moments during the minds of its members by
meetings focused on inter- educating them about the
esting people, places and language, culture and history
events of Hispanic countries. of the countries.
In December, members
gathered at the home of Dr. C h r i s t i n e A s s a r d d r e s s e s in h e r n a tive F r e n c h c o s t u m e at a S I S A d e m Caroline Mitchell for the o n s t r a t i o n . Foreign s t u d e n t s offered
annual Christmas party. i n f o r m a t i o n of t h e i r n a t i v e c o u n After dinner, members tries to t h e s t u d e n t body ( P h o t o by
watched Spanish programs K i m b e r l y C h a r l e s ) .

Language Arts

Members of German Club include-Front Row: Brad Church, Marilyn Shockey
and Clarence Sturm, sponsor. Back Row: Lori Finley, Michelle Miller, Terry
Larson, Neil Traugh, Doc Dorrell and Pat Coombs.

Members of International Club include-Front Row: Paul Le, Pratiksha Naik,
Christina Tran, Sandy Vaidya, Nga Nghe, Tina Tran, Kirti Vaidya, Thuy Tran
and Dung V u . Second Row: Dang Phung, Menbere Mariam Fenkis, Vijay Naik,
Kartik Bhakta, Marjorie Lantum, Roland Iboni, Nidhi Patel, Mariam Tenkiv,
Kien Chau and Dr. Blake Sonobe, sponsor. Back Row: Seble Tadesse, Maya
Bhakta, Lise Lepebure, Laurent Girard, Aftab Ahmed, Sanjay Patel, Annie
Widjaja, Malaphone Southaphon, Flora Mugambi and Shanita Bhakta.

Members of Spanish Club include- Front Row: Carmen Kilgore, Caroline
Mitchell, sponsor, Suzanne W e s t , Lisa Williams and Suzanna Milligan. Back
Row: Debbie Erwin, Tacy Bell, Alex Upchurch, Leslie Bullard, Jarrod Hayes,
Dixie Harris and Juanita Wilson.

Language Arts
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Music Mania
Music organizations work enthusiastically to promote the auditory arts
By Duke Simmons
Kappa Kappa Psi was the
honorary band fraternity at
Southwestern. Their responsibilities included the care
and hauling of the band
equipment used during halftime activities of sporting
events and supporting band
functions such as fund raisers, social functions, parties
and dances.
Members of Kappa Kappa
Psi must have participated
in marching band for at least
one semester and
proven
themselves to be outstanding members of the band.
Tau Beta Sigma was the
service sorority for the band
and the sister sorority of
Kappa Kappa Psi. Their responsibilities included assisting Kappa Kappa Psi with

fundraising activities, provid- the presenting of a M u Phi
ing meals and other services Epsilon scholarship.
for the band. Members had
This year's fundraisers into show excellence in their cluded car washes and bake
academic work and show very sales for different contests
enthusiastic qualities which sponsored by the music deare neccessary when sup- partment. They also served
porting the band.
the food at the Homecoming
Mu Phi Epsilon was the banquet.
professional women's fraterRequirements for membernity which strived for the ship in M u Phi Epsilon inadvancement of music, mu- clude a music major or minor
sicianship and scholarship and satisfactory grades, atboth nationally and interna- tendance of at least one
tionally. Activities for M u Phi semester of college and comEpsilon included picking up pletion of at least one begintrash for their Adopt-a-High- ning level music course.
way program, singing at
Little Bird Nursing Home, Denise M. Fox and Julie Giddy get
helping other music organi- a tan while raising money for Mu
zations organize a Christmas Phi Epsilon. Car washes were a
great way to raise money and spirdance, decorating the music its at the same time.
building for the holidays, and

Julie Giddy and Jason Armstrong
take advantage of the playground
equipment at Means Park. Teetertottering was just one of the many
activities at the Mu Phi Epsilon
cookout this fall.

Terrel D. Fry and Tim Dewit
monitor the sound system at th
Neff Hall Beach Bash. Kappa Kapp
Psi provided the music, sounds
dances held at Southwestern (Pho
by Ken Luginbyhl).
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Members of Kappa Kappa Psi include-Front Row: Paul W . Ailey, Tim DeWitt,
Jeff Hastings, Terrel D. Fry, D. Brent Evans, D. Brian Gregory. Second Row:
Dana Crouse, Brad Mitchell, Jill Woodie, Kent Sawyer, Justin A d a m s , Lorien
Williams. Back Row: Cindy DeSpain, Scott Hostetler, Tony Fox, Jerry W .
Everett, James E. Hicks, Brian Winter.

Members of Tau Beta Sigma include-- Front Row: Christy Rowland, Carol L.
Hill, Cathy Rene' Rogers, Dawn M. Haas. Back Row: Patty Lamaster, Jodie
Milner, Paige Bridal, Vicki Bailey, Kellie Shepherd.

Members of M u Phi Epsilon i n c l u d e - Front Row: Lori Craun, Kimberly Duffy,
Meishel L. Wilsher, Crystal Clifton, Denise M. Fox, Darlys Larson. Second Row:
Marni R. Adamson, Marilyn Shockey, Nicole Rigsby, Michele Seymour, A m y
Briscoe, Julie Giddy, Lisa Parsells. Melissa Beauford, Tracy Hightower, Brian
Gregory, Lori Finley, Nancy Simpson.

Music

Ablutive Art
Music and art organizations use audio and visual art to stimulate the mind
By Duke Simmons
The Music Therapy Club
was a proffessional organization designed to promote
an awareness and understanding of music therapy
within the community.
Music therapy, as defined
by club president Lanette
Long, was the theraputic
use of music to developed
non-musical goals such as
socialization skills for psychiatric patients, reality
orientation for geriatric
patients and preacademic
skills for the mentally retarded.
This year's organizational
activities included presentation of numerous speakers such as music thera-

pist Marty Besinger, participation and decoration
of the Special Olympics
Music Festival which is
held annually in Weatherford, and a few small fundraisers such as bake sales.
Long said many of the club
members volunteered at
nursing homes and psychiatric help centers such as
New Horizons.
The Society of Creative
Artists was an organization which offered a variety of activities for students
majoring or minoring in the
fine arts, commercial art,
or anyone interested in the
visual arts. Society of Creative Artists member, Ma-

ria Sheets, described the
club as a social/professional
organization.
"We tried to engage in
activities which would be
of benefit to the club as a
whole and each individual
member. The club tries to
promote unity and individualism at the same time.
In this way we can benefit
from each other's perspective, " said Sheets.
Organizational activities
this semester included a
trip to Dallas, Texas to tour
five art museums and a
trip to Sante Fe where
members were surrounded
by an environment dedicated to its own style of art.

Sue McQuire talks to fellow Society of Creative Artists member
Monte York as they wait for a potential buyer of the T-shirts and
other goods the SCA sold at the art
show. The money gained from the
sales helped to fund the various
activities members attended(Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Monte York studies an artists conception of Jim Morrison. The Society of Creative Artists sponsored
many art exibitions throughout the
school year (PhotobyJoelly Cox).
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Casey Greenroyd admires a piece of
abstract art in the art building. The art
competition this fall allowed many
Society of Creative Artists members
an opportunity to display their imaginative wares (Photo by Joelly Cox).

Members of the Music Therapy Club include-Front Row: Colleen Morris, Lannette Long, Jamie Bohlman. Back Row: Ann E. Kiser, Gary Don
Bladgett, Alicia Laird.

Members of the Society of Creative Artists include- Front Row: Clint
Wood, Lisa Bradford, Kay Marks, Olivia Ortiz, Maria V. Sheets, Sue
McGuire, Bryce Brimer. Second Row: Dawn Herbert, Kelly Vogt, Rogga
Kopp, Monte York, Bradley A. Suous, Casey L. Sutterfield. Back Row:
J. Don Wood, Colynda Urton, Tina Price, Cindy Koehn, Denise Feil,
Cindy Cabaniss, Sossee Eskidjian.
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Health Awareness
Kappa Psi and Phi Delta Chi kept the community informed about their health.
By Debbie Erwin
As in the past, the School of
Pharmacy once again remained outstanding in its accomplishments. The organizations, sororities and fraternities within the School of
Pharmacy
represented
Southwestern with professionalism and dedication.
The two Professional Pharmaceutical Fraternities for
men, Kappa Psi and Phi Delta
Chi, both contained committed and hard-working individuals.
The Delta Beta Chapter of
Kappa Psi, a nation-wide
pharmaceutical fraternity,
consisted of 54 members. It
was open to those accepted
into the School of Pharmacy.
They opened both semesters
with a cook-out for students
interested in the fraternity.
Phi Delta Chi started the
year with 17 members. Six
men pledged the fraternity.

After learning the fraternity's
history, performing service
projects and undergoing initiation, they became m e m bers.
Phi Delta Chi Little Sisters
assisted m e m b e r s throughout the year. They helped
with the activities
within
the fraternity and the c o m munity and basically served
as a "support group".
Activities for both Kappa
Psi and Phi Delta Chi ranged
from taking part in intramural competitions and hosting
picnics to assisting in activites on campus, in Weatherford and throughout the state
of Oklahoma.
According to Phi Delta Chi
m e m b e r Tim Purser, "the
amount of community service
makes his fraternity
unique.
On the S W O S U c a m p u s ,
both fraternities assisted in

Kappa Psi held many activities for
its members throughout the year.
At the Kappa Psi picnic at Red Rock
Canyon, Tony Knickle charcoals
steaks for the fraternity.

Phi Delta Chi performs many services for the community. Tim Purser
checks blood pressure at the Pioneer Center in Weatherford.

Pharmacy

the Health Career Days activites.
Phi Delta Chi provided t w o
blood pressure screenings in
Weatherford while m e m b e r s
of Kappa Psi voluntarily took
blood pressure at the Pioneer
Center twice each month. In
addition, both fraternitites
were present at the O k l a homa State Fair. While Phi
Delta Chi assisted in distributing information from the
S W O S U booth, Kappa Psi
took blood pressure readings.
Throughout the year, Kappa
Psi and Phi Delta Chi succeeded as leaders in pharmacy. Both outstandingly
represented S W O S U as they
professionally and benevolently served the community.
In addition to formal meetings, fraternities also find time to have fun.
At a Phi Delta Chi party, Mike
Coston, Chuck Stamm, Eric Stamen and Oscar Medellan play volleyball (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Members of Phi Delta Chi include-Front Row: Dave McMillin, Gary Elam,
Jarrod Link, Michael Beard, Tim Purser and Michael Lopez. Back Row: Chris
Tharp, Reza Fakhrshafae, Dave Roark, Jason Bodner and Jeff Edwards.

Pledges of Phi Delta Chi include-Front Row: Eric A d a m s , Richard Dendridge,
Brent Collier and Dennis Brown. Back Row: Ali Mehr, Rich McCormack and
Brad Stanford.

embers of Kappa Psi include-- Front Row: Dr. David Coates, Sponsor, Steve
le, Kyle DeLoach, Bobby Rader, Tim Heird, Jay Givens and Bobby Swayden.
Second Row: Shannon Forehand, Michael Wallace, Tony Knickle, Darrel Williams, Bryan Lippe, Brad Pickett, David Reitnauer, Rakesh Patel and Darwin
nith. Third Row: Scott Buchanan, Kyle Compton, Greg Jantz, Matt Baker,
Trent Roper, Freddie Norton, Tom Artell, Steve Valenzuela and Matt Garrett,
Fourth Row: Eddie Winn, Galen Perkins, Michael Green, Shane May, Todd
Roberts, Paul Lessig, Cody Crouch, Tim Warpula and Michael Swayden. Back
Row: Brian Ogden, Shane Lewis, Boyd Hamilton, John Henry, Jason Hall,
Karren Tidwell, Kent Griffith, Dereck Wentworth, marvin Skinner, Clifton
Pernnell.

Little Sisters of Phi Delta Chi i n c l u d e - Front Row: Anne Funk, Heather Breslow,
Kari Gibbins and Pratiksha Naik. Back Row: Rhea Klesel, Marnie Elrod, Rhonda
Davis and Michelle Swayden.
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Future Decisions
The various pharmacy organizations offered something for every student.
By Debbie Erwin
While the School of Pharmacy offered each pharmacy
student a quality pharmaceutical education, many organizations within the school
allowed each student to explore his individual interests.
The main goal of Rho Chi
focused on promoting academics. It consisted of the
top twenty percent of pharmacy students. Rho Chi required that members be in
pharmacy school for three
semesters while maintaining
a 3. 0 GPA in pharmacy school
and overall. Rho Chi awarded
three scholarships to deserving recipients. They presented the Rho Chi Alumni
Scholarship to a first semester pharmacy student. Two
other scholarships were given
to Rho Chi members from
the proceeds from selling
pocket calendars.
The Institutional Pharmaceutical Association was
funded by the Oklahoma
Society of Hospital Pharmacists. Founded thirteen years
ago by Dr. Steve Pray and
currently sponsored by Pray
and Dr. Ed Wanek, it stressed
hospital pharmaceutics.
At monthly meetings, a
As drug and alcohol abuse is a problem among college students, Southwestern educated students on this
matter. Kappa Epsilon member
Johna Veale informs Stacy Bain of
Drug and Alcohol Awareness (Photo
by Justin Ediger.

Pharmacy

guest speaker gave a presentation over one of the many
opportunities available to
pharmacy students. At the
beginning of the spring semester, the Institutional
Pharmaceutical Association
shared a joint meeting with
Southwestern Pharmaceutical Association. Pharmacy
students gained credit by attending this Oklahoma Society of Hospital Pharmacists
Western District meeting.
The Institutional Pharmaceutical Association took two
trips during the year. The
group toured High Plains
Baptist Hospital in Amarillo,
Texas and St. Anthony's Hospital in Oklahoma City.
The Southwestern Pharmaceutical Association began
the year with a cookout to
welcome pharmacy and prepharmacy students.
As many other pharmacy
organizations, Southwestern
Pharmaceutical Association
attended the state fair where
m e m b e r s took fairgoer's
blood pressures.
In addition to these activites, companies interviewing the pharmacy students
for future employment gave
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presentations while hosting
pizza parties. "It's a nice way
to meet job interviewers informally, " said Beth Lacy.
The duties of Southwestern
Pharmaceutical Association
went beyond the boundaries
of S W O S U and reached the
national level. Southwestern
Pharmaceutical Association
belonged to the American
Pharmaceutical Association
in which members were involved at state and national
levels. During spring break,
the group journeyed to N e w
Orleans to attend the American Pharmaceutical Association National Convention.
During the year, Rho Chi,
The Institutional Pharmaceutical Association and Southwestern
Pharmaceutical
Association offered something
for most pharmacy students
ranging from academic representation to a look at hospital pharmaceutics to leadership at a national level.
Since communication and socialization are important for any profession, organizations hold social events.
At a Southwestern Pharmaceutical
Association ice cream social, Pratiksha Naik serves herself ice cream before joining other members (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

President of the Institutional Pharmaceutical Association, Vicki Ross,
discusses upcoming events at a
meeting (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Members of Rho Chi i n c l u d e - Front Row: DeAnn Curtis, Paul Huynh Q. Le,
Dang Hhoang Le Phung, Heidi Salmon, Carol Pilgrim and Julie Boese. Second
Row: Peter Ratto, advisor, Shawn Dowers, Barry Craig, Brad Stanford and
Shannon Forehand. Back Row: Sheri Haines, Kristi Alexander, Lisa Hoffman,
Floy Green, Marette Loosen, Beth Lacy and Kathy Boyett.

Members of Institutional Pharmacy Association include- Front Row: Martha
Farley, Aileen Hutchison, Dereck Wentworth, Shelley Delk, Angie Hillis, Irma
Arenivar and DeAnn Curtis. Back Row: Jarrod Link, Kelea Pelzel, Julie Slinkard, Rhea Klesel, Beckie Trisler, Luain Krug and Dr. Steven Pray, co-sponsor.

Members of Kappa Epsilon include-Front Row: Luain Krug, DeAnn Curtis, Lisa
: at, Stacey Howard, Darci Hatter, Elaine Lust, Holly Lovett, Loyce Warren,
ather Breslow and Anne Funk. Second Row: Keith Reichmann, Sponsor, Lori
le, Stacey Arnold, Cheryl Grayson, Lelana Vadder, Kenna Harrison, Johna
ale, Kristy Henderson, Stephanie Jamieson, Joann Blevins, Sheri Haines,
gie Hillis and Dr. Ed Wanek, Sponsor. Third Row: Sandy Vaidya, Mika Green,
anna Hamilton, Misty Mayfield, Bridget Stevenson, LouAnn Dowd, Stacey
ndell, Beckie Trisler, Melinda Heath, Michelle Swayden and Caron Dressier.
Back Row: Rhea Klesel, Marnie Elrod, Tammy Weaver, Kelli Pingleton, Shannon
idley, Monica King, Helen Cass, Kellie Boyd, Phihang Nghe, Dung Vu, Shelly
ore and Kelly Collins.

Members of Southwestern Pharmaceutical Association include- Front Row:
Dung Vu, Nga Nghe, Beckie Trilter, Beth Lacy, Wade Griffith, Dang Hoang Le
Phung and Shelly Moore. Second Row: Tammy Weaver, Kellie Boyd, Heidi
Salmon, Dena Gregg, Kelea Pelzel, Gina Ford and Carol Johnson. Third Row:
Linda Schultz, Tonya Skulley, LouAnn Dowd, Melinda Heath, Rhea Klesel,
Vicki Ross, Michelle Swayden and Kelly Neigebauer Collins. Back Row: Michael
Peery and Bob Rhoads.

Pharmacy
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High Honors
Physics and chemistry organizations keep the Southwestern pride.
By Paula Taylor
If only Einstein and A r - ships between faculty and
rehnius knew how much their students. Its affiliates, Sigma
science departments have Pi Sigma and the Society of
changed, they'd probably roll Physics Students were the
over in their graves.
The honor societies for physics
sciences of physics and c h e m - students and the more proistry have m a d e more i m - fessional and career oriented
p r o v e m e n t s a n d b r e a k - side of physics, respectively.
t h r o u g h s t h r o u g h o u t the Sigma Pi Sigma focused on
world in the last decade; thus, academics and had strict enmore and more career oppor- trance requirements. The Sotunities are becoming avail- ciety of Physics Students
able.
hosted demonstrations and
At S W O S U , physics and high school tours for the u p chemistry
brains had the coming freshmen and helped
opportunity to be involved in the graduating seniors find
the Physics and Engineering j o b s . Together, the three
Club, Sigma Pi Sigma, the organizations m a d e up one
Society of Physics Students, club, but each organization
and Chemistry Club. These emphasized different aspects
clubs all had the same gen- of w h a t physics offered.
According to president Billy
eral purpose: to encourage
academic achievements, help Geurin, the Chemistry Club's
with career advancement, main goal was to "encourage
and to introduce science to underclassmen participation
the community in an enjoy- and for them to be active in
the club, and I believe we
able and educational way.
The Physics and Engineer- have succeeded. " The biggest
ing Club, a social and profes- event for Chemistry Club
sional group, promoted phys- was the Meeting-in-Miniics while improving relation- ature. This two-day meeting
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Southwestern's Physics Department has been declared tops nationwide, not only by its students,
but by other universities. Dr. Hill
and Dr. Brown partake of the goodies at the annual Physics Club
banquet (Photo by Billy Geurin).

allowed chemistry students
from all over O k l a h o m a and
parts of Texas to gather, socialize and present recent
research being done at universities. In order for this
conference and other plans
to run smoothly, support was
needed by not only students
but also sponsors. M e m b e r s
agreed that their support
created a better club. M a n y
social activities and d e m o n strations held at club meetings and faculty members'
homes, added to the unity of
the group.
Chemistry Club held meetings
twice a month. At these meetings,
members were encouraged to perform demonstrations pertaining to
chemistry. Larry Bergner demonstrates a reaction to the group
(Photo by Billy Geurin).
The Chemistry Club encouraged
student participation during meetings and activities. Shannon Moser
and David Moser participate in an
experiment during a Chemistry
Club meeting (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Members of the Physics Club include-Front Row: Royce Snider, Bruce Ley,
Rachelle Cole, Cindy Anderson, Stacy Bozarth, Dr. Terry Goforth and M a l aphone Southaphon. Second Row: Charles Stillwell, Kevin Johnson, Dr. Ray
Jones, Dr. Stan Robertson, Thomas Stephens and Jerry Blakley. Back Row: Dr.
Garabed Armoudian, David Holsapple, Brian Stephenson, Annie Widjaja, Hiep
Pham and Joe Charles.

Members of Chemisty Club i n c l u d e - Front Row: Billy Geurin, Paulette W a r d ,
Matthew Stillwell, Brian Molkber, James Back, Sharon Bittner, Kayla Tharp
and Shelly Hodge. Second Row: Jennifer Willsey, Dawn Stakheli, Debbie Olay,
Shannon W a n n , Terri Shook, Yasha Neparko, Annie Widjaja, Julie Lee and
Jennifer Schmidt. Back Row: Dr. Don Hertzler, Derrick Barker, Sophia Gordon,
J. B. Wright, Mark Hudgens, Mike Thorntion, April Moon and Jerry Blakley.

Fundraising was a major part of
every organization. Brian Wilson,
member of Physics and Engineering Club sells a valentine rose to
Dena Janz (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Sciences
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Scholarly Fun
Activities, social events and education added to the fun of organizations
By Paula Taylor
Technology, engineering,
and biology all played an important role at Southwestern Oklahoma State University. The Technology Education Collegiate Association introduced the field of industrial technology to students
majoing in technology. M e m bers attended several conferences and national competitions. The Society of Manufacturing Engineers focused
on industrial engineering.
Tri-Beta was the honor society for biology students who
had completed 12 hours hours
of upper-division Biology

classes and who maintained
a 3. 0 GPA. This organization
mainly consisted of juniors
and seniors, and its purpose
was to help students accomplish scholarship ability in
biological sciences. On the
other hand, the Biology Club
was open to anyone interested in biology. Under the
guidance of Dr. Bill Seibert
and Dr. Robert Lynn, many
activities were planned for
the students to participate
in. These activities included
camp outs, float trips, Oklahoma City Zoo Adopt-an-Animal, and an annual banquet.

Funds for these activities
were raised through selling
dissecting kits and plants.
Speakers were also invited to
the biology meetings to lecture on a variety of topics.
This organization promoted
a general interest in biology
and provided comradeship for
those who displayed an interest in the same field of
study.
Along with the sell of dissecting
kits, the plant sell funded many of
the activites of the Biology Club.
Karla Griffin helps JeffThomas pick
out the perfect plant (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Guest speakers attended Biology
Club meetings. Dr. Harold Cole
enlightens the group with his topic
• Photo by Michelle Branigan).

Karla Griffin, Kelli Pingleton,
Glynda Naeve, Beth Ledbetter and
Rhonda Hampton rest and relax
after the Pig Pickin' party at the
home of Dr. Bill Seibert (Photo by
Billy Geurin).
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For the Biology Club, Dr. BillS
signified a major event. Wendy!
fridge enjoys the food andconvention(

Members of Biology Club include- Front Row: Monica Messmer, debra
Mardis, Janet Dill, LaDena Burgess, A m y Suthers, S. Lee Snell, W e n d y
Selfridge, A m y Nault, Susan Caldwell, Leeta Brinson, Stephanie Baxley,
Regina Carey, Ronna Moseley and Stephanie Pryor. Second Row: Douglas
Starchman, Jeremy Johnson, Alan Randall, Tod Ingle, John Gosnell, Kelli
Pingleton, Chris Denning, Paul Henderson, Rob McFall, Chanin Seitter,
Paul Gifford, Lonnie Covalt and Carrie Baker. Third Row: Karla Griffin, Jan
Smith, Lori Hamburger, Justin Blevins, Jennifer Rogers, Stefanie Cassada,
Jennifer Cockreham, Wendy Nichols, A m y Anderson, Kara Baxter, Mary
Leslie, Rhonda Hampton, Shannon Carrico and Lori Walker. Back Row:
Jerry Carpenter, Michael Perrin, Jerry Payne, Reese Thompson, Michael
Brinkley, Byron Rutherford, Shane Smith, Tracy Chlouber, Ray Piatt, Brian
Flanagan, Jason Cunningham and Pat Campbell.

Sciences
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Future Planners
Career opportunities and community involvement made for excellent

clubs..

By Paula Taylor
W h e n it boils down to either
discussing politics or flipping
the T V channel from the news
to Arsenio Hall, some would
opt for the latter. Several organizations encourage students to step out of the background and to speak up for
their rights and what they
would like to see the government do.
The College Republicans,
an organization which was
formed for all republican
students who wanted involvement in local or state
campaigns, increased awareness of politics. The Political
Science Association served
the same purpose as the
College R e p u b l i c a n s , but
without segmenting to one
party. Both organizations
invited political figures to

speak at meetings and seminars, hosted conferences and
helped candidates with their
state and local campaigns.
T h e History Club and Phi
Alpha Theta encouraged
people of the community, not
j u s t students, to understand
their history and cultural
diversification. These clubs,
opened mainly to history
majors and minors, e m p h a sized the important impacts
history has in everyone's
lives. These clubs were for
students w h o planned on m a joring or minoring in a form
of history. The History Club
sponsored weekly movies for
everyone. Phi Alpha Theta
aided in introducing students
to w h a t a history degree had
to offer.
The Sociology and Criminal

Ernie's Kendall House served as a
place of recreation for High School
and Jr. High students. Psychology
Club members Melinda Hartsock,
Patty Adams, Dale Allen and Vernon Millspaugh volunteer at the
snack bar (Photo by Gena Eccles).
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Justice Association, another
professional
associations
pursued the goal of exposing
students, w h o chose sociology as their career, to w h a t
the field had to offer. Speakers, including David Blackwell, a murderer and President of the Lifers club at
Granite Prison, were invited
to speak at meetings, which
gave the students a better
feel for w h a t this career had
to offer. Field trips to state
correctional facilities also
helped the students see the
business and reformatory
part of running a prison.
Clara Luper, civil rights activist
visited Southwestern in order to
inform the students about what
accomplishments she has made and
why she believes in them (Photo by
Beverly Stiner).

Members of College Republicans i n c l u d e - Front Row: Tommy Brown, Laird
Hightower and Jenifer Randle. Back Row: Dr. Robin Montgomery, Gena Eccles
and Dr. James Kitchen.

Members of Political Science Association include- Front Row: Jason Hasty,
Kevin Nunemaker, Laird Hightower and Becky Hensley. Back Row: Rebekah
Wofford, Jeff Baker, Troy Honeman, Gina Keenan and Kirti Vaidya.

Members of Psychology Club include- Jody Worley, Todd Van Horn, LeeAnn
Shaw and Melinda Hartsock.

During meetings, Phi Alpha Theta, the professional history club, discusses current and upcoming events. Dr. Feeley, sponsor, leads Bryan
rady and Cathy Steinfordgothrough the agenda (Photo by Beverly Steiner).

Social Sciences

Faith Builders
Southwestern religious organizations encouraged fellowship among students.
By Debbie Erwin
Southwestern offered numerous activities to keep the
mind and body in shape.
Schoolwork and sports increased students' mental and
physical awareness. Organizations also existed to increase spiritual capacity. The
Baptist Student Union, Fellowship of Christian Athletes
and Chi Alpha Gamma Delta
all offered a realm of activities and gave students a
chance to get together with
peers who shared similiar
Christian beliefs.
The BSU, which hosted the
largest membership of the
religious organizations, offered a variety of activities
such as retreats to Falls
Creek, dinners for special
occasions and week-long
seminars. Each Thursday
night, the group engaged in
BASIC: Brothers and Sisters

in Christ. This activity allowed not only social time
but also teaching time. The
BSU invited guests to speak
about subjects such as stress,
relationships and achieving
success as college students.
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes joined two common
interests-athletics and religion. Members included athletes, cheerleaders, pom-pon
squad members and other
students. The organization
met weekly in the gym and
held devotionals, invited
guest speakers and encouraged student witnessing.
After the devotional, members of the group would spend
time participating in an athletic activity such as basketball or volleyball.
Chi Alpha Gamma Delta,
the Assembly of God college
group, held weekly meetings

in which members gave devotions, testimonies and/or
speeches on biblical topics.
The group attended a concert
by the popular Christian
contemporary Michael W.
Smith. In April, the officers
attended a church leadership
retreat in Oklahoma City.
Two fundraisers included
Valentines and Easter bake
sales. The proceeds went to
pay monthly Chi Alpha house
payments. Next year the
group hopes to raise enough
funds to minister at churches
and organizations during the
week.
The Baptist Student Union,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Chi Alpha Gamma
Delta each represented different aspects of religion yet
they all shared one common
goal-to spread the word of
Christ.

Socializing was a major part of the
Baptist Student Union's BASIC
program. Students make use of the
time before the program starts to
catch up on the daily news (Photo by
Justin Ediger).

Several Organizations were active
in intramural sports. Lisa MacMillan of the BSU guards Gina O'Hara
(Photo by Melissa Hays).

The Baptist Student Union of
many opportunities for mem
Michelle Wallace sings a so
members (Photo by Justin Edi

Members of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes held many activities
after weekly meetings. Wendy
Eakins and her partner team to win
the popcorn throwing contest (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Members of Baptist Student Union include-Front Row: Diane Parker, sponsor, Lisa Dudgeon, Cindy Fast, Becky Keith, Alisha Braud. Shelley Stokes.
Royce McDaniel. Dena Harris, April Everett, Melanie Morrison. Kimberly
Shiplet, Dawn Lovelace, Michele Reneau and Mary Turney. Second Row:
Debbie Smith, Vicki Cooper, Alan Spies, Disa Enegren, Cindy McConahay.
Lorrie Williams. Michael Romines, Lesli Bullard Laura Heavin. Jim
Morrison. sponsor, Karen Kirkpatrick, Sheila Tolbert and Gina Ford. Third
Row: Alexander Upchurch, Kris Lorenz. Alana Gunsaulis, Stephanie Putman, Rowdy Cole. Eric Meier, Mark Harrison, Chris Wall. Rita Deevers.
Jimmy Goff, Mark Dittmer, Bradley Snow, Jason Morris and Shawna
Tucker. Back Row: Robin Bartlett, Oscar Medelline, Kathy McClendon, Kay
Keast, Milana Bburge, Tonya Reed, Michael Moody, Alisa Martinez, Wade
Benham, David Scott, Greg Adams, Carin Cochran, Ginny Tennessen, Lisa
Wright. Kelli Pingleton and Kay Marks.

Members of Chi Alpha include-Front Row: Shelly Geiger. Jhona Johnson.
Diane Smith. DeAnna Dunn. Damon Springer and Hollye Golightly Back
Row: Yvonne Pantoja. Whitney Norman. Marione Lantum. April Thomas.
Rynaldo de los Angeles and David Rothrock.
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Spiritual Aspects
Religious organizations allowed students to share values, morals and beliefs.
By Cindra Albert and Paula Taylor
Religious organizations on
campus varied not only by
denomination
but also
through their activities and
fundraisers. Nearly every religious affiliation had a representative group on campus. Each organization offered students different activities for fellowship, to raise
money and just for fun.
The Catholic Student Association held regular meetings
every other Wednesday.
These meetings consisted of
guest speakers, a movie or a
bible study and ended with
snacks and a social activity.
Members attended a Catholic college retreat in Tulsa in
March and a teleconference
in April. The student association ended the semester
with a pizza party.
The Methodist organization,
also known as the Wesley
Foundation, held two regular weekly meetings. Sunday

night meetings included a fellowship meal and devotional
while W e d n e s d a y night's
meeting provided a bible
study. A booth at the Fall
Arts Festival and Molly
Murphy night, in which members dressed up as famous
characters and served dinner, helped the group raise
money for special causes. In
addition, the Wesley Foundation held a regular aerobics class and co-sponsored
the baccalaureate services for
the graduating seniors in
May.
Other religious organizations on campus included the
Federated College group and
the Nurses Christian Fellowship. These organizations
provided yet another outlet
for students from studying
and books.
With the help of these organizations, students became
more unified as individuals

and groups alike. All of the
organizations held an opendoor policy, enabling students
to stop by and discuss problems or just to chat. Getting
involved in the religious organizations offered students
a chance to make new friends
and to grow stronger in their
values, morals and beliefs.
Chi S i g m a O m e g a , t h e
Church of Christ group e n couraged students to attend
their weekly devotionals and
bible studies. They also devoted their voices weekly to
entertaining the residents of
Little Bird Nursing Home.
The Annual Student Lectureship, which was the conducting of services by the student
members, remained as the
highlight of the school year.
Worship played a big part in most
churches, especially at Christmas.
Debbis Osborn leads the Wesley
Foundation in singing during a
service (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Keeping not only the mind and spirit
in shape, but also the body, Paulette
Ward participates in a Church of
Christ co-ed voleyball game (Photo
by Billy Geurin).
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Relaxing over cake and soda, the
Catholic Student Association holds
a meeting at a member's house
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Members of the Catholic Student Association include-Front Row: Mary
Hiner, Margaret Brett, Mary Kay Butcher, Marie Le Dung Vu and Hanh
Tran. Second Row: Jeannie Sparlin, Irma Arenivar, Michelle Smith, Steve
Valenzuela, Laura Mathes, Kayla Schrick and J. B. Willson. Last Row: April
Moon, David Nguyen, Bobby Swayden, Brett Grubbs, Paul Dubey, Dale
Burrows and Nicole Dubey.

Members of Church of Christ include-Front Row: Kristi Limbocker, Paulette
Ward, Cheryl Firth, Brian Molsler, Vicki Cooper and Kim Royster. Second
Row: Jay Givens, Shannon W a n n , Kathy Boyett, Donnetta Boyett, M a t t
Baker, Paula Everhart and Tim Warplula. Back Row: Lerriel Brown, Matt
Womack, Kyle DeLoach, Paul Firth, Ted Ogilvie, Paul Coyner, Denene
Neufeld and Dave Covalt.

Members of Wesley Foundation include-Front Row: Lori Hamburger, Scott
Hostetler, Stephanie Riggs, Brent Drury, Sharon King and Debbie Osborn.
Back Row: Kay Marks, Jeff Hardin, Margaret Johnson and Michelle Johnson.

Religious Organizations

Greeks Revive
Several Greek organizations made their debut to the Southwestern campus.
By Shelly-Mooter Pond and Paula Taylor
Southwestern's social organizations were a vital part
of the Weatherford campus.
Social organizations promoted scholarship, leadership and campus activities.
Kappa Delta Omega and
Sigma Sigma Chi, two new
sororities, were formed on the
basis of leadership, scholarship and social activities.
Kappa Delta Omega sponsored several activities this
year including a Valentine's
dance and The Spring Fling.
The sorority also helped the
Chamber of Commerce make
yellow ribbons for the troops
fighting in Saudi Arabia.
Sigma Sigma Chi provided

toys for Toyland during the
Christmas season. They also
created the Southwestern
Calendar of Men with a portion of the proceeds going towards the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation. In addition, the
sorority sponsored a KATT
dance and a father/daughter
banquet.
With these two sororities on
campus, a type of Panhellenic
organization was
needed.
Two elected members and the
president from each sorority
met with K D O sponsor Sherrie Sharp, SSC sponsor Katherine Dickey and Dean Kay
Williams to form the Sorority Council. This council will

decide on a combination fall
rush for both sororities and
will also help the sororities
with their upcoming activities. The Sorority Council
helped provide an opportunity to unite the two sororities and encouraged them to
work in harmony with each
other.
The Greek Council consisted
of nine Greek organizations.
This council served as a
vehicle for communication
between the campus sororities
and fraternities and
helped with campus-wide
activities. Their main activity of the year was the first
annual Greek Olympics.

Jamie Driskill and Dionne Wright
wait to be inducted into Kappa Delta
Omega by Cheryl Lockstone, Sherrie Sharp and Angie Bynum (Photo
by Kimberly Charles).

At the Spring '91 Aloha Rush pa
held by Sigma Sigma Chi, Trei
Alexander does the limbo(Ph
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Bobby Rader and Laird Hightower
work hard to win the tug-of-war
during Greek Week (Photo by Michelle Branigan).

Members of Sigma Sigma Chi include-Front Row: Wendy Nichols, Kristin
Woods, Velvet Rogers, Joely Cox, Angela Rose. Second Row: Kimberly Baxter,
Sharon Haworth, Renyssa Wines, Chellie Clingan, Gayla Taylor, Shannon
Webb. Back Row: Tari Stone, Susan Caldwell, Jennifer Martin, Lana Stuart,
Rachelle Swaim, Kelly Camden.

Members of Kappa Delta Omega include-Front Row: Stephanie Harris, Amber
Taylor, Dionne Wright, Angie Bynum, Jamie Driskell, and Ginny Rhodes.
Second Row: Cathy Matinez, Chris Wingfield, Julee Burchett, Dotti Wolgamott,
Leisha Moore, Stephanie Stewart, Melissa Smith, Tracy Fleischmann, Michelle
Matlocck, Yvonne Pantosa, Kelli Smith, Jennifer Reid and Rebecca Marrow.
Third Row: April Thomas, Casey Greenroyd, Alisha Zalonka, Lisa Eversole, Julie
Nolen, Kenna Dobbs, Kim Kessinger, Laurie Makes Cry, Daryl Smith, Renee
Fayak, Jennifer Rader, Angela Pearson. Fourth Row: Susie Cook, A m y Smith,
Kathy Hoisted, Reginal Craig, Gina O' Hara, Melissa Graham, Shannon Dunn,
Jennifer Whitacker, Aimie McKinney and Beth Carpenter. Back Row: Kendra
Menz, Rhea Klesel, Denise Stratton, Daren Mahn, Erin Sacks, Christa Childers,
Kris Lorenz, and Stacy Mays.

Members of the Greek Council include—Front row: Kelly Romans, Alpha
Kappa Psi; Howard Crabtree, Alpha Kappa Psi; Terri Hodges, Sigma Sigma
Chi; Second R o w - K e n d r a Menz, Kappa Delta Omega; Mike Worthy. Phi Mu
Alpha; James Hesketh, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Chris Barber, Phi M u Alpha; Erin
Sacks, Kappa Delta Omega; Back Row—Kelly Camden, Sigma Sigma Chi; Brian
Sloan, Phi Delta Chi; Nathan Lawson, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Paul Lessig, Kappa
Psi; David Mullikin, Sigma Tau Gamma; Rakesh Patel, Kappa Psi; Gary Don
Blodgett, Sigma Tau Gamma.

Social Organizations

Active Leaders
Members of various social organizations spent time in service

activities.

By Shelly Pond and Paula Taylor
Along with the academic
part of Southwestern came
the social part. Parties, extra-curricular activities,
community service and fundraisers were all parts of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Phi Delta
Theta, Sigma Tau G a m m a ,
the P o m Pon squad and the
Student Senate. These organizations promoted activities for students and helped
with community projects.
Greek organizations encouraged more than parties.
The oldest fraternity, T K E ,
increased their membership
this year and participated in
car washes and the Special
Olympics. They also played
an important role in establishing
Southwestern's
Greek Council. Phi Delta
Theta also participated in
community activities, the

main one being the Departm e n t of Public
Safety's
Adopt-a-Highway program.
Sigma Tau G a m m a sponsored a fishing derby at Crowder Lake, held several car
washes and participated in
intramural sports. Each organization became involved
in at least one community
project each semester.
The Student Senate encouraged student participation in
the m a n y activities it held.
The Senate enhanced student life, giving students a
break from the books. These
activities included numerous
dances, h o m e c o m i n g activities, student entainment and
many other activities. A large
part of Student Senate dedicated itself to community
service by providing campus
blood drives, canned food

The Student Senate brought Dr.
Bellows to Southwestern. After
being hypnoyized by Bellows, Barry
Christian tries to pick up a five ton
pencil, but can not (Photo by Billy
Geurin).
Several organizations entered floats
in the Annual Homecoming Parade.
Tau Kappa Epsilon spent hours
getting their entry ready and enjoy
the ride (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

drives and m a n y fundraisers
to benefit Southwestern in
addition to the Weatherford
community.
The P o m Pon Squad, sponsored by Dr. Kay Williams,
performed at football and
basketball games. The squad
showed their support for the
teams not only by cheering at
their g a m e s , but also by holding pizza parties for the team.
Providing students a chance
to socialize and have a good
time while helping out the
community were a m o n g the
g o a l s for S o u t h w e s t e r n ' s
m a n y organizations.
Stiff as a board and light as a feather
described Kristina Crow after Dr.
Bellows hypnotized her. To prove
she was hypnotized, Dr. Bellows
stood on top of her (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Members of Sigma Tau G a m m a include-Front Row: Gary Blodgett, David
Webb, Paul Garoutte, Brad Nagelhout. Back Row: Luis Rodriquez, Jeff Sandersfeld, Chris Moss, and Shane Washburn.

Members of the Student Senate include—Front Row: Matt Baker, Becky
Hensley, Shanna Hamilton, Laird Hightower, and Johna Veale. Second Row:
Kirti Vaidya, Kellie Boyd, Tramy Nguyen, Alan Spies, Alisha Zalonka, Vicki
Cooper, Kimberly Just, Christy Walters, Ginny Rhoads, and Galen Perkins.
Third Row: Annisa Nowlin, Kelly Camden, Rebekah Wofforrd, Monica Messmer,
Jarrod Link, Roland Lboni, Rolk Marker, Mike Davis, and Michael Singleton.
Back row: Mark Watson, Ken Luginbyhl, Jason Hasty, Bobby Rader, Bobby
Swayden, Troy Honeman, Jenny Lellman, Marsha Taylor. Grant Anding, and
Patti Albaugh.

Members of the Pom Pom Squad include- Front Row: Dana Krigbaum, and Beth
Hammons. Second Row: Starla Bugner, Julie Nolen, and Darcy Tinsley. Back
Row: Alishia Zalonka, Beth Carpenter, Gwen Logan, and Brenda Nesmith.
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Finagling Funds
Organizations had to hold several fundraisers to support their activities.
By Paula Taylor
Being a part of an organization meant supporting that
organization 100 p e r c e n t through everything. So, when
officers
announced at the
monthly business meeting
that a fundraiser was right
around the corner, this meant
full participation on everyone's part.
Fundraisers remained a
large part of Southwestern's
organizations, because they
were just about the main
source of income for every organization. The organizations raised the money in
many different ways, ranging from selling coffee and
doughnuts to washing cars.
Also, holiday fundraisers

such as selling Valentine
flowers and candy done by
Phi Delta Chi proved not only
a good way to make money on
the organization's part, but
also was a great way to show
that special someone how
much one cared.
After setting the schedule
for who would "man the table"
on what day, members usually found a way to bring out
the "fun" in fundraisers. Car
washes were plentiful this
year, as were the water fights
and the tans which the
members received while
working them. The English
club held a book sale which
gave students and faculty a
chance to catch up on what-

ever reading interested them,
not to mention the benefit of
the students who received the
scholarships drawn from the
funds. Being a part of a fundraiser also allowed members
to become closer friends while
working.
Once the fundraiser was
over, one of two things h a p pened. Either the group sat
back to reap their reward
from a successful fundraiser
or it was back to the drawing
board in order to plan another fundraiser, just in case
the goal amount wasn't raised
from the first one. Anyway as
they w e n t , most h a r e m scarem fundraisers turned
out to be virtually painless.

Holiday fundraisers went over well.
Mike Akowby and Jeff Edwards of
Phi Delta Chi help Rick Hensley
choose between purchasing a mortar and pestle or an I.V. bottle full of
candy (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Members ofKappa Kappa Psi raised
money for the organization by working as DJs. Two members of the
band fraternity work at the 1990
Beach Bash (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Reviving the English Club's book
sale allowed students to purchase
books. Adam Crabtree, Melvin
Lancaster and Kimberly Charles
browse as Stephanie Holland helps
(Photo by Billy Geurin).
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Fundraisers

Holding a coffee booth for Monday night
class students allowed SCEC to raise
money for the Special Olympics, Camp
Happy Hollow, scholarship funds and
other activities sponsored by the organization. Annisa Nowlin helps Greg
Hall make his selection (Photo by
Kimberly Charles).

After Hours
The activities of an organization included trips, meetings and fundraisers.
By Paula Taylor
College was not only grades,
exams, and R and R. It also
consisted of those extra-curricular organizations which
offered students a chance to
meet others who shared the
same interests, become more
familiar with what the organization represented and
mainly encourage students
to get involved in the university.
Organizations such as the
Chemistry C l u b , Biology
Club and Baptist Student
Union presented
guest
speakers, discussions and
social activities for the students to participate in while
the Speech Club took students to speech tournaments
which boosted their speaking abilities and enabled
them to compete for awards
and even some scholarships.
Being involved in at least
one extra-curricular organization was usually required

for some scholarships to be
valid, in order to create the
well-rounded student. Students were encouraged to join
organizations by invitation,
parties and word of mouth.
Some organizations such as
Rho Chi had pre-requisites
such as GPAs while organizations such as The Psychology Club and The Accounting Club were specialized to
a certain major or minor.
Each organization usually
sponsored at least one major
activity each year. The English Club sponsored The Collection, literary reviews at
Tanglewood's twice a month.
G a m m a Delta Kappa sponsored the Jail and Bail for the
American Cancer Society,
and the Chemistry Club sponsored the Meeting-in-Miniature for the surrounding
Oklahoma colleges.
Other
organizations also had fundraisers for holidays such as

Howdy Week welcomed incoming
and returning students. At the
Crazy Olympics, sponsored by the
cheerleaders, Sunny Lawrence
passes an orange to one other teammates (Photo by Jason Beasley).
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Organizational Activities

Valentine's, Christmas, and
St. Patrick's Day. Most activities introduced students
to what the specialized field
of study had to offer and also
allowed the students to participate in research projects
which can be presented to
other organizations such as
the Oklahoma Academy of
Science or to their own national organization.
Extra-curricular organizations were not all parties and
business meetings, though.
Certain requirements such as
participation, GPA, attitude,
and financial responsibilities
had a lot to do with being a
member of the organization.
No matter which way a
person went, sorority, fraternity, or a club, extra-curricular organizations provided a
way for students to meet
many interesting people and
to perhaps make a solid decision on a major.

Organizations consisted of more than
just meetings. Members needed to be
present at functions and activities.
Michelle Smith helps at a Student
Education Association activity (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).
Bennie Williams picks up trash along
Alpha Psi Omega's Adopt-a-Highway
stretch. Alpha Psi Omega, along with
other organizaions, helped to keep
Oklahoma roadways clean (Photo by
Kimberly Charles).

The Pom-Pon squad was a newly
formed organization on campus. Members of the squad cheer on the Bulldogs
during homecoming (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Organizational Activities
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Southwestern

enjoyed another banner year in the

athletic arena. Individual efforts and awards marked
the outstanding performances of each roster. Senior
Mark Bay earned a place on the NAIA All-American
first team as linebacker while leading the football
team. The women's basketball team came within one
victory of repeating their NAIA national championship title of a year ago.
Also, the men's and women's rodeo teams continued
their winning tradition in the rodeo circuit. Seniors
Shawn Wright and Kim Stamps led the team by placing first and second, respectively, in the Ail-Around
competition at SWOSU's annual rodeo.
A new track star emerged in Leonard Leviston.
Leviston showed his prowess in the 110 hurdles by
placing in the top three in every meet.
Athletes also proved themselves in the classroom.
The athlete's role in today's educational system came
under more and more scrutiny. Because of the magnitude of pressure to succeed on the field and in the
classroom, the athlete found time management to be
the most difficult obstacle.
Track Coach Steve Williams, who played football in
college, said, 'The physical demands of playing any
Southwestern golf team member Bret
sport in college are huge. A student-athlete is either in
Tyler approaches the green on the first
Athletics Somewhere
Divider
class, in
practice,
studying or sleeping...
hole during Southwestern's
annual
golf
tournament (Photo
by Billythe
Geurin).
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DAWGS ON THE

MOVE
By Russell

The 1990 football season for the
Southwestern O k l a h o m a State University Bulldogs proved to be an e x citing year. The 5-5 D a w g s

Whittaker

eraged 57. 1 yards per game which
was way b e l o w his 1989 records.
"This type o f offense doesn't a l l o w

were

m e to make the yards I did last year, "

predicated to finish last in pre-season

stated W i l l i a m s . "Last year w e ran

polls, but the talented group o v e r -

the Information and that put most o f

came obstacles and proved their crit-

the responsibility on m e , but the run

ics wrong.

and shoot is a quarterback to receiver

One reason for the Bulldogs' s u c -

connection. "

he

added.

Williams'

cess was the high p o w e r e d offense.

counterpart. Eric R o y a l , led all D a w g

Head C o a c h Paul Sharp installed a

rushers with 6 4 . 4 yards per g a m e .

run and shoot offense that gave South-

The success o f any offense depends

western the capability to score a lot o f

heavily upon a line-especially in a

points.

run and shoot style offense.

Quarterback Chad Hetrick c o m manded the high p o w e r e d

offense

well. Hetrick for the year c o m p l e t e d

The

B u l l d o g line, which is returning all
but 2 players, played exceptionally
well during the entire season.

85 passes on 193 attempts for 1, 142

"Pass b l o c k i n g is the key to this type

yards and 9 t o u c h d o w n s . Hetricks

o f o f f e n s e , " stated senior guard Jim

favorite

Robinson,

G e o r g e . " W e ' v e only had a c o u p l e o f

caught 20 passes for 4 9 9 yards and 7

target, Nathan

months to learn this offense and I

t o u c h d o w n s . R o b i n s o n , w h o missed

think we performed pretty well c o n -

3 games due to injury, was named to

sidering the circumstances. "

the O I C First Team Offense for his
efforts during the season.
The D a w g backfield, which featured the running tandem o f Mark
"Tiny T i m " Williams and Eric R o y a l ,

The offensive line, led by O I C and
District 9 selections D a m o n Sartor
and D e e W i l h e l m did most o f the
dirty work for the B u l l d o g line.
"The offensive capability increases

provided the o n e - t w o punch that is

with

essential in any run and shoot of-

"Next year w e will have experience

fense.

on our side and a high p o w e r e d of-

Marc W i l l i a m s , w h o was a

1989 pre-season A i l - A m e r i c a n , av-

experience. "

stated

Hetrick.

fense to g o with it. "

High temperatures did not keep fans
from watching the Bulldogs take on
the Arkansas Tech Wonder Boys in
the opening game of the season
(Photo by Aimee McKinney).

Tailback Eric Royal looks for running room against the East Central
Tigers with the help of a block from
wide receiver Rodney Isham and
Dee Williams (Photo by Aimee
McKinney).

Defensive Coordinator Steve Williams and Assistant Coach Rocky
Powell deliver strategies to defensive end Russell Whittaker and
defensive back Troy Appling. The
Bulldogs led throughout the game
and defeated Arkansas Tech 10-2
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Defensive end Anthony Cathey
leaps over teammate Mark Bay
while in pursuit of a Southeastern
Savage (Photo by Aimee McKinney).

DAWGS AT THE

STOP
By Russell

Southwestern's

defense provided

the Bulldogs' offense with the chance

Whittaker

thews. Matthews finished the year
with 52 tackles.

to dominate their opponent. The d e -

The secondary, led by O I C Honor-

fense held opponents to just 296 yards

able Mention Earnest Baker, proved

a game which ranked third in the c o n -

a vital part o f Southwestern's defense.

ference.

"Next year we will return nine play-

The success o f the defense relied

ers on

defense and I am excited, "

heavily upon Defensive Coordinator

stated

sophomore

Steve Williams. Linebacker Mark

Anthony Cathey. Cathey later went

Bay led the talented group by being

on to state. "The defense really came

selected Defensive Player of the Year,

on strong towards the middle o f the

with OIC and District 9 First Team

season. If we would have started out

honors. Mark finished the year with

the way we finished we would proba-

134 tackles, the highest on the de-

bly be playing for the C h a m p i o n -

fense.

ship. "

defensive

end

Brent Thorton followed Bay by

The Bulldog defense will have the

finishing second in the tackling cate-

talent next year to be one o f the top

gory— recording 120 tackles. The d e -

defenses in the country. The defense

fensive line, which featured

such

will have to work harder on main-

players as O I C and District 9 selec-

taining their level o f play during the

tion John Wichert and OIC and Dis-

whole season, not just the last half.

trict 9 Honorable Mention selection

Inconsistency has been a problem for

Lance Rumsey, was c o m m a n d e d by

the Southwestern defense but with

pre-season and First Team O I C and

experience and a returning defensive

District 9 selection Don "Corn" Mat-

line, the problem may be tackled.

Sophomore quarterback Chad Hetrick calls the play as his Bulldog
offensive team shows oneness by
holding hands in the huddle (Photo
by Aimee McKinney).

Head Coach Paul Sharp and Offensive Line Coach Nelson Perkins
supervise a tackling drill during
two-a-days (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

The defensive line surges up the
middle against East Central to keep
the Tigers from making the first
down (Photo by Aimee McKinney).
Brian Parker, Tony Shaw and Sohn
Seifried watch from the sidelines as
the Bulldogs score the first three
points in the game against East
Central leading to a win of 34-13
(Photo by Aimee McKinney).

TAKE A

LOOK
FOOTBALL

Arkansas Tech.
Ouachita Baptist AR
Central Arkansas
Langston OK
New Mexico Highlands
Panhandle OK
Northwestern OK
East Central OK
Southeastern OK
Northeastern OK
Overall 5 - 5

Billy Johnson, Troy Appling and 1st
team All-American linebacker Mark
Bay stop East Central's Tyler
Jackson who had been the OIC's
leading rusher until the contest with
the Bulldogs (Photo by Aimee
McKinney).

10 - 2
21-25
18-13
17-6
28 - 24
35-7
10 - 13
34 - 1 3
3-6
10 - 50

The Southwestern defense and the
referee take a water break with the
help of waterboy Kyle Hilterbran
(Photo by Aimee McKinney).

Football
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SETTING THE

PACE
By Shelley

The Southwestern women
began the 1990-91 season
with four returning players
from the 1990 National
Championship team including senior Kris Lorenz, j u n ior Jackie Snodgrass, and
sophomores Shelley MooterPond and Valerie Fariss.
Jackie Snodgrass scored 21
points to lead the Lady Bulldogs to an opening game victory over Texas College 10151. The Tex-Ann Classic
championship belonged to the
women after they defeated
Houston-Tillotson 85-60 and
Tarleton State 80-55.
The Lady Bulldogs' record
stood at 3-0 as they headed to
Plainview, TX for the Queen's
Classic. The squad finished
third after suffering a 59-72
loss to eventual champion
Wayland Baptist. Snodgrass
received a spot on the AllTournament team.
The only home game of the
Fall semester pitted the
women
against the Lady
Bison from Oklahoma Baptist University. Linda "Slim"
Broomfield finished with 27
points as the Lady Bulldogs
With a large lead over Phillips, the
Southwestern players could relax a
little and have some fun. Everytime
a teammate made a free throw, the
players on the bench would cross
their legs the other way 'Photo by
Melissa Hays).
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Mooter-Pond

and

Lori

L.

improved their record to 6-1.
Road games proved hazardous for the women at the end
of the first semester. District
9 rival Phillips University
and Midwestern University
both claimed home court wins
over the defending national
championship squad. However, the women scored an
easy
win
over
Texas
Wesleyan and received a
forfeit from Midwestern because they used an ineligible
player during the contest. At
the semester break, their
record stood at 8-2.
Coach Loftin stated, "We
had a tough time after dismissing two of our players...
because that caused our
depth to diminish tremendously. When a team doesn't
have a bench to go to, games
are lost in the second half.
Our improvement in the second semester happened because our freshmen (Leslie
Hudson and Tammy Fisher)
began playing well and we
added two experienced transfers—Cynthia Caldwell and
Babette Dodson. "
Prior to Oklahoma Intercol-

Scott

legiate Conference play, the
women ran off three straight
wins at home against St.
Mary of the Plains College,
Oral Roberts University and
Oklahoma Christian. The
Lady Bulldogs excelled on the
road as well by beating OBU,
Langston University and
Oklahoma City University.
Standing at 14-2, Coach
Loftin's team readied themselves for OIC competition.
OIC rival Northwestern
proved to be no match for the
women as the Lady Bulldogs
won 78-44. With Valerie
Fariss' 23 points, the team
easily defeated Southeastern
the following game. Linda
Broomfield pulled down 23
rebounds during the next two
victories over East Central
and Oral Roberts. The Northeastern women pushed the
Lady Bulldogs into their first
overtime of the season, but
Southwestern prevailed in a
80-72 win. Next, Muriel
Brown played an all-around
game against Langston by
scoring 15 points and yanking 9 rebounds in the triumph
over the Lady Lions.

With a win over ORU, the record
increased to 9-3. Linda Broomfield
and Muriel Brown fight for possession (Photo by Melissa Hays).

The ladies ended regular season
play with an 18 point win. Leslie
Hudson adds two points to the win
over ECU (Photo by Melissa Hays).
Leading scorer, Jackie Snodgrass
shoots as Cynthia Caldwell awaits a r

Fans packed Rankin Williams Fieldhouse for the District 9 NAIA Championship game. Students showed
their undivided support for the Lady
Bulldogs by reading newspapers
when the Southern Nazarene players were introduced (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Pressured by a Phillips player,
Shelley Mooter-Pond looks for an
open teammate. The women
avenged an early loss by defeating
the team in the second round of
NAIA competition 89-66 (Photo by
Mellissa Hays).

Women's Basketball
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LOOKING TO

PASS
By Shelley

Mooter-Pond

and

Lori

L.

Scott

field, Fariss and Snodgrass.
Belmont, TN, the local favorite, came close to upsetting
the second-seeded Lady Bulldogs but lost 70-65 in overtime. That victory placed the
women in the Final Four
where they handily defeated
IUPU of Indianapolis 69-49.

their honors.
Loftin stated, "Overall, I
think we had an outstanding
year. These girls are overachievers in every way. We
went much further than I, or
anyone else, ever expected
and I'm proud of each of
them. "

The Lady Bulldogs' final
game of the season placed
them against a team from
Fort Hays State, KS. Broomfield played an outstanding
game with 23 points and 11
rebounds, but the women lost
in the finals 53-57.
The NAIA Ail-American
team and the Kodak AllAmerican
team
listed
Snodgrass on each first team
list. Fariss and Broomfield
made the NAIA All-Tournam e n t first t e a m while
Snodgrass made the second
team. NAIA All-American
Northwood Institute, MI Scholar-Athlete honors went
and Western Oregon suc- to Shelley Mooter-Pond. Also,
cumbed to the powerful Lady L o r e n z , S n o d g r a s s , and
Bulldog defense and never- Mooter-Pond added the Disending scoring trio of Broom- trict 9 Academic Team to

The Lady Bulldogs finished
the season 31-3. Snodgrass
led all scorers with a 15. 4
points per game average and
a 67. 3% fieldgoal average.
Broomfield paced the team
with 210 rebounds, 57 steals,
and 38 blocked shots. High
assist leader Fariss ended the
season with 133. Each of the
team leaders are expected to
return to the squad next season as the Lady Bulldogs and
Coaches Loftin and Litsch
aim for another trip to the
national tournament.

The Lady Bulldogs blew away
the final four competitors of
the regular season earning a
number one seeding in the
District 9 playoffs and the
OIC championship.
First round action in the
playoffs confirmed the team's
superiority as they stomped
the Lady Titans of ORU 7462. Coach Loftin's women,
with the help of Caldwell's
21 points and 10 rebounds,
avenged an early season loss
by disposing of Phillips in the
second round 89-66. Finally,
SNU visited the fieldhouse
in a rematch of last year's
District 9 finals. The crowd
stood the entire game as they
watched Broomfield score her
season-high 29 points which
helped the Lady Bulldogs roll
to a 75-62 victory, a 27-2
record, and a berth in the
NAIA National Tournament.

In a packed Rankin-William Fieldhouse, the Lady Bulldogs defeated
SNU 75-62 to win the District 9
Championship. Members of the
team i n c l u d e - F r o n t row: Leslie
Hudson, Shelley Mooter-Pond,
Tammy Hunter, Babette Dotson and
Valerie Fariss. Back row: Coach
John Loftin, Carla Duncan, Ramona
Knight, Jamie Caldwell, Muriel
Brown, Cynthia Caldwell, Linda
Broomfield, Jackie Snodgrass, Kris
Lorenz and Kelli Litsch (Photo by
Mlissa Hays).

Surrounded by SNU players, Cynthia Caldwell looks for a teammate
to pass the ball to. Caldwell scored
a season high 29 points during the
championship game (Photo by
Melissa Hays).

After catching a pass, Linda Broomfield finds an open shot and scores.
Her basket put Oral Roberts behind
by five points and lead the team to a
109-87 victory (Photo by Melissa
Hays)

TAKE A

LOOK
BASKETBALL

Texas College
101 - 51
Houston-Tillotson
85 - 60
Tarleton State TX
80 - 55
Carson-Newman TN
80 - 67
Wayland Baptist TX
59-72
Arkansas Tech
65 - 56
Oklahoma Baptist
98 - 61
Phillips OK
74 - 78
Texas Wesleyan
86 - 64
Midwestern TX
63-79
St. Mary of the Plains
89 - 55
Oral Roberts OK
92 - 72
Oklahoma Christian
94 - 64
Oklahoma Baptist
76 - 70
Langston OK
73 - 57
Oklahoma City
64 - 57
Northwestern OK
78 - 44
Southeastern OK
76 - 59
East Central OK
76 - 58
Northeastern OK
80 - 72
Oral Roberts OK
78 - 68
Langston OK
91-52
Northwestern OK
62 - 50
Southeastern OK
85 - 65
East Central OK
81 - 63
Overall 2 2 - 3

Having stolen the ball from a Phillips player, Jackie Snodgrass pauses
before resuming play. The ladies
went on to defend an earlier loss by
defeating Phillips 89-66 (Photo by
Melissa Hays).
Babette Dotson sinks two points
against SNU in the District 9
Championship. With the victory,
SWOSU secured a berth at the NAIA
National Championship Tournament (Photo by Melissa Hays).
Basketball required several skills.
Valerie Fariss leaps and blocks a
three-point attempt by a Phillips
player (Photo by Melissa Hays).

DAWGS AT THE

HOOP
By

The Southwestern men's basketball team started the
season with hope of improving last year's 8-20 record.
Coach George Hauser's squad
returned three starters and
four other lettermen. Stephen
"Pancho" Joseph from Oklahoma City (Millwood) led the
roster as the lone senior.
Regarding the importance
of Pancho to the team, Coach
Hauser stated, "Pancho consistently performed for us as
a player as well as a student.
He showed leadership as a
freshman and started every
game for four years. To me,
he is what every coach wants
from a player; someone to be
part of the system, part of the
school, and part of the fam-

iiy-"
The Bulldogs began the
season with a loss against
USAO in the Dawghouse.
Oklahoma Christian moved
the Dogs record to 0-2 with a
99-78 win at the Southern
Nazarene Classic in Bethany.
Free throws provided an opportunity to gain one or two points. Ronald
Leggins awaits the fall of the ball
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Lori

L.

Scott

H o w e v e r , the
Bulldogs
bounced back immediately
with an exciting, come-frombehind win over host SNU.
Sophomore Sharif Ford led
the way with 15 points and 9
rebounds.
During Thanksgiving
Break, the Bulldogs traveled
to Austin, TX and Tulsa to
face Concordia Lutheran and
nationally-ranked
Oral
Roberts University, respectively. Hauser's men suffered
two disappointing one-point
losses at both contests. Oklahoma Baptist University
defeated the Bulldogs by two
points the next week.
Ford, who is from East St.
Louis, IL (Lincoln), commented on the team's attitude after those three
straight close losses. "We
were all down as a team and
as individuals. But we knew
that if we kept working hard
in practice and stayed motivated, we would eventually
turn it around. "

Following a one-win, oneloss p e r f o r m a n c e at the
Southern Colorado Tournament, the men played host to
Oral Roberts, ranked #3 in
the NAIA polls at the time.
The Bulldogs, led by Michael
Parks' 19 points, hammered
the stunned Titans 109-87
before a Dawghouse crown of
over 1, 200 excited fans.
The Bulldogs' record stood
at 4-8 as the fall semester
ended with a win over A m bassador College and two
losses at the hands of Oklahoma
Christian
and
Bartlesville Wesleyan.
Transfers Ed Bentley and
Matt Foreman expected to
give the Bulldogs an added
boost as spring semester action began. However, the
Bulldogs started with two
straight losses to Southern
Nazarene and U S A O before
the men rebounded wins over
Bartlesville W e s l e y a n at
home and Langston University on the road.

Top scorer and rebounder, Michael
Parks drives through the USAO
defense to score another two points
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Pressured by a Langston player,
Derrick Walter puts the ball up for
two points. The Lions avenged an
earlier loss by defeating the Bulldogs 78-69 (Photo by Billy Geurin).
Defense, in addition to offense,
played an important role in winning games. Phil Drouhard attempts
to block the pass of a Langston player
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Coach George Hauser watches the
Bulldogs defeat Bartlesville
Wesleyan in the final seconds of the
game (Photo by Billy Geurin I.

GUARDING THE

GOAL
By Lori

One of the most unforgettable men's contests occured
in Rankin-Williams Fieldhouse on January 23 as
Hauser's boys hosted the
Rangers from Northwestern.
The Oklahoma Intercollegiate Conference opener went
to the wire as the Bulldogs
led by six points with 25 seconds left in the contest. The
Rangers scored a quick six as
they shot a three-point basket, stole the ball, then drilled
another three-pointer from
the top of the key. Junior
Michael Parks brought the
ball down the court with 15
seconds left and a Ranger
player apparently fouled him
intentionally in the back
court. Northwestern coach
Bob Battisti was charged
with a technical foul then reCarnegie forward Matt Foreman

L.
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treated to the locker room.
Parks stepped to the line
and sank three of the four
free throws to give Southwestern an 82-77 victory.
The Bulldogs led the OIC
after a win over Southeastern at Durant but fell to 2-2
in conference play after losses
to East Central and Northeastern. Southwestern and
OBU both needed a win to
stay in contention for the 8team District 9 playoffs. The
Bulldogs rebuffed the Bison
by posting a 96-77 romp led
by Sophomore Ronald Leggins' 21 points and Ford's 12
rebounds.
Hauser's men dropped out
of the playoff race with four
losses in the final five games.
Senior Pancho Joseph expressed his feelings at the

close of the season. "After
being a part of this team and
this school for four years, it
will be difficult for me to
realize that it doesn't exist
for me anymore. I'll miss the
competitiveness of the District 9 schools and the support of the dedicated fans.
Not playing basketball will
make an empty spot in my
life, but I look forward to
helping Coach Hauser as a
student assistant next year. "
The Southwestern men finished the season with a 10-16
record. Post-season honors
went to Michael Parks and
Sharif Ford as they were
named first-team All-OIC
players. Both men return to
the roster next year as Coach
Hauser continues working
toward a winning season.

guards a Langston player at the
three-point shot line (Photo by
Kimberly Charles).
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Defense plays an important role in
winning basketball games. Phil
Drouhard attempts to prevent a
Northeastern player's pass from
penetrating the defense (Photo by
Kimberly Charles).

Michael Parks, Sharif Ford and
Ronald Leggins triple-team a Northeastern player. The Bulldogs went
on to defeat the Rangers 82-77
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

[TAKE A

LOOK
BASKETBALL

USAO OK
71 - 8 0
Oklahoma Christian
78 - 9 9
Southern Nazarene
66 - 6 5
Concordia Lutheran TX 81 - 8 2
Oral Roberts OK
74 - 7 5
Oklahoma Baptist
73 - 7 7
Western New Mexico
81 - 9 1
New Mexico Highlands 81 - 7 7
Oral Roberts OK
109 - 8 7
Ambassador College TX 90 - 5 5
Oklahoma Christian
68 - 8 5
Bartlesville Wesleyan
80 - 81
Southern Nazarene OK 53 - 5 5
USAO OK
78 - 8 6
Bartlesville Wesleyan
65 - 6 0
Langston OK
101 - 8 2
Northwestern OK
82 - 77
Southeastern OK
75 - 5 6
East Central OK
60 - 8 3
Northeastern OK
74 - 8 3
Oklahoma Baptist
96 - 7 7
Langston OK
69 - 7 8
Northeastern OK
59 - 75
Southeastern OK
85 - 7 5
East Central OK
82 - 8 4
Overall 10 - 1 5
John Boyton goes one-on-one with
a Langston player in an attempt to
block a three-point shot (Photo by
Kimberly Charles).

Men's Basketball

RODEO TAKES A

RIDE
By

The men's and women's
rodeo teams from Southwestern maintained their winning
traditions in the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association. Southwestern competed in the Central Plains
Region which includes teams
from colleges and universities in Oklahoma and Kansas.
The season opened at the
Pratt Community College
Rodeo in Pratt, Kansas. The
women's team tied for first
place while the men's team
placed fourth.
Southwestern cowgirl Kim
Stamps won the Ail-Around
competition by scoring points
in three events.
Shawn Ramirez of Chandler, Arizona, finished fourth
in the men's All-Around by
placing in saddle bronc riding and bareback riding.
An Ail-Around award went
to the cowboy and cowgirl
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who earned the most points
in two or more events at each
rodeo. Women competed in
breakaway roping, goat tying,
barrel racing and team roping. Men competed in bareback riding, saddle bronc
riding, bull riding, calf roping, steer wrestling and team
roping.
The Murray State College
Rodeo in Ardmore proved
tough for the teams. The
cowgirls struggled but managed to place fourth. Annesa
Musil, a senior from Guthrie,
scored in all three rounds of
barrel racing. Also, Deb
Holder of Hennessey, Staci
Baber of Devol, and Teresa
Avery of Ponca City earned
points in barrel racing.
In the men's competition,
four SWOSU cowboys placed.
Chad Ramirez placed in steer
wrestling, Scot Quick of Cheraw, Colorado took top honors in the short go of steer

wrestling, and Clyde Himes
of Beulah, Colorado placed
third and fourth, respectively, in the long go and
average. Mitch Davis of Blair
teamed with Frank Grayes
of Western State in team roping to tie for second in both
the short go and average.
The spring portion of the
Central Plains Regional
schedule began with successful performances at the Ft.
Scott Community College
Rodeo in Kansas. The women
nailed down the title with
260 points. The men finished
in second place behind Panhandle State.
Once again, Kim Stamps
won the All-Around competition while teammate Kim
Stowers of Tishomingo took
second place. In men's individual competition, Southwestern cowboy Mark Gomes
of Florence, Arizona finished
3rd in the All-Around.

Rodeo team members coordinated
all the events of the annual Southwestern Rodeo. Kelli Snodgrass and
Phil Clifton take the goat back to
the pen after the women goat tied
(Photo by Michelle Branigan).
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Staci Baber runs her horse in the
barrel race at the 1990 College
National Rodeo.

On the first go, Lesa Morrison
rounds barrel number three and
head for home at the College National Finals Rodeo held at Bozeman, Montana.
Kim Stamps throws the goat a n d ,
gets ready to gather its legs in the
goat tying competion at the national College Rodeo

Members of the 1990 men's rodeo
team who travelled to the College
National Finals held in Bozeman,
MT include: Coach George How-

ard, Scot Quick, Ed Duffurena, Phil
Clifton, Shawn Wright, Dee Cook,
Clyde Himes and Coach Don Mitchell.

Rodeo t
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A MATTER OF

TIME
By Lori L. Scott

At the Kansas State University Rodeo in Manhattan.
Kansas, the first place award
went to the S W O S U women's
team. Jackie Barnard tied for
first place in the women's AilA r o u n d competition. T h e
m e n s team finished 10th
while Scot Quick, Michael
Mullen, Shawn Wright and
Donald Bay all placed in
individual events.
Led by Wright and Chad
Ramirez, the men claimed the
championship of their own
rodeo held April 4-6. Wright
won the men's All-Around
title by taking first place in
the short go and average of
bareback and tying for first
place in saddle bronc riding.
Ramirez took first place in
both the short go and average of steer wrestling to score
points for the team.
Wright stated, "We all
worked hard and scored really well at our home rodeo. A

big win like this is definitely
sweeter at home in front of
family and friends. "
In women's competition at
the S W O S U Rodeo, Kim
Stamps placed 2nd in the AllAround title chase helping
the team to a 2nd place finish
as well. In barrel racing, Staci
Baber won first place in the
long go. Also, S W O S U women
scored big in goat tying as
Cassie Honey finished 2nd,
Tracy Stowers placed 3rd,
and Barnard finished 4th.
In the Panhandle State
Rodeo in Goodwell, the men
continued to finish strong by
placing second behind Central Plains Region leader,
Panhandle State. Clyde
Himes won the All-Around
competition for the men and
teammate Dustin Morrison
finished second.
Senior Jami Radacy won
the women's All-Around title
while Barnard, Cassie Honey

and Annesa Musil scored additional points at the Panhandle State Rodeo. S W O S U
women finished in 6th place.
The following weekend, the
teams traveled to Garden
City, Kansas. The women
took 2nd place, and the men
placed 9th. In the Ft. Hays
State Rodeo, the men finished
6th with Drew Thomas of
Wheeler, Texas placing 2nd
in the All-Around. Southwestern cowgirls, Tracy
Stowers and Radacy finished
2nd and 3rd, respectively, in
the women's All-Around race.
The final rodeo of the season takes place in Dodge City,
Kansas. The top two teams
qualify for the College N a tional Finals Rodeo. The men
must fight Ft. Scott for the
chance to go to nationals. The
women already clinched a
trip to Bozeman, Montana by
winning the Central Plains
Regional title.

In the second go of the goat tying
competition at the CNFR, Jackie
Barnard prepares to tie the goat.

Figure eights of the rope were what
all strived for. Dee Cook ropes the
calf at the NCFR in Montana.

Rodeo

Phil Clifton dismounts his horse
and prepares to throw the steer at
the 1990 CNFR held in Montana.
Cassey Honey and her horse round
the barrel at the annual Southwestern Rodeo held in April.

Rodeo
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STEALING THE

SHOW
By

The Southwestern baseball
team began the 1991 season
knowing that this would be a
rebuilding year. Coach Larry
Geurkink lost four starters
from a senior-led Bulldog
squad last spring. The Dawgs
gained needed depth and experience with the addition of
several transfers.
Graduate Assistant Rick
Castaneda stated, "We knew
we would have a long season
ahead of us. The experience
of the junior college transfers
will help in the long run. "
The Bulldogs started the
season with a three game
series with Emporia State,
KS. Southwestern owned a
2-1 record following a sweep
of the last two games.
Southwestern then lost two
games each to Oklahoma City
University and Oklahoma
Baptist University by a combined total of five runs. A
spring break road trip to

90
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Texas allowed the
Dawgs
only one win in eight tries.
The team returned to
Weatherford and promptly
posted two victories over
Oklahoma Christian. The
Bulldogs record stood at 5-14
after District 9 powerhouse
Oral R o b e r t s U n i v e r s i t y
soundly defeated the men
with scores of 13-3 and 10-0.
OCU and Western New Mexico swept four games from
the Bulldogs just before conference play began.
The Bulldogs eeked out a 313 Oklahoma Intercollegiate
Conference record with three
wins over the Tigers from
East Central. Northwestern,
Northeastern and Southeastern took four games each from
the Dawgs to finish out the
conference schedule.
Southwestern's District 9
record ended at 7-25 with four
victories over O k l a h o m a
Christian and three wins over

East Central.
Bulldog outfielder Tony
Rodgers earned a spot on the
All-OIC team. Rodgers batt e d . 291 overall and h i t . 300
with runners in scoring position. He also posted a . 353
slugging percentage.
Pitcher Rodney Calhoun,
the only senior on the squad,
earned OIC honorable mention honors. Calhoun pitched
60. 7 innings with a 6. 32
earned run average.
Run production slowed the
Dawgs down during the
season as 28 out of a total 48
games were decided by less
than two runs. Coach Geurkink and the Southwestern
squad will look to change that
during the 1992 year.
Junior pitcher Darren Hatter
throws the ball against an OCC
player hoping for another strike.
During the season he faced 335
batters and struck out 44 of them
(Photo by Melissa Hays).
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6 • 15
Emporia State KS
Emporia State KS
4 .2
Emporia State KS
9 •2
Oklahoma City
0 • 1
Oklahoma City
4•
•5
Oklahoma Baptist
2 •4
Oklahoma Baptist
0 •9
St. Edwards TX
6 •8
3 •9
Emporia State KS
Southwestern TX
7 •8
Concordia Lutheran TX 1 •2
Concordia Lutheran TX 3 •9
Texas Lutheran
3 •4
Texas Lutheran
2 •4
1 •5
Incarnate Word TX
5 •3
Incarnate Word TX
Oklahoma Christian
6 •5
Oklahoma Christian
6 •4
Oral Roberts Univ.
3 • 13
0 • 10
Oral Roberts Univ.
College of SW NM
3 -14
College of SW NM
7 •6
Oklahoma City
0 - 10
Oklahoma City
7 - 15
Western New Mexico
8 - 10
Western New Mexico
4 • 5
4 -5
Northeastern OK
Northeastern OK
5 • 7
Northwestern OK
7 • 10
Northwestern OK
3 •4
4•
•5
Oral Roberts Univ.
0 • 10
Oral Roberts Univ.
0 •6
Southeastern OK
Southeastern OK
0 •2
East Central OK
4•
•2
2 •6
East Central OK
Oklahoma Christian
4 •3
Oklahoma Christian
3 • 1
Northwestern OK
8 •9
Northwestern OK
5 •9
Northeastern OK
1 •3
Northeastern OK
0 • 1
Southeastern OK
5 •8
Southeastern OK
0 •2
Oklahoma Baptist
5 •6
Oklahoma Baptist
0 •3
East Central OK
4 • 1
11- 5
East Central OK
Overall 7 - 25
Catcher Clint Thomas takes a run
away from Western New Mexico as
he gets an out at home plate (Photo
by Melissa Hays).

Outfielder Tony Rodgers runs back
to first base after attempting to steal
second. The Bulldogs went on to
defeat Oklahoma Christian 13-3
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Baseball

TAKING THE

LEAD
By

Southwestern's tennis
teams excelled again this
year under the tutelage of
men's coach Rocky Powell
and women's coach Kelli
Litsch.
Wayne Thomas led the
men's squad at #1 singles
and #1 doubles with partner
Chris Wall. Thomas also led
by example in the classroom.
He maintained a 4. 0 grade
point average and earned a
spot in Who's W h o A m o n g
Students in American Colleges and Universities. Thomas ended his college tennis
career by placing as #1
singles runner-up in the OIC
and in NAIA District 9.
Coach Powell stated,
"Wayne has been a great
player for us for four years.
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It will be very difficult to find
a replacement for him. He
has been successful in the
classroom as well which
proves what a fine person he
is. He will definitely be
missed. "
Transfer players Derek Vo
and Collin Foster proved to
be assets to the Bulldogs
squad. Vo and Foster provided power in the #2 and #3
singles spots, respectively.
The rest of Southwestern's
team included Cody Crouch,
Patrick Jenkins, Jeff Baker
and Kyle Wardell. The men's
final record stood at 9-4.
Coach Litsch returned #1
and #2 singles players from
last year's women's tennis
team. Juniors Tina Reynolds
and Ashley Hancock led the

Chris Wall, who teamed with Wayne
Thomas in the #1 doubles position,
returns the serve of an East Central
University player (Photo by Melissa
Hays).
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J Tennis

Bulldog ladies to a 7-5 overall record. Reynolds teamed
up with Laura Y o u n g on #1
doubles. Hancock played #2
doubles with Southapon.
Ashley Hancock said, "This
year's team took awhile to
gel together but we all started
playing well after our first
match. Tennis is mostly an
individual sport, but it is a
good feeling to know that you
are a member of a team too.
W e all have a lot of fun out
there. "
The Lady Bulldogs proved
to be tough c o m p e t i t i o n
throughout the 1991 season.
Only one senior departs the
squad this year so Coach
Litsch expects an even better
performance from the Lady
Bulldogs next season.

Members of the 1990-91 women's
tennis team include-Front Row:
Malaphone Southapon, Tina Reynolds, Amy Anderson and Cheryl
Before participating in any sport,
one had to warm up. Tennis team
members stretch out before a practice to prevent injury (Photo by
Melissa Hays).

Grayson. Back Row: Allison Hancock, Christi Freeman, Coach Kelli
Litsch, Ashley Hancock and Laura
Young.

ACES IN THE

HOLE
By Lori L. Scott

The Bulldog track and golf
teams posted excellent team
and individual performances
during their seasons.
Head Track Coach Steve
Williams found an aggressive
team emerge. Newcomers to
the non-scholarship program
provided fast times and a
promising future for the
Bulldog track squad.
Leonard Leviston and
Shane Myers earned a trip to
the NAIA National Track and
F i e l d C h a m p i o n s h i p s in
Stephensville, Texas. Leviston posted the 5th fastest
time in the nation in the 110
high hurdles and won 1st
place in the OIC and District
9 meets. Myers' time at the
District 9 meet in the 100
meter dash (10. 69 seconds)
qualified him for the national
meet.
The entire team placed 4th
at the meet with the help of
fine performances from Larry
Talbott in the discus (1st
place) and the 4 x 100 meter
relay team composed of Levis-

Members of the golf team includeFront row: Duane Foust, Todd
Hawkins. Eric Morris, Matt Jett,

ton, Myers, Scott Boyd and
Earnest Baker.
Distance runner J i m m y
Hardy from Tuttle showed
the most improvement during the season. Hardy scored
points by placing in the 800
meters and the 2-mile run.
Coach Williams said, Overall, we had a great year even
though we didn't perform well
at the OIC meet. W e made up
for it by finishing 4th in District 9. W e will definitely be
tough to beat next year.
The golf team, coached by
Southwestern's Athletic Director Cecil Perkins tried to
repeat their OIC and District
9 dominance. Coach Perkins
lost only one senior from last
year's team which went to
the N A I A National Championships.
The OIC proved to be an
easy victory for the Bulldog
golfers. Jeff Schaffer earned
co-medalist honors. Schaffer, along with Duane Foust
and Donnie Stokes, made the
All-OIC team.

David Poole and Bret Tyler. Back
row: Chris Cocran, Donnie Stokes,
Mike Smith, Mike Davidson, Shawn
Scott. Jeff Schaffer and Coach Cecil
Perkins.

Southwestern golfers found
the District 9 competition to
be much tougher this year.
The Bulldogs finished 3rd in
the final standings of the
District 9 tournament. Additionally, Foust shot rounds
of 77-74-75 for a total of 226
which placed him on the fivem e m b e r N A I A District 9 AllDistrict team.
Coach Perkins stated, "We
are a little disappointed that
we aren't returning to the
national tournament, but we
are pleased with our OIC conference win. Jeff Schaffer and
Duane Foust played four
great years here and I'm glad
they both had good seasons.
The rest of our White T e a m
(Donnie Stokes, Shawn Scott
and Matt Jett I will be back
next year so we are looking
forward to another good season. "
Southwestern's track and
golf teams excelled during the
spring semester and both
teams should perform well
next year.

Golf requires both physical and
mental skills. Duane Foust lines up
a putt at the annual Southwestern
Invitational Golf Tournament
(Photo by Billy Geurin).
As with all other sports, track team
members had to practice daily. Scott
Broussard practices throwing the
discus before an upcoming track
meet (Photo by Melissa Hays).

During an afternoon practice, Scott
Williams gets in his stance andprepares to throw the shot put
photo by Melissa Hays).

At the Annual SWOSU golf tournament in April, Eric Morris chips the
ball on to the green (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

Members of the track team include-Front row: Shane Myers, Scott
Boyd, Travis Werner and Tony
Shaw. Second row: Lenard Leviston, Pat Wilson, Brian Parker,
Jimmy Hardy, Marc Williams and

Rob Brite. Back row: Colin Shadwell,
Scott Williams, Craig Jackson,
Damon Sartor, Scott Broussard and
Larry Talbott.

Golf/Track
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THE HAVE FUN

TEAM
By Lori
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Scott

The intramural program at not be in their particular field
Southwestern
r e m a i n e d of study. Making new friends
strong and the participants is what it is all about. "
Intramural
programs
kept active during the fall
and spring semesters. Phar- shifted into full gear in the
macy fraternities, dorms, spring semester. A total of 54
band members, business fra- teams, 39 men's and 15
ternities, social clubs and women's, fought for the coveted titles of Intramural Basfriends participoated.
Ten men's intramural foot- ketball Champions.
The women, who played for
ball teams competed for the
championship in the fall. Sil- 6 weeks, crowned Joe's Girls
ver Bullets emerged as the as c h a m p i o n s . A l s o , the
winner by defeating The sportsmanship trophy went
to the Misfits and Jennifer
Rebels by a score of 26-14.
On the women's side, 11 Burnett won the M V P award.
Men's intramural director
volleyball teams, 9 co-ed
Nelson
Perkins, along with
basketball teams, and 16 coassistants
Marc Peters and
ed softball teams played
during the first semester. Lori Scott, shuffled 15 games
W i n n i n g t e a m s i n c l u d e d a night, 3 nights a week, for 9
Team Extreme in volleyball, weeks. After over 400 games,
Ballin Boyettes in co-ed bas- Brotherhood, a team of stuketball, and Windjammers in dents from Frederick, rose as
the victors by defeating the
co-ed softball.
Vicki Hatton, women's in- two-time defending champitramural director, talked ons, the Hamslammers.
Perkins added, "Every year,
about the importance of intramurals. "Intramural partici- the teams get more and more
pants get to know others from competitive. T e a m s were
across the campus that may more balanced this year than
The intramural season ended with
co-ed volleyball. Jerry Kennedy of
the Church of Christ team serves
the ball (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Intramurals

in the past. W e had several
undefeated teams going into
the tournament at the close
of the regular schedule. "
The men also held a "6 foot
and under" tournament for
those who, of course, happened to be shorter than 6
foot. Second Stinks won with
a close win over Brothers.
To be eligible for intramural teams, a participant had
to be a full-time student and
must not have participated
in that particular sport's
varsity program.
Referees came from sports
officiating classes taught by
Perkins and Hatton. Students in the organization and
administration of intramurals class kept the score and
clock during men's intramurals.
The spring semester ended
with co-ed volleyball and a
tug-of-war competition. All in
all, over 800 Southwestern
s t u d e n t s p a r t i c i p a t e d in
men's and women's intramurals during the school year.

Matt Zink and Chad Casleberry race
toward ball carrier Tom Parks in an
intramural flag football game (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Jim Holland looks to a teammate
for help. Defender Tom Katz leaps
in an attempt to block the pass
(Photo by Melissa Hays).
No Contest's Alfred Haumpy manhandles Tony Cliff while attempting to steal the ball. The team ended
the season with a 1-14 record (Photo
by Billy Geurin).

Jennifer Burnett, women's intramural basketball MVP, surrounds
Jenny Lellman as she tries to pass
the ball to a teammate (Photo by
Melissa Hays).

Men's flag football intramural teams
face each other at the line of scrimmage waiting for the stop (Photo by
Ken Luginbyhl).

Intramurals
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IGNITING THE

SPIRIT
By Cindra

T w e l v e spirited y o u n g
women cheered our S W O S U
Bulldogs on this year. Present at all home games and
pep rallies, the cheerleaders
provided the enthusiasm
needed to get the fans on their
feet and cheering for the
team.
In addition to cheering at
the games, the cheerleaders
were required to attend a
minimum of two practices
per week and maintain a 2. 0
overall G. P. A. while carrying
at least 12 credit hours per
semester. Since they also
served as representatives of
Southwestern, the cheerleaders f o l l o w e d c u r r i c u l u m
guidelines concerning games,
practices, grades and conduct.
The cheerleaders, chosen at
tryouts held each spring,
served for the following school
year. Two representative

Albert

cheerleaders from another
Oklahoma university made
the final selections including
two alternates chosen to fill
in when needed. The alternates also replaced
those
leaving to do their student
t e a c h i n g or pro-practice.
When more than two vacancies needed to be filled, another try-out was required.
According to Tammy Dobbs,
cheerleading provided a
unique experience. "It's given
me a chance to meet a lot of
different people and experience responsibility from a different aspect. " She added,
"It's a lot of fun and I really
enjoy being able to support
the team. "
Southwestern cheerleaders
logged many hours practicing cheers and dances for
football and basketball
games. Their drive and energy proved to be contagious.

Cheerleading involves a series of
activities including gymnastics,
dance and cheering. Wendy Decker
prepares to make a tumbling run
during the Homecoming game
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Howdy Week activities included the
Crazy Olympics sponsored by the
cheerleaders. Jennifer Reynolds
participates in the hula-hoop contest (Photo by Jason Beasley).
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During time-outs at basketball
games, the cheerleaders entertained
fans. Tammy Dobbs performs a
cheer during the game against
Oklahoma Baptist University
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Cheerleaders for the 1990 football
season are (from left): Tammi Heilaman, Heidi Salmon, Sunny Lawrence, Deena Davis, Gayla Bailey,
Jennifer Reynolds, Wendy Decker
and Dotti Wolgamott.

Traditionally, the cheerleaders lead
the football players onto the field.
Dotti Wolgamott, Tammy Dobbs,
Wendy Decker and Tammi Heilaman head for the sidelines to cheer
on the Bulldogs (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Eager fans await the tossing of the
footballs at the games. Sunny Lawrence throws a football over her
shoulder to the crowd (Photo by
Billy Geurin).

Cheerleaders for the 1991 basket- Pearson, Gayla Bailey, Staci Holt,
season are (from left): Angie Tammi Heilaman and Tammy
Snodgrass, Dotti Wolgamott, Angela Dobbs.

Cheerleaders
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STUDENTS AT

PLAY
By Scott

As always, Southwestern provided
several kinds of collegiate and intramural sports this year. Even so,
many students just couldn't fit them
into their schedules. For some,
school, work and involvement in
organizations limited their time for
activities. Participation in collegiate
or intramural sports was not the
only option available for students
who wanted to be involved in sports.
With numerous possibilities outside of organized sports, students
found other sports to play in their
spare time. Many students found
that dorms, church groups and college organizations hosted team
sports such as volleyball and basketball. Julie Odom stated, "I think
that dorm organized sports are fun
and a great way to meet people.
Other non-competitive sports, such
as walking or jogging, remained
popular also. Simply playing catch
or shooting baskets served as sports
in themselves, along with horseFootball, hackeysack and frisbee—
all great sports for passing the time
on a sunny day. Eric Hendrick goes
for the football during a game in
front of Neff Hall (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Cummins

back riding and bicycling. On fair
weather days, one could observe a
variety of students enjoying the time
with their favortie sport.
Even in bad weather, students
never lacked places to play. The
campus offered tennis courts, a
swimming pool, a weight room and
a track for several activities. The
YMCA also provided sports for students, such as raquetball and weight
lifting. Kim Giebar, office manager
at the YMCA said, "A lot of students
come here to work off stress, especially during finals. " It also provided an inexpensive form of recreation that could be done in town.
The local bowling lanes furnished
another opportunity for students
With dozens of sports available,
students could engage in physical
activity no matter what the weather.
There was something for everyone
and whether one liked competition
or not, students chose from a variety of sports for fun and exercise.

The YMCA offered a variety of
sports and activities for university
students to chose from. Tamra
Romines and Missy Hays play a
game of racquetball (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).
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Many students chose swimming to
keep their bodies fit or just to relax
and have fun. Bob DeCelle swims
laps at the campus pool | Photo by
Ken Luginbyhl).
Weightlifting provided an opportunity to build muscles and keep fit.
Corey Davis works his arms with
free weights in the weight room in
the gym (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Bowling provides year-round indoor
entertainment free from changes in
the weather. Brian Gregory rolls for
a strike at Southwestern Lanes
(Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
Jogging--an aerobic exercise that
strengthens the heart and body and
increases endurance. Steve
Valenzuela jogs around the stadium
track photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Other Sports
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Grades.

We cried over them or our parents screamed

"My son made the Dean's List. "It amazed us all how
much one letter could make or break us. As much as
one hated to admit, academics did play an important
role. In fact, it controlled many students' existence.
Take a second look. Academics was the reason we
came to college--to learn, to grow, to change... and we
did-not only through interaction with our teachers,
but also with our classmates.
Southwestern has distinguished itself for being
academically outstanding. In fact, according to Dr.
Joe Anna Hibler, "We have more academic programs
accredited than any other senior university in Oklahoma. "SWOSU also uses the largest percentage of its
budget for instructional activities.
Academics began with general education courses
and advanced to classes in the major and endorsement areas. Some regular classes included field
teaching, labs, presentations or projects. The core
curriculum broadened students' awareness of other
areas. In addition to the regular classes, students
selected recreational courses to break from the classroom. Dance classes gave students the chance to
socialize and have a little fun, whereas other courses,
such as archery, taught skills. While some enjoyed
swimming laps in the pool, others learned to save
lives.
All did not begin and end in the classroom. Education went beyond the classroom and into the "real"
world. Pharmacy students interned in pharmacies,
education
seniors
Academics played an important but
sometimescompleted their student teaching,
time-consuming role
in students'
lives. For
art
theatre
majors
performed
in plays and others gained
major Cindy Fast, studying meant completing her
Academics
experience
from
working
in
their field
of study.
final art project (Photo by Melissa Hays).
Overcompleting
the
years,
students
put
a
lot of
time
and
energy
into
helped
Together
to with
prepare
hands-on
the
uscourses
for training,
our future
necessary
these
careers.
toexperiences
graduate.

STAYING
IN SHAPE:
REQUIREMENT

REQUIREMENT
B y D u k e Simmons
Every student attending
SWOSU had to enroll in a minimum of four hours of physical
education. Finding a course that
encompassed the individual's
interests and physical boundaries presented a problem all
students encountered. With a
spectrum of courses ranging
from folk dance to scuba the
decision proved difficult.

classes are co-ed, Busch said
the dance classes attract more
women than men.
Students with adventurous
hearts enjoyed the water safety
course. The course consisted of
instruction in the safe operation and techniques of canoeing
and sailing,
A four day camping course was
offered at the end of the spring

Dr. Ken Rose of the health
and physical education department said students should not
be intimidated by lack of athletic ability or physical fitness,
We re mainly concerned with
the worthy use of leisure time
or improvement of wellness or
fitness levels, " Rose said.

semester. The course implemented a full spectrum of activities such as rapelling, horseback riding, archery, sailing,
karate, poisonous snake and
plant instruction, and riflery.
For the students who enjoyed
snow skiing, a course was offered during Christmas break.

Dr. Dianne Busch said the
Expense weighed heavily on
courses are designed for begin- the minds of most students,
ners and experienced athletes Rose says most physical educaalike with the exception of tion classes cost no more than
scuba. "You might want to be other courses. Proper apparel
able to swim before you take was all that was required for
that class, " Busch remarked, most because the school supWe start the rest of them (the plied equipment,
classes) at zero and let the stuPhysical education classes
dents progress at their own provided enjoyment, recreation
speed.
and practical experience for
Some of the most popular students. The skills and fitness
physical education classes in- gained in these classes proved
eluded tennis, scuba, golf, useful to students in making
bowling, aerobics, shotgun, and the most of their rare leisure
social and folk dance. Busch time. The spectrum of courses
attributes the popularity of offered enabled all students to
these classes to students pre- find and pursue a sport or activvious experiences in the par- ity that will benefit them now
ticular sports. Althougt most and for years to come.
Amy Anderson proudly plays her saxophone as she marches with the Pride of
the Great Southwest. Marching Band
is a requirement for musicians (Photo
by Shannon Webb).

Technique is an important asset in
mastering of the pommel horse. Lance
Carpenter demonstrates these skills
to his peers in gymnastics class (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

Scuba class gives students the opportunity to learn the art of underwater
exploration. With all the necessary gear
in place, Corby Coucher prepares for
an underwater adventure in the campus pool (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

During the afternoons, students filled
Southwestern Lanes for bowling class.
Kim Hudson selects a ball for her
upcoming turn (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Physical education classes enabled
students to have fun and meet new
people while obtaining college credit.
Melissa Eggars and Tammy Grabeal
learn the jitterbug in social dance
(Photo by Melissa Hays).

Physical Education
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HANDS ON
EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION
By Debbie Erwin

In addition to the standard classroom format, some classes included
labs in order to help students
expand their knowledge.
Students enrolled in science
classes found themselves attending lab from two to three hours
each week. During this time, students conducted various experiments and applied their book
knowledge.
Required to take many science
classes, science majors attended as
many as two or three labs. In regard to this, April Moon remarked,
"I feel like I am constantly in a
lab".
Another type of lab which helped
better educate students required
everyone enrolled in a foreign language to attend a weekly lab. Students listened to tapes in the language being learned. This enabled
them to become accustomed to the
sound and pronunciation of the
language while at the same time
learning the grammatical struc-

ture.
Assisting students in writing
papers more efficiently was the
main objective of the computer lab.
Julie Scott stated, "I prefer typing
my paper on computer rather than
a typewriter because I can edit as I
type. " The majority of students
became acquainted with the computer lab as a result of their English classes. Students spent some
class time in the lab so they could
become more familiar with the
computers. Many English professors required students to type essays and term papers on the
computer because this made the
papers easier to grade. In addition to typing their papers more
efficiently, students also learned
basic computer skills.
Throughout the year, most students attended at least one form of
lab whether it involved test tubes
and microscopes, headphones and
cassette tapes, or disks and computer terminology.

Many, many hours spent at the computer prove hard on the eyes, arms and
back. Laird Hightower stretches a bit
after working on his computer program (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Since the work of pharmacists involves
precision, students devote much time
to clinical practice. Pharmacy student
Michelle Williams performs the methods and processes of lab work (Photo
by Justin Ediger).

As a requirement for child development class, students spend time in the
lab interacting with children. Leah
Felter teaches a child how to use various locks for safety and security in the
home during a lab session (Photo by
Beverly Stiner).

In general metals lab, Jerry Little and
Robert Scott prepare to make hacksaw
handles as a class project. The crucibal
contains molten aluminum at the extreme temperature of 1500° (Photo by
Billy Geurin).

In order to grow healthy plants, one
needs a green thumb and the correct
potting soil. Janet Dill and Alan Randall learn to pot plants in botany lab in
the greenhouse (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Carol Johnson sets up a distillation
apparatus in order to separate organic
materials from inorganic ones. Due to
the dangerous chemicals involved,
safety measures include goggles and
an apron (Photo by Billy Geruin).

Labs
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IT DRIVES
ME CRAZY:

Commuting
By Suzan Walker

Commuting became a way of
life for many students. While
some students only drove one
night a week, many drove daily
and carried a full load of classes.
Reasons for commuting varied as much as the individual
commuters: some wanted to live
at home with their parents and
save the cost of living in Weatherford, while others were married and their spouses had jobs
in another town. An increase in
the number of commuters came
about due to older students
returning to finish a degree or
to start a whole new career.
Commuting brought with it
some pros and many cons. Valerie Haney, commuting from
Canton said, "My biggest pet
peeve is drivers who are not
courteous. On mornings when
it is foggy, they don't turn their
lights on, and if I am running
late and get behind a slow
driver, I really get upset. " Valerie also brought out that those
who lived on campus could go to

an 8 o'clock class looking not so
great, go home between classes,
and come back to a 1 o'clock
looking like a new person.
Commuters, on the other hand,
had to prepare for the whole
day.
Although some of Valerie's
feelings were negative, she
conveyed some positive points
about commuting. For instance,
the hour she spent on the road
going to class gave her time to
prepare her mind for the day
and the hour home helped her
to wind down.
Elbert Cook, from Gracemont,
had a different view. He said,
"Commuting is a necessary evil
that takes up two hours of my
time that could be spent studying. But considering the alternatives, it's not bad. "
Commuting may not have
always been fun, but it remained an option for those who
could not live near the campus
and wanted to pursue an education.

Carpools enabled commuters to share
gas expenses and pass the time to and
from school more quickly. Cindra Albert, Martin Bledsoe and Kay Worley
prepare to head home to Elk City (Photo
by Ken Luginbyhl).

At times, commuters arrived early for
class. Lisa Frank studies physical
geography before class begins (Photo
by Melissa Hays).
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Night courses are ideal for students
who work during the day and/or live
out of town. Commuters' automobiles
fill the parking lot at nighttime at
SWOSU (Photo by Billy Geurin).
With a daily hour commute from
Mangum, one could not sleep late.
Bonnie Parker takes a quick nap between classes (Photo by Billy Geurin).

After a day of classes, a lone commuter
begins the drive home. Commuting
consumed gas, money and time (Photo
by Billy Geurin).

Commuting

TO PASS
OR TO FAIL:
By Cindra Albert
A scream of delight echoed
through the halls of the Old Science building as one student discovered her number on a list posted
on the bulletin board. Another student cursed angrily on discovering
his number not listed. Still another student, Troy Sartors believed "it is too subjective" yet,
Cindy Wandree thought "it was
stressful yet motivational. " What
caused all the excitement? The
English Proficiency Exam, of
course.
In an effort to improve writing
skills, students had to take the
English Proficiency Exam. This
test was offered each semester to
students who had completed both
English Composition 1113 and
1213; however, students had to
allow one semester between the
test and English Composition 1213.
The test consisted of several topics chosen by the English Proficiency Exam Committee, including a student-suggested topic.
Students were asked to "discuss
in an organized, fully-supported
essay" their chosen topic. The exam
committee graded on content, style,

grammar and mechanics.
Students had varied opinions
about the test. As far as overall effectiveness, Lori McNair said "it's
a good thing. There are too many
people coming out of high school
that don't know how to write effectively. "
Debbie Tyler, however, said "I
don't know what they expect. If
you pass Comp. I and II why should
you have to take it?" Some, like
Bonnie Richert, don't like the topics.
One student, Roseann Butler, who
failed it the first time and passed it
the second said, "It needs to be
more objective. It helped me to go
in and see what I did wrong after
the first test, though. "
Traditionally, two-thirds passed
the exam. If a student failed the
exam, he had to wait one semester
before taking it again. If the student failed the second exam, he
had to take the English Proficiency
class. According to Dr. Jeanne
Ellinger, who teaches the class,
"It's offered every semester, including the summer and it has a very
high success rate. "

After taking the exam, students had to
wait approximately two weeks for the
results. Matthew Stillwell checks the
Language Arts Department board to
see if he has passed the exam (Photo by
Billy Geurin).
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Students came armed with dictionaries, thesauruses and pencils. Bennie
Williams frantically searches for words
to use in his essay before the English
Proficiency begins (Photo by Kim
Charles).

With exactly 90 minutes to plan and
develop an essay about the topic they
selected, students had to work fast.
The test began at 7 p. m. and students
watched the clock until 8: 30 p. m. (Photo
by Melissa Hays).
To maintain total anonymity, students
had to fill-out sign-up forms correctly
and remember their numbers. Dr..
Jeanne Ellinger explains sign-up procedures to students (Photo by Kimberly Charles).

Because over 350 students took the
English Proficiency on Tuesday March
19, faculty members divided the group
into nine classrooms. Mr. John McCoy
gives instructions before the exam
begins (Photo by Melissa Hays).

Before graduating, every student enrolled at SWOSU had to take and pass
the English Proficiency Exam. The Old
Science building came alive March 19
as students gathered to take the exam
(Photo by Melissa Hays).

English Proficiency
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THE WORK
PAYS OFF:

Studying
By Lori Weaver

Studying, one of the more strenuous college activities, must be done
by everyone at some time or another. Different places attracted
students for different reasons.
Some people chose to study at home.
Others preferred studying in the
Student Union for a change of pace.
The library remained another
popular on-campus location for
studying. Although not an exciting extra-curricular activity, students still tried to make studying
as fun as possible.
For students who lived in apartments, trailers, or other places offcampus, studying usually took
place at home. Having all the comforts of a home made studying just
a little bit easier. However, a couch
in front of the television and a fully
stocked refrigerator sometimes
made studying at home more difficult. This problem sometimes
caused one to choose another studying location.
The library had the perfect atmosphere for those serious studi-

ers. It contained all the reference
materials needed for that dreaded
research paper and also had the
quietness needed for concentration.
Going to the library with a friend,
however, could cause a problem
when trying to get down to the
business of studying for that biology exam.
Students who could not go home
every weekend and take their laundry with them used the local laundromats. While doing their laundry, students passed time between
loads by studying. "Sometimes it's
hard to concentrate with all of the
noise, but at least I get something
done. " said Aaron George.
The Student Union provided another familiar study spot that
doubled as a social gathering place.
Students that had some time between classes or just wanted a
break went to the Student Union
to see their friends, get a bite to eat
and to try to get a little studying
done.

Due to hectic schedules and not enough
hours in the day, there is often a need
for late night study sessions. Good food
and a night atmosphere, attracts late
night studiers such as Lisa Hopkins
and Dusty Hininger to Jerry's Restaurant (Photo by Melissa Hays).
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The sound of music fills Means Park as
band member April Moon practices
playing her flute for an upcoming
SWOSU football half-time performance
(Photo by Beverly Stiner).
As the campus library provides a quiet
environment for learning, many students go there to study. Chris Furbach
reads up on his pharmacy studies as he
spends time alone in the library (Photo
by Suzan Walker).

When the weather permits, many student choose to study outdoors. Lance
Haggard and Mike Jenkins absorb information while soaking up the sun to
prepare for classes during summer
school (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Preparation helps prevent nervous jitters while giving a speech. Brad Church
practices with notecards in front of the
mirror for speech class (Photo by Billy
Geruin).
Music helps some students to relax
while also blocking out background
noise. Steve Fletcher kicks back in bed
with his walkman as he reads a chapter for class (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Studying
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KEEPING EVERYONE

INFORMED:

Publications
By Cindra Albert

Layouts, pictures, copy, graphics, ads, headlines, deadlines;
all were important aspects for
the newspaper and yearbook
staffs. Putting it all together
required following specific
guidelines outlined by a style
guide. Computer technology
enabled the staffs to layout
entire pages in preparation for
publication. And preparation by
deadline was the goal shared by
both.
The Southwestern,
published
on a weekly basis, included
editorials, campus news, sports,
ads, a lifestyle section and Sayre
campus news. The News Reporting I class and student volunteers submitted copy for the
paper, while the news editing
class took responsibility for page
make-up and editorial decisions. The advertising managers contacted prospective advertisers and prepared ads. The
photographers attended various school and organizational
functions to obtain their photos. Completion included typesetting, proofing, layout, pasting up and delivery to the University Press for printing.
The newspaper editor, Sally
Dennehy, said she learned a lot
by working on the paper. "It's
been a very valuable experience that I'm sure will be of
benefit to my future, " she added.
The Bulldog staff followed a
slightly different format. Although they also worked toward deadlines, completing
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different sections each time, the
objectives were more long range.
Making the yearbook a fall
publication allowed coverage of
graduation
and
summer
classes. Stories submitted by
the staff, the school publications class and others, involved
more general information about
college life than the newspaper.
When deadlines neared, the
staff worked together to complete the layouts, write captions
and proof the copy. Preparation for the yearbook began even
before the school year started
with decisions about cover design and copy. Once completed,
yearbook editor Tamra Romines
mailed the pages to Jostens
Publishing company for final
publication.
According to Romines, "The
program has grown and there
have been a lot of changes. The
quality has come up, and we're
hoping to keep it up. "
Ms. Bettie Ainsworth-Becker
has sponsored the yearbook and
newspaper for four years. She
said "I enjoy it when everybody
can get to a computer, and get
their copy in by the deadline.
It's when they don't that it gets
difficult. " And Ainsworth has
met some challenges. Late delivery of Macintosh computers
for the lab created scheduling
difficulties for both the newspaper and yearbook staffs. She
has, however, been able to help
smooth out the rough spots and
keep the presses rolling.
A picture is worth a thousand words
and often times it seems to take a thousand tries in order to obtain a perfect
picture. Staff photographer Kimberly
Charles works in the darkroom (Photo
by Billy Geurin).

An editor's job is not only to oversee the
staff but to help and teach them the
various duties. Yearbook Editor Tamra
Romines shows Paula Taylor how to
crop pictures (Photo by Melissa Hays).

Sally Dennehy accepted the position of
Editor-in-Chief of The Southwestern
with no previous journalism experience. Through many long computer
sessions, she gained expertise in newspaper skills (Photo by Billy Geurin).
Through hardwork, dedication and
endless hours, The Bulldog staff met
all deadlines. With pictures, layout
and copy, Debbie Erwin and Cindra
Albert assemble a yearbook spread
(Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Since advertisments comprise a significant amount of the newspaper,
Advertising Manager Leah Dyer and
Assistant Advertising Manager Hollie
Adamson work many hours organizing
the ads. They paste up ads before sending the page to the press (Photo by
Melissa Hays).

Under the direction of Ms. Bettie Ainsworth-Becker, the members of the
news editing class learn the rules of
newspaper layout as they work on the
computers (Photo by Billy Geurin).

Publications
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Twila

Adams

Cindra Albert
Dale A l l e n
Stephanie Armstrong
Matt Baker
M i k e Barnes

Nikki Beichler
Matt Blagg
Tammy Boyd
Lisa Bradford
A n g e l a Braly
Sharon Brooks

Kelly Camden
Kristin Casebeer
Kien B. Chau
Carin Cochran
Marnee Crawford
D e A n n Curtis

Jeana D a y
Rita Deevers
Sally Dennehy
Sosee Eskidjian
Greg G e o r g e
Cynthia Gibson

W o o d y Glass
Penny D . Guthrie
Sheri Haines
Jeff Hastings
Jason Hasty
K i m Hathaway

Becky Hensley
Laura

Heavin

Cory Hill
Cathy Hogan
Aileen Hutchison
Maria Johnson

Serena Kauk
Donna Kellison
Lucinda Koehn
Luain Krug
Bruce Ley
Lynette Lay
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WHO'S WHO
RECOGNITION:

Distinction
By Cindra Albert
Who's Who, a national honor sysem,recognized over 60 outstanding
southwestern students for admison this year. Admission automatiallyincluded listing in "Who's W h o
among Students in American Universities and Colleges, " a national
publication. In addition to the list-

ing, the publication provided a placement service which aided students
in obtaining post-graduate employment.
The basis for nominations included
academic standing, organizational
committment, community involvement and leadership ability. Fac-

ulty members submitted names of
potential candidates to the department chairpersons in the respective
schools. The number of Who's W h o
representatives a school recommended was determined by the
number of students within the school
as compared with the overall campus enrollment. Faculty committees
made up of department heads, representatives and deans made the
final selections.
Vice-president of Student Personnel Services Fred Janzen stated,
"The measurement for Who's W h o is
based not only on academic standings, but also on quality character
involvement and recommendations.
I am pleased that we're able to honor
students through this nationally
recognized system. "
Paul Le
Sandra L o n g
Robert M c F a l l
Monica Messmer
A m y Miller
Greg E. M o u s e

Annisa Nowlin
Steve N o r m a n
Teri Parry
Shelly Pond
Jami Radacy
Tamra M . R o m i n e s

Deborah Rucker
Heidi Salmon
Lori L. Scott
Jeff S c o v e l
Lucie Sewell
Michele Seymour

R o y c e Snider
Wayne Thomas
Marcia Trent
Beckie Trisler
Steve W a l k e r
Jody W o r l e y

David W y l i e

Who's Who

What do you have in common with a resident of
Zimbabwe? You both attended Southwestern Oklahoma State University. In fact, students from 24 different countries and 20 different states added to the
diversity of the student population on campus.
Lisa LeFebvre, a junior foreign exchange student
prom France related, 'The people here are more
friendly and relaxed than the people are in France. "
Age differences added to the contrast within the
student body. Students ranged in age from 17 to 84,
with the average age being 25.
SWOSU's oldest student, Claris Robinson, 84, stated,
"I like to go to school. It keeps me active and there's
always something new. "
Due to an increase of the non-traditional, over 1500
students age 27 or older attended classes. For some
this amounted to job training, for others ajob change.
"My degree will allow me to get out of my dead-end job
and begin a new career, "remarked Martin Bledsoe.
In addition to age, the student population varied
widely. Female students outnumbered males almost
three to two, and the largest group of students were
first-time freshmen.
Although full-time students comprised over 4000 of
the 5400 students enrolled, the number of part-time
students seemed to be increasing. For many with fulltime jobs, part-time school provided the best option.
So whether one hailed from Weatherford or Ethiopia, was 19 or 64, male or female, full or part-time, all
came together for a common goal-education. Despite
the differences in age, gender, culture and classification, students experienced a cohesiveness of spirit.
Special Olympian Lee Smith and Southwestern senior Chris McKeever help direct traffic during the District 11 Special
Olympics held in April (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

People Divider
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Barbara Abernathy
Larry A d a m s
Paul Ailey
Ibijoke Ajayi-Ogunya
Danny Alexander
Amber Allison
Matthew John Anundsen
Brandi L. Arthur

Christine Assard
Stacey Attaway
Teresa Avery
Staci Baber
Lori Baker
Matthew P. Baker
Leah Rhea Barker
Lewis D. Baugh

Julie Ann Beck
Gary Walter Bell, Jr.
Nancy Ruth Bell
Marty Jeanne Bennett
Pranav Bhakta
Philip D. Blasingame
Jo Ann Blevins
Kimberlie Boaz

Terri L. Bonomelli
Susan Bookout
T a m m y Boyd
Linda Michelle Branigan
Brian Bratcher
Daphnee D. Brian
Terriel Brown
Rebecca Brown

Shonna Brown
Steven Dale Brown
Saundra L. Burchill
Keith Burnam
Carrie Burnett
Leana Burrows
Darren Carter
Kien Ba Chau

Lisa Jill Chesterfield
Lori Marie Christensen
Kelly Collins
Stacy Alan Cooy
Howard Daniel Crabtree
Barry Edward Craig
Kimberly Cravens
Craig Alan Crawford

Marnee Lynne Crawford
Dana Curry
Justin Lane Curry
Tonya DeAnn Curtis
Said Dabliz
Daryl Glen Daniels
Bryan K. Davis
Barbara Davison
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Showdown In Gulf
By Russell Whittaker
The rapid deployment of
U. S. combat troops to the
Middle East created questions and concerns over the
role of U. S. soldiers. O p eration Desert Shield involved forces from the U. S.,
Great Britain, France and
many other N A T O countries as well as some Arab
forces. The operation involved different countries
uniting under one common
goal:
the unconditional
withdrawal of Iraqi troops
from Kuwait.
Saddam
Hussein, President of Iraq,
viewed the occupation of
K u w a i t as f i n a l
and
planned to annex the oil
rich country of Kuwait.
"Kuwait is a part of Iraq, "

boasted Hussein during an
announcement on state run
television.
President Bush acted
swiftly in sending U. S. forces
to Saudi Arabia. Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney flew to
Saudi Arabia 24 hours before
the first U. S. combat troops
arrived. His visit reportedly
dealt with the deployment of
U. S. troops. The deployment
would be the first of thousands of troops to follow. By
the end of October, the Pent a g o n p l a n n e d to h a v e
350, 000 troops in Saudi A r a bia, enough for an all-out
invasion if the situation persisted. An invasion by Operation Desert Shield forces
posed many questions and

concerns. The first concern
involved the high casualty
rate suffered by American
forces in an invasion.
For those of us with family
and friends serving in Saudi
Arabia, the news from the
gulf accompanied
many
months of pain and sorrow.
T o m m y Harmon, a m e m b e r
of the 82nd Airborne Division, positioned in the Persian Gulf stated, "The conditions here are pretty bleak,
b u t our morale is high. "
Harmon took time out from
his stay in Saudi Arabia to
write his friend Billy Smith
who attended S W O S U . "He
sounds like his morale is
high... " stated Smith, "I just
hope he makes it home. "

Before participating in monthly drill
exercises, guardsmen had to meet
physical fitness requirements. Kelly
Wilson is measured by a fellow
guardsmen (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

The United States had to prepare
for chemical warfare due to
threats made by Iraq's president
Saddam Hussein. Tod Ostrum
inspects his chemical warfare
mask (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Jeana Marie Day
Rita Deevers
Shelley Delk
Lorri Trimble Dennett
Charles D. Dillard
Amanda J. Dishman

Elizabeth P. Dixon
James Dixon
Rodney Shawn Dowers
Joe Dugas
Keith David Dunlap
Blake Durham

Shelley Eakins
Kathrine Easter
Gary Lee Elam
William M. Ellis
Shannon L. Fendley
April L. Ford

Shannon Forehand
Mary Foreman
Terrell D. Fry
Anne Funk
Cristin Gaddie
Michael Andrew Gainer

Shannon L. Gardner
Sherrie Gatlin
Gregory C. George
Kari Lynette Gibbins
Cynthia Gibson
Joseph M. Ginn

Efton Bryon Glover
Jimmy Wayne Goff
Karan Graves-Goffinet
Brent Edward Gooden
Lisa D. Goodin
Sophia Gordon

Floy M. Green
Susan Green
Alana Gunsaulis
Penny D. Guthrie
LisLene Brewer Gutnery
Phillip Darryl Haage
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Tough at the Pump
By Jenny Lellman
started walking and riding
lis year, students experianced another pocketbook bicycles. T a m m y Grabeal
replied, "Even before the gas
attack. No, it wasn't tuition,
books or other fees, but prices went up, I walked to
class because I lived on
settling off-campus that
campus. But now, I also walk
ected the nation. The
invasion of Kuwait trig- downtown to run my errands. "
ged the situation,
As the gas prices soared to
the price hike of petroleum
products placed a budget $1. 45 and upwards, some
pinch on many; however, it had to readjust their budgeffected some more than ets. For Brenda Keyes, who
others. For those living in drove from Allison, Texas
weatherford, it was less of each day, the high cost of gas
became a major considerainconvenience until they
went home. "I've had to cuttion. "I had to increase the
down on my trips home be- size of my student loan to
allow for the cost of commutcause I can't afford it, " Trisha
Briggs said. Some studentsing. I also try to carpool as

much as possible to keep
costs down. "
Another
commuter,
Carolyn Thomas, estimated
she spent $75 a week on gasoline. "I had to get a part-time
j o b to help pay for it. "
Rumors claiming future
prices of $4 per gallon engulfed the nation. Some felt
g a s o l i n e m e r c h a n t s had
taken advantage of the crisis situation by raising
prices. Jimmy Harmon said,
"Since they've jacked up the
prices, I don't go home.
They're taking advantage of
the Persian Gulf Crisis and
we're the ones suffering. "
Regardless of the increasing gasoline prices, commuters and others
with cars found it necessary to buy
gas. Shelia Thompson fills her car
at the Quick and Easy (Photo by
Justin Ediger).
The students of Southwestern felt
the effects of the Middle East Crisis.
Gas prices skyrocketed resulting in
less traveling and empty pocketbooks (Photo by Justin Ediger).
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Summer of Study
By Jena Salisbury
Beach parties, water
skiing, cookouts and lounging by the pool all become
associated with summer.
Attending classes Monday
through Friday during
June and July also became associated with summer for many SWOSU students. Summer school had
both positive and negative
aspects.
Summer school presented
the opportunity to pick up
a few credit hours and
hopefully raise one's GPA.
Brenda Scott, a nursing
m a j o r , w h o previously
enrolled in ten hours of
summer school said, "It
was easier because I had
more free time and less distractions. " Not only did the

summer term seem easier,
sophomore Cindy Hay declared, "The instructors were
in better moods. "
Students weren't the only
ones with opinions concerning summer school. When
asked if she enjoyed teaching
summer school, English professor Mona Jean Suter honestly replied, "Not particularly. "
Reasons varied concerning
a student's choice for attending summer school. Home
economics instructor Judith
Winchester said in reference
to summer school, "It provided a less painful way of
racking up hours. " Students
took summer school classes,
as Instructor Winchester
suggested, to pick up a few

hours. Other students enrolled in summer school to
take classes that would not
fit into their schedule otherwise. Although not a major
reason, a few students enrolled in summer classes to
avoid moving home and working.
Instructors as well as students had mixed feelings
about summer school. Dr.
Sturm, a foreign language
and English instructor, said,
"I would not know what to do
without summer school. " This
was probably a typical feeling of students who attended
summer school before. It
served a purpose and benefitted many students, but
that did not mean it always
seemed fun.

As part of elementary education
requirements, students had to enroll in a reading diagnostics class.
Tonya Meyers reads a story to a
group of children in front of the Art
building (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
C. L. Arthur inspects his photos for
sharpness and contrast before
mounting them at a photojournalism seminar. At the seminar, students learned both basic and advanced fundamentals of photojournalism (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).
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SWOSU Faces 2 . 0 Ruling
By Russell Whittaker

Student athletes faced a to maintain athletic eligibilrequirement as unjustified. and band. "
special challenge in theirattempt
to maintain a balance
ity.
"Every student should be able
Many universities underbetween their dual roles as
The possibility of a 2. 0 to maintain a 2. 0, but if they
went
criticism for their lenistudent and athlete.
The requirement arose. The 2. 0
allow this to happen no ath- ent academic standards for
amount of time student ath- Ruling would make mandalete will be safe. 'Kathy Har- athletes. The 2. 0 requirement
es devoted to being ath- tory a 2. 0 grade point averris agreed that athletes came in the wake of other
letes created problems for a g e
for
all
s t u d e n t should be able to maintain a
Oklahoma universities' foottheir roles as students. Dailyathletes. T h e NAIA would
2. 0 grade point average. " She ball scandals. Its purpose is
schedules often revolved require the student athlete
added, "They shouldn't even to improve the image of colaround practices, meetings, to maintain a 2. 0 only after
be
here
r e p r e s e n t i n g lege athletes.
weightlifting and study. Thishe
si
ua
t i o nsometimes
forcedtheminto
academic hardship.
ortshe
accumulated
more SWOSU,
if they can't do that
The requirement could
than 64 hours of college cred- much. "DiAnn McDown felt
change the outlook on life for
its. A student athlete failing athletes should not be singled
many athletes. However, the
to meet the requirement out. 'All students should be
question remains whether or
a consequence, their pri- would face a loss of scholar- required to maintain a 2. 0
not the new ruling will make
mary a c a d e m i c goalre-quired
meet the minimum
ship or to
suspension
for a average, especially those
a significant difference in the
grade-point average needed semester. Billy Smith, South- participating in sports, oracademic standards that
western fullback, viewed the g a n i z a t i o n s , c h e e r l e a d i n g
athletes meet.

The 2. 0 Ruling meant that many
student athletes would have to meet
minimum grade point requirements
in order to participate in varsity
sports (Photo by Beverly Stiner).

Due to the 2. 0 Ruling, athletes had
to work hard both on and off the
field. The Bulldogs run off the field
to the locker room.
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Letting off Some Steam
By Debbie Erwin
When school became cumber- can get away from people for
some and students found it
awhile and go to another
almost impossible to continue world. "
studying, one had to make
Others preferred to get out
the time to take a break. Pas- and about. Parties provided
times allowed students to
students with the opportuescape from the stress and
nity to socialize while Zaks
pressure of school, j o b s and and Cowboys offered stueveryday life. As the interdents a choice in music and
ests of each individual dif-dance. Mike Little remarked,
fered greatly, students en"I like to go to Zaks because
joyed a variety of different there's plenty of girls I can
hobbies and pastimes.
strike out with. "
Some liked quiet activities
While students enjoyed
y themselves such as read- spending time with members
ing,collecting items, sleep- of the opposite sex, certain
ing, writing, and daydream- activities proved mainly oneig. Lisa Hoskins stated,
sided. Hunting, fishing,
leading helps me to relax. I Monday night football, work-

ing on cars, and motorcycle
riding resulted in male bonding. On the other hand, girls
grouped together to shop,
watch soap operas, lay out in
the sun, and make crafts.
For those students who
chose sports as a way to relieve stress, the possibilities
proved unlimited. They
ranged anywhere from football, baseball, or volleyball to
horseback riding, raquetball,
snow skiing or scuba diving.
Melissa Maddy commented,
"For me gymnastics is a way
of life. When I've had a rough
day, I tumble to release tension. "

Due to the scarcity of free
time, pastimes often did not
follow a set schedule. However, five men, Turk Charles,
Lance Garrett, Dan Heath,
Troy Sartors, and D u k e
S i m m o n s gathered every
Tuesday for a friendly night
of poker and buffoonery.
"We play this game each
week to get away from everyt h i n g - t h e pressure of school,
ofjobs, of relationships, " said
Lance Garret. According to
Troy Sartor, "Every responsibility is put on hold for a
few hours and we are just
ourselves. "

Brad Ramsey finds time to work on
his motorcycle in the Rogers/Jefferson courtyard (Photo by Joely Cox).
Making beautiful music, Jill Woodie
plays a few chords on the guitar in
her room at Rogers Hall (Photo by
Joely Cox).

To prepare for an upcoming rodeo,
Cody Mori practices calf roping at
the horse stables (Photo by Tamra
Romines).
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The Search for More
By Tina Cooke
Parking—to leave an autolobile in a certain place. At
least that's Webster's definiion of the gruesome task,
for some reason it was easier said than done this year—
whether it took twenty mintes to find a space or because one just could not
remember what they did with
teir piece of glory.
"If dorm parking spaces
were assigned, then everyone could just walk to class
and those who live off-camus would have plenty of
paces to park, " suggested
sophomore Amy Clark.

Parking created a problem
for administrators as well as
students.
Receptionist Shirley Monroe
also s u g g e s t e d r e s e r v e d
parking. "I think there should
be reserved parking for old
ladies with high heels, " said
Mrs. Monroe. "If we have too
many old ladies passed out
on the sidewalks, then the
students wouldn't be able to
get to class. We certainly
don't want to waste class time
now do we?" she joked.
Chief of Police, Randy
Kilgore suggested his own
solution to the problem.

"People have a tendency to
park in front of every building they go in and out of.
That is highly unneccesary
considering everything on
campus is in walking distance. The parking lot next
to the Fine Arts building
always has open spaces so
there are enough spaces for
everyone to park. However,
the campus is more cramped
this year whether it be because of a larger enrollment,
more people having cars, or
both. "
If one didn't find out first
h a n d , parking violations

started at $4. If the bill remained unpaid for 72 hours,
the price doubled until it was
paid. For the more serious
parking offenders, the consequences became more severe.
In fact, within the first few
weeks of school, two cars had
to be towed away, one for
blocking the parking lot and
the other for blocking another
car.
So whether a student was a
commuter or a resident of
one of the dorms, the key to a
smooth year was to know
where to park.

In order to make the chore of locating a parking space easier, Chief
Randy Kilgore assists students as
they register their vehicles during
Freshmen Orientation (Photo by
Ken Luginbyhl).
Despite the "No parking" sign, the
sometimes difficult task of finding a
parking space resulted in students'
parking in the field next to Rogers
and Jefferson halls (Photo by Joely
Cox).
After Chief Kilgore issued a ticket
for illegal parking, the wrecker prepares to tow the vehicle that was
double-parked behind the Old Science Building (Photo by Jill Hensley).
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With pets came responsibility.
During the dog days of summer,
Melinda Green walks her pet chows
at Milam Stadium (Photo by Ken
Luginbyhl).

Invasion of the Creatures
by Tracey Mitchell and Steve Collier
Many students had crea- tracts. Even the dorms altures running around theirlowed fish, and many apartdorm rooms, apartments orment dwellers found comfort
with birds and rodents.
trailers. These creatures, not
insects or the unidentified An important consideration
thing in the corner, had a to pet care involved the time
vast effect on the lives of the and cost. Dogs and cats, for
the most part, required the
stdents they lived with,
although not allowed in the least amount of care. They
dorms and many apartmentneeded only food and water
ildings, dogs and cats to stay happy. Shots and
remained the most popularg r o o m i n g c o s t s , t h o u g h ,
pets. However, some stu- added up. Fish were relants living in those still tively easy to care for and
find ways around the "no inexpensive; however, the
pts" clauses of their con- aquarium and a q u a r i u m

extras, such as rocks, pumps,
and filters, turned into big
bucks. It was all simply a
matter of personal preference
and living arrangement in
determining the best pet for
a given person.
One of the most interesting
things about people and their
pets was the names that
humans chose for their animals. The name usually reflected the personality of either the pet or the owner, but
which? Students had a wide
range of names they gave

their pets, that ranged from
Precious and Sweetstuff to
Mouse and Flip. Some of the
more unusual names included Schwartzy, Dark Side,
and Sushi (both for a Pekinese and a fish).
No matter what the pet,
gerbil, guppy, cat or tarantula, the benefits of owning
one proved immeasurable.
Pets provided love, companionship and a shoulder to cry
on, all without being judgmental. What more can anyone ask from a friend?

Who says a dog is man's best friend?
Wade Taggart cuddles up with his
cat Zachary (Photo by Beverly
Stiner).
While many students suffer from
arachnophobia, the fear of spiders,
Walter Hanna keeps a tarantula for
a pet (Photo by Beverly Stiner).
Beware of cat! Perched atop the
fishtank, Matt Garrett's cat plans
an attack on the unsuspecting fish
(Photo by Beverly Stiner).
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Bargain Hunting
By Cindra Albert
In every student's life there
existed those things that one
loved to do or hated to do, depending on the individual. For
grocieries, clothes, gifts or the
occasional odds and ends, just
about everyone ended up having to do it sometime. According
to Cindy Wandrie, "It is a process of instant gratification. You
have something concrete to show
for your efforts. I love to shop. "
Shopping remained a favorite
pastime for many. Even when
students lacked funds, they often filled free time by window
shopping or browsing. Shopping provided a certain satisfaction that could not be obtained
in any other way. Phyllis
Krehbiel shared, "You dream of

the stuff you can't have even
when you've already bought
something else. "
For some, shopping became an
adventure. For these people, a
plan of action was necessary.
Several tactics were used: coupon collection, comparison shopping, list making, sale watching
and, at times, even impulse buying. "Sometimes I just have to
reward myself with a little something special. It may be anything from a new outfit to a cassette tape, but it makes me feel
better and it helps me get
through the hard times, " said
Cathy Green.
However, tight budgets often
encouraged students to become
careful shoppers. "I don't enjoy

shopping because I'm cheap, "
Walter Hanna said. Walter
planned his menus and made
his shopping list a weekly. According to Hanna, "I can feed
two people for $11 a week. They
may not like eveything I fix, but
they do eat it. "
Shopping: fun, time away from
schoolwork, a chore, a luxury, a
necessity. No matter how one
looked at it, it remained one of
those facts of life that was hard
to avoid. And even for those that
disliked it, if one worked hard
enough at it, he could be heard
bragging about the bargains he
found.

During a shopping spree at United,
Debbie Erwin checks for good, fresh
doughnuts (Photo by Tamra
Romines).
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Killing Some Time
By Debbie Erwin
With the dismissal of
class, a multitude of students rushed from the
doors, all eager to move on.
What lay ahead differed
among students. For some
it signified the end of the
academic day while others
had additional classes.
What did these students
do between classes? This
depended on the amount
of time and the distance
one had to cover. Shelly
Tomberlin stated, "I have
10 minutes to go from the
PE building to 3rd floor of
the Math and Business. I
feel so rushed!"
If one had consecutive
classes, walking consumed
most of the time. However,

paces differed. Some students
preferred to move from one
class to another quickly so as
to have time available to
prepare for the lecture. Others took their time getting a
coke, stopping to chat or
strolling idly to class arriving only moments before the
professor. Beau Wade said,
"When I walk to class, I stay
on the sidewalks. I could cut
across the grass and get there
faster, but I like to take my
time. "
When a lapse occured between classes, such as an
hour, students had a greater
c h o i c e . Some students went
to their dorm or apartment to
watch television, take a short
nap or do homework. For

commuters, choices were not
as varied. A familiar sight
consisted of commuters sitting in their cars waiting for
class to begin, studying or, in
a few extreme cases, sleeping. However, commuters
were not confined to their
cars. The Student Union
provided a place to relax, eat
and visit with other commuters.
Regardless of how one
passed the time between
classes, it comprised a larger
part of the day than students
realized. Whether the time
consisted of simply walking
to and from class or doing
other activities, each student
had his own style and several
places from which to choose.

One of the most popular places
between classes were the Coke and
candy machines. Lisa Walker buys
a Coke before going to class (Photo
by Tamra Romines).
Time between classes gave students the opportunity to do a variety of things: visit with friends or
just relax (Photo by Joely Cox).
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A Welcomed Break
By Marcia Trent

Holidays were a big part of "Mom, someone falsified my ida, Padre Island or some
students lives. Students be-death certificate!"
Where else could one have seen a
other warm beach resort.
gin counting down the days 7. A lack of money also made
And finally, 1. "No more dancing nun? Bennie Williams enjoys the Speech Club and Alpha Psi
until each holiday arrived the trip home necessary.
pencils, no more books, no
Omega Halloween Party (Photo by
with its promise of relaxa- 6. Because of some sappy, more teacher's dirty looks. "
Beverly Stiner).
n. Others counted down romantic holidays, someone
Dr. Helen Maxson, Assisthe same days with a differ- out there found that he tant Professor of English,
ent purpose in mind: they needed a reason to buy that looked upon holidays in much
waited for time to catch up. special someone something the same way as her students
the importance of holi- special.
did. "As a teacher, I look fordays became clearer, the list 5.
of Thematic
reasons toholidays
have themprogrew.ward to holidays as much
Instead
of writing term
as,
papers or catching up on vided students with the op- or more than my students do.
writing assignments, some portunity to decorate their Time to nurture my own
students n e g l e c t e d their dorm rooms or apartments.
creativity, time to read what
homework during holidays. 4. These same thematic holi- / want to read, time to play
With the constant change days also provided students with my son, time to do nothof weather, some students with the opportunity to throw ing for extended periods of
used holidays to exchange a thematic party.
time!!"
their seasonal clothing.
3. Holidays, such as ChristHolidays. People used to
8. Rumors of student's mas and Spring Break, gave scoff at them, calling the idea
math's ran amuck. There- some students the chance to i n s a n e . This year, even
•e, students needed an op- participate in a popular sport though some people realized
portunity to see their fami- known as skiing.
the truth of the idea, they
es to prove once and for all,
2. Christmas and Spring also realized holidays served
Break also gave some stu- an important facet in life.
dents a reason to go to FlorMaria Fierro
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Internal Affairs
By Kevin Behrens
For many college students homecoming queen. Jefferson
the dorms provided the first and Neff Halls both had enhome-away-from-home. Yet tries in the annual bed race
the dorms were not just a with Jefferson taking the
place to live. Organized ae- prize. Parker Hall hosted a
rifies not only gave stu- h o m e c o m i n g party while
*nts the chance to get to Rogers Hall prepared doughknow one another but also nuts and coffee for students'
provided a social outlet, parents.
these activities ranged from
The holiday season brought
vie contributions to parties about another busy time of
id contests.
year. Neff and Oklahoma
One of the biggest events, Halls
showed movies all
football homecoming, found night on Halloween and
the dorms bustling with ac- O k l a h o m a Hall e s c o r t e d
vity. Stewart Hall's home- trick-or-treaters to area nurscomming queen candidate,ing homes. Several of the
McGuire, was elected dorms collected food for the

needy for Thanksgiving. Door
and wing decorating contests
abounded during the Christmas holidays and most dorms
held Christmas parties.
Sports also played a large
part in dorm activities. Jefferson Hall held a volleyball
tournament and a flag football tournament. Parker Hall
played mud volleyball and
held a fishing derby. Pool and
ping-pong tournaments entertained residents of Jefferson and Neff Halls. The World
Series and the Super Bowl
also spawned numerous cookouts and parties.

Seasonal activities varied
from dorm to dorm. Fall activities included Camp Neff s
cookout and Stewart Hall's
snow cone party. Oklahoma
Hall held their traditional
Spring Formal and Stewart
Hall hosted a Spring Fling.
Along with seasonal activities, dorms held fund raisers
or spent time on projects to
provide community service.
Dorm activities helped provide a smooth transition to
college life. These experiences
also inspired a fierce loyalty
and c o m a r a d e r i e a m o n g
dorm residents. According to
David Sears, the activities
are great boredom and tension relievers. He added that
the dorms "go out of their
way to provide a lot of activities for the students. "
Heidi Kinney
Nita Lou Kinser
James Kevin Kirby
Karen Kirkpatrick
Melanie Kirkpatrick
Kristi M. Knox

Gayla Renea Kuehrry
Chris Lancaster
Damian Landers
Marc Garriott Lau
Allen Law
Nathan Lawson

Kari Lee
James Dean Leeds
Hollie Lemasters
Carol Lenhart
Kristi Renee Limbocker
Tracie Lindsey

Christy Listak
Rachael Long
Tricia Long
Jeff Longacre
Elizabeth Loula
Tommy H. Lucas

Christopher McClung
Marsha McConnell
Mark D. McKeever
Aimee McKinney
Mike McNutt
Virginia McPherson

Roy Patrick Malone
Kimberly Mannen
John Mapula
Clint Warren Martens
Manuel T. Martinez, III
Chad Mathey

Michele Lynne Matlock
Melissa Matty
Christopher May
Jonathan N. May
Shelby Mayberry
Stacy E. Mays

Charles Dace Meadows
Larry Meehan
David Moore
Jason Jay Morgan
Boyd Aaron Mouse
Dana Lynn Mundell

Lisa Rene' Myers
Shane Charles Myers
Darrin T. Nasalroad
Brian Neese
Mark Nelson
Yasha Neparko

Lori Newton
Wendy Nichols
Ashley Nunemaker
Julie Ellen Odom
Stephen A. Oestmann
Sheri Olson

Jason Anthony O'Neal
Staci Lynn Orsack
Daniel G. Otsuka
Gayle Ousley
Greg. M. Overholt
Dustin Lane Page

Money Talks
By Paula Taylor
MONEY was something one to $120, 000! Where did that
needed a lot of to attend col- kind of money come from?
lage. Tuition, books, fees, M a n y s t u d e n t s r e c e i v e d
food,dorm and more eom- grants and scholarships from
rised the costly list while school for academics and
funds diminished. It all extra-curricular activities.
mounted to one big mess, Others saved money and
Where did the money come invested in college funds. All
from? Some students received were acquired through one
allowances from p a r e n t s t h i n g - W O R K . The future's
whileothers saved. Many best and brightest have
had to catch the tennis shoe worked ages to receive some
express and look for a JOB. kind of financial help. Unforcarrying an average of 17 tunately, many funds ran out,
hours, working full time, even for those deserving of
studying and still having them. Those that didn't receive money had to foot the
some time to breathe proved
more than a little pressur- bill themselves which caused
several headaches.
No matter where the money
The amount of money
came
from, students underneeded depended on the
stood
the importance of inmajor chosen. Ph. D. s, M D s
vesting
in the future. Having
2nd law degrees, all require
earned
that
final degree, one
up to 12 years of college,
could
kick
back,
relax, and
twelve years times an averlet
the
annual
pay
kick in.
ge of $10, 000 a year adds up

With the increase in tuition, many
students found themselves filing
for financial aid. Jeanie Shore
assists Randy Green with his
paperwork in the Financial Aid
office (Photo by Justin Ediger).
The beginning of each semester
finds the Student Union Bookstore
filled with students buying books.
Troy Mc Alester writes a check as
cashier Ruth Boyd waits with his
purchase (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Lisa Palmer
Jeffry David Parsells
Lance Lee Pendergraft
Abe Peters
Ryan Peters
Lalena Amour Peterson

Heidi Phillips
Robert Lee Plummer
Michelle Rhae Poole
Paul W . Porter, III
Dayton Lee Power
Michelle Priest

Stephanie Pryor
Stephanie Ann Putman
Bradley Ramsey
Lanny Lee Randolph
Angela D. Ray
John Strong Read

Tana J. Redd
Suzanne Reeds
Shannon Renea' Rehder
Jennifer Reid
Lori M. Resneder
Rigo Rey
Bobbie Lynn Richardson
Bobby Joe Richardson

Aimee Ricketts
JoLynn Robertson
Luis Rodriguez
Velvet Rogers
Carrie Rollings
Michael Rommes
Michael Rose
Sidney Rubes

Chandra Ruddock
Jennifer Schmitt
Kayla Ann Schriek
Glorianne Schwenk
Eric Schwickerath
David W . Sears
Kristin Shelton
Joe Don Shepherd

A m y Shilling
Bridgett Kay Shklar
Terri E. Shook
William David Sintas
Joanna Slagell
Cheryl Smith
Kelly DeAnn Smith
Melissa Anne Smith

Michele Smith
Grady Wiley Snell
Linda Snowden
Happy R. Solon
Alan Spies
Melonie Dawn St. Clair
Julie Stangl
Angela Rose Stephens

Joseph R. Stewart, II
Ryan Lynn Stollings
Shane Darrell Stovall
Heidi Strieker
Kerri Dawn Strickland
Travis Strickland
Jeffrey Don Sullivan
Travis Sutherland

Rachelle Ann Swaim
Randall Lyn Taylor
Derryl Telford
Ginny Lynn Tennessen
Julie Terry
Jeremy L. Tharp
Kayla J. Tharp
Jana Thibodeau
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The Daily Ritual
By Debbie Erwin
A daily ritual for most students, whether living in the
dorms or an apartment,
consisted of checking their
mailboxes. Students continually hoped for letters
from friends, a check from
dad, a package or even j u n k
mail to help pass the time.
Students living in apartments often checked their
mail repeatedly throughout
the day. On this matter
Shane Peffer commented,
"Since the American Postal
Service is never on time you
don't know when the mail
is going to arrive so I just
keep checking. "
In the dorms, the checking of mail sometimes created a struggle. The arrangement of the mailboxes
in horizontal and vertical
rows produced hard to
reach places. Lien Pham
said, "My mailbox is at the

bottom so I have to sit on the
floor or lean over to check my
mail. "
Both combination and key
locks on mailboxes caused
problems. Some students
could not remember their
combinations while others
lost their keys. Sometimes
mailboxes refused to open at
all.
Leana
Burrows
stated, "My
combination
doesn't work. therefore I can't
get my mail. An RA has to get
it for me. "
While students generally
complained about the lack of
mail, there were ways to increase it's amount. Students
could write letters in hopes of
a reply and
subscribe to
magazines or newspapers.
Holidays and birthdays usually resulted in an increase of
mail. Cards and packages
provided a moment of excitement rather than the usual

sigh accompanying a stop at
the mailbox.
Despite the constant want
for mail, times occured when
it proved an unwelcomed
event. When letters failed to
arrive, bills usually found
their way into the mailboxes.
Annisa Nowlin commented,
"I get so excited when I look
in my mailbox and see something. Then it turns out to be
only a bill. " Utility bills bombarded those living in apartments while room and board
statements provoked disappointment among those living in the dorm.
Whether it contained a letter, package, bill, or even remained empty, the sight of a
mailbox provoked a student's
curiosity. It proved hard, if
not impossible, to walk by
and not check to see if something awaited them inside.

To receive mail, one had to write
letters. At the downtown post office
Margaret Newberry mails a card to
a friend (Photo by Joely Cox).

Students checked their mailboxes
daily. Billy Johnson checks his mail
in Parker Hall (Photo by Joely Cox).

David Thionnet
Ashley Thomas
Kirk Lynn Towe
Thuy Tran
Chad Travis
Cindy Trent

Veronica Trevino
James Michael Trippett
Shawna Tucker
Christa Unap
Brandon Unruh
Robyn Valliquette

Chad M. Vaughn
Kurt J. Villanueva
Gregory L. Waggoner
Patty S. Waggoner
Billy Walton
Shannon Don W a n n

Chris Ward
Laney Washburn
T a m m y Lynn Watts
Deanna Kaye Webb
Shannon Webb
Timothy Dean Wederslev

Before most students went home,
they had to load the laundry. Justin
Ediger takes his laundry home to
Mom to save a little money.

Students could not simply take off
and go home; they had to load the
car, fillup with gas, check the tires,
etc. Leah Dyer checks the oil level
after adding oil (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Brian Welch
Yvette N. Wells
Clinton Travis Werner
Jennifer Whitaker
Thomas Edward White
Becky Wilkie

Ben Williams
Kris Williams
Scotty Williams
Shannon Williams
Diana Willingham
Jennifer Willsey

Phillip Willsie
Brian A. Wilson
Robert Wilson
Mike Wisel
Angela Denise Woodford
Amanda L. Woods

Kristin E. Woods
Chrystal Yarbrough
Matt Young
Aimee' Zacharias
Alishia Ann Zalonka
Mark Randall Zuiline

The Round Trip Home
By Paula Taylor
Talk about mad dashes!
ast class ends at 9: 00 a. m.,
the day before, make sure
everything is packed, loaded,
and ready to go. No wait!
can't pack everything; some
things have to be used to get
lady in the morning. Just
pack that stuff in the morning. Okay, that's settled, now,
do I h a v e
everything?
clothes, socks, shoes. Oh,
can't forget underwear. Remember what happened last
weekend. Had to wash all
three baskets of clothes before I could get dressed just
to get clean underwear. Okay.

Think I'm set. No wait! Almost forgot...
The perils of going home,
existed for many students.
No matter if home was right
around the corner or clear
across the map, everyone that
attended college went home
at least once, usually more,
for one reason or another.
Some wondered if it was
worth the trip. Others wondered if it was worth the pain
of preparation.
A horrifying realization occurred when one discovered
that the most important
things had been left back at

the dorm - two hours away. It
was also pretty sad to have to
pack to go home. It seemed as
if everything owned ended
up at school, whether it was
used or not. Just the thought
of leaving all that "sentimental" and "useless" stuff at
home terrified many.
Then, the weekend drew to
a close. Once again the time
rolled around to pack all the
clean laundry, books, and
other odds and ends that just
happen to pop up, such as
that one dress that will never
be worn, or that fifteenth pair
of shoes to add to the collec-

tion back at the 'home-awayfrom-home', and head back.
With everything in the car,
cassette tapes in the player,
kiss mom good-bye, cry a
little, and get ready for a week
or two more of cafeteria food,
community showers, lack of
money, or just plain boredom.
Arriving back at college unpack everything, fold it,
stuff it, whatever needed to
be done. Uh oh. "Uh, hi
mom? Yes, I'm fine. Did you
see my school books lying
around anywhere? Uh, could
you Federal Express them to
me, please?"

The Drivinq Force
By Dionne Wright
The smooth running of a
college campus required the
work of more than just the
President. Three vice-presidents, Dr. John Hays, Dr.
Fred Janzen and Dr. Bob
Brown presided over campus
operations and worked with
President Joe Anna Hibler.
Executive Vice-President
for Administration, Dr. Hays,
considers himself a "true
Okie. " Hays earned his B. S.
and M. Ed. at S W O S U and
received his doctorate at OU.
Hays has been involved with
Southwestern since 1972.
After taking a seven year
break, he served as the "active executive officer in the
absence of the President. " His
responsibilities included accounting, budgeting, purchasing, personnnel, university services and financial aid.

Dr. Janzen served as the
Vice-President for Student
Personnel Services. Student
housing, counseling, health
services and campus police
comprised Janzen's responsibilities.
Janzen also received his
B. A. at Southwestern. While
teaching in Lubbock, Texas,
Janzen worked on his masters degree at Texas Tech.
He also served as Assistant
Dean of students at Texas
Tech where he received his
doctorate. Janzen returned
to S W O S U in 1971.
Dr. Brown served as VicePresident for Academic Affairs. He worked with the
academic deans and the Dean
of the Sayre Campus. His
responsibilities included instruction, enrollment, program and faculty evaluations

As Vice-president of Student Personnel Services, Dr. Fred Janzen's
responsiblities included everything
from student services to the campus
police (Photo by Ken Luginbyhl).

Originally the Dean of Men for
Southwestern, Dr. Bob Brown currently serves as Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
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Vice-presidents

and development, scheduling
of classes and catalogue revision. Other duties included
the selection of faculty and
curriculum. Brown earned
his B. S.
from Panhandle
State University, his masters
from ECU and his doctorate
from OU. After nine years,
Brown returned
as the
graduate dean and later as
liason to the Sayre Campus.
In July 1990 he received his
appointment to his current
position.
Southwestern has been considered a "little city" within
Weatherford and just like a
city, it required the efforts of
a group administration to
handle all the duties. It was
in this way that the coordinated efforts of the vice-presidents complimented each
other.

After the inaugural ceremonies held
in the Fine Arts Center, President
Joe Anna Hibler greeted people in
the reception line (Photo by Billy
Geurin).
President Hibler talks to Dr Al
Gabriel and Dean H. F. Timmons
after the inaugural ceremony (Photo
by Billy Geurin).

Refashioning The System
By Brad Church
"There's a j o b to do and I several goals. Her main goal
just try to get it done, " Presi- is "to see a full-fledged coundentJoe Anna Hibler said seling center... to provide all
when asked how she felt kinds of counseling. " She
about being the first woman added that each year more
president of Southwestern. and more students are undeDr. Hibler's philosophy- cided about their major and
Make the best decisions you have personal and chemical
can make and then live with related problems. Dr. Hibler
them. " - h a s helped her. Af- feels the need to "provide
er graduating from Leedey some assistance to people
highSchool, she received her that will help them (the troubbachelor's degree from South- led students) direct their lives
western, her master's from in a way that is going to make
Oklahoma State University society a little better in the
and her doctorate from the future. " She added that a
Universityof Oklahoma.
person's life needs a "solid
As president, Dr. Hibler has blend of physical, mental and
Vice-Presidentfor Administration
Mr. John Hays received both his
B S. and his M. Ed. from Southwestern. He returned to Southwestern in 1972 (Photo by Ken Lugibyhl).

spiritual being. " The counseling center she advocates
would provide that blend to
students and faculty.
Dr. Hibler's blended, wellr o u n d e d personality—she
enjoys traveling, sporting
events, needlework, reading
and golfing, among other
things-and Southwestern's
openness, warmth, friendliness, and informal approach"
suit each other well.
"The people-that's the best
part of it, " Dr. Hibler said
when asked what she considered the most interesting part
of being president. Though

she considers not being able
to work more directly with
the students a disadvantage,
she considers working with
everyone involved in college
life a major advantage.
Perhaps because of her concern for Southwestern and
its students, Dr. Hibler's
future plans include staying
at Southwestern for a "number of years" and bringing
about some changes.
"I really don't want to be
any place else... I really just
like everything Southwestern stands for, " Dr. Hibler
said.

President
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Regents
The Board of Regents for
Oklahoma Colleges act as
representatives for each state
congressional districts. After
being recommended by the
Governor, the state senate
confirms them.
The regents are the governing board for the six regional
universities. The regents' primary job is to allocate money
to the universities. Other responsibilities include verifying all faculty hiring, making

policy and hiring university
presidents.
One policy the regents
implemented was the 2. 0 Ruling for all students. Regent
Wayne Salisbury, S W O S U
alumnus said, "The 2. 0 GPA
is an opportunity for college
graduates to accomplish a degree by proving themselves
with good grades. "
Regent Wayne Salisbury announces
Dr. Joe Anna Hibler as the next
president of Southwestern.

Valree Wynn
Position 1
Belva Howard
Position 2
Wayne Salisbury
Position 3
Sherry Berry
Position 4
Tracy Kelly
Position 5

Board of
Regents for
Oklahoma
Colleges

Paul Barby
Position 6
Don Carpenter
Position 7
Mike Brown
Position 8
Sandy Garrett
Position 9

Bob F. Allee
James E. Barnes
Hans Brisch
Chancellor
Ed Calhoon
Glenn A. Cox

Donald Halverstadt
George B. Kaiser
Frederick W. McCann
George H. Weyerhaeuser Jr.

Oklahoma
Regents for Higher
Education
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Governor Walters
On January 14, 1991, David
Walters was inaugurated as
the twenty-fourth governor
of the state of Oklahoma.
In his inaugural address
Governor Walters stated that
his term would be a new

beginning for the the state of
Oklahoma, "Today we inaugurate not only a new administration, but a new era
for Oklahoma. "
Governor Walters was born
and raised in western Okla-

homa. He graduated from
Canute High School in 1969
and received his bachelor's
degree from the University
of Oklahoma in 1973. In 1977,
he earned a master's degree
from Harvard University.

Governor
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M s . Phyllis A d c o c k
M s . Beltie Ainsworth
M s . Patricia Albaugh
Dr. Gary Bell

Dr. David Bergman
Mr. Todd Boyd
Dr. Roger Bromert
Dr. Charles Chapman

Dr. David Coates
Dr. Harold C o l e
M r . Lamar Crall
M s . Opal Hampton-Crall

M s . Glenda Creach
Dr. Rolan Decker
Dr. M i k e Deimling
Dr. Virginia Dick

Dr. Dan Dill
M r . Mark Engelman
Dr. Helen Fenstermacher
Dr. M e l v i n Fiegel

Dr. Ray Fleischmann
M s . Darla Ainsworth Foshee
Dr. Elginia French
Dr. W i l l i a m French
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Free Time Frenzy
By Tobi Easley and Duke Simmons
F o r m o s t o c c u p a t i o n s , c o m e in s e c o n d p l a c e in t h e
quitting t i m e w a s 5 p m . s e n i o r m e n ' s d i v i s i o n , "
u n f o r t u n a t e l y , i n s t r u c t o r s L a c k e y said.
were t h e e x c e p t i o n . W h e n L a c k e y often e x p r e s s e s his
class e n d e d , i n s t r u c t o r s love o f f a m i l y a n d h o r s e s
prepared lectures, consoled in p o e t r y . H e h a s w r i t t e n
angry s t u d e n t s a n d g r a d e d for a p p r o x i m a t e l y 35 y e a r s
p a p e r s . F r e e - t i m e w a s a a n d h a s b e e n p u b l i s h e d in
rare t r e a t t h a t i n s t r u c t o r s 13 j o u r n a l s a n d m a g a z i n e s
couldn't w a s t e .
in the U S a n d C a n a d a .
S o , w h a t did i n s t r u c t o r s
D r . R o g e r E g e r t o n , o f the
do w i t h their free t i m e .
S c h o o l o f B u s i n e s s , particiD r . S a m L a c k e y o f the p a t e s in o v e r 2 0 civic a c l a n g u a g e A r t s D e p a r t - tivities. E g e r t o n also e n ment h a s f o u n d that c o m - j o y e d w h a t h e called, " t h e
petitive r i d i n g a l l o w s his t w o g r e a t e n t e r t a i n m e n t s entire f a m i l y to p a r t i c i p a t e quail h u n t i n g and b a s s fishIn a d d i t i o n to the r e w a r d ing. "
father and husband gains
E g e r t o n said h e loved to
from s p e n d i n g t i m e w i t h o c c a s i o n a l l y p o n d e r o n a
his f a m i l y , L a c k e y ' s h o r s e - l a k e w i t h o n e of his t w o
m a n s h i p skills h a v e r e a p e d g r a n d c h i l d r e n , C o t y , o r
r e w a r d s o f a different k i n d . h u n t w i t h his d o g E. T.
'The last t w o y e a r s I h a v e
D r . C. W . R o g e r s of t h e

P h y s i c s D e p a r t m e n t enjoys
spending time doing what
many consider a chore.
F r o m w o r k i n g in t h e y a r d
to t i n k e r i n g w i t h his c a r ,
h e insists t h a t h e d o e s it
j u s t for fun. H e r e l a x e s b y
reading and listening to
classical m u s i c .
In a d d i t i o n to l e a r n i n g to
play the p i a n o a g a i n , M r s .
M a d e l i n e B a u g h e r o f the
Computer Science Department, spends most of her
free t i m e w i t h her c h i l d r e n .
W i t h b o t h of h e r c h i l d r e n
e n r o l l e d in p i a n o l e s s o n s ,
M r s . B a u g h e r felt it w a s a
g o o d t i m e to r e c a p t u r e the
j o y o f tickling the ivories.
The picture of the AllAmerican
Mom,
Mrs.
B a u g h e r h a s it d o w n to a
" T . " N o t o n l y is she a S u n -

d a y school t e a c h e r , b u t she
is also the Girl S c o u t l e a d e r
for h e r d a u g h t e r ' s t r o o p .
F r o m w o r k i n g in the y a r d
to a c t i n g in a p l a y , S o u t h western instructors enj o y e d a v a r i e t y o f activities
d u r i n g their free t i m e . O n e
c a n c o n c l u d e the old s a y i n g
h o l d s t r u e -- d i f f e r e n t
s t r o k e s for different folks.
In addition to teaching in their
Chemistry department, Dr. Rolan
Decker plays the cello on recital
(Photo by Billy Geurin).

Dr. Barry Gales
Dr. Larry G o d l e y
M r . D u w a y n e Graybill
M s . Palli Harper

Dr. Daniel Hart
M s . Janice Hix
M s . Sheila Wilder Hoke
Dr. Pedro Huerta

Dr. James Jent
Dr. B. G. Keller
Dr. James Kitchens
Mr. B o b Klaassen
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Dr. Robert Lackey
Dr. A l l e n Lane
Dr. Park Lang
Dr. L e s L e v y

Dr. N a n c y M c C l a i n
M r . John M c C o y
M s . Sara Marquis
M s . Lisa Marshall

Dr. Barbara Matthews
Mr. Don

Matthews

Dr. Dennis M e s s m e r
Dr. Robin M o n t g o m e r y

M s . Nina Morris
M s . Sue Morris
M r . Mark M o u s e
M s . Lin Murdock

Dr. Charles Nilhman
Dr. Steven O'Neal
Dr. Gustava O n e g a
Dr. Jill O w e n s

M s . Viki Pettijohn
M r Richard Philips
Dr. Vilas Prabhu
Dr. Steven Pray
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M s . Linda Pye
D r . D a v i d Ralph
Dr. Peter Ratio
Dr. Keith Reichmann

Dr. Dana Reid
Dr. Stanley Robertson
Dr. A n n Russell
M s . D o l o r e s Russell

M r . Kenneth Sanders
M r . Otis Sanders Jr.
Dr. W i l l i a m Scheibal
Dr. James Scruggs

Working Together
By Cindra Albert, Tobi Easley and Duke Simmons
Student involvement in university

Hiner w h o has advised over one year.

with Mr. D u w a y n e Graybill and Dr.

sponsored activities and organizations

S o m e groups and organizations c o n -

James Jent. "It is an opportunity for

helpedmake c o l l e g e more enjoyable.

tain many members and the advisor

students to meet people they may

Organizations gave students an o p -

must face difficult and time c o n s u m -

possibly be working for and to see

portunity

ing demands.

new products that can benefit them in

to m e e t p e o p l e ,

learn

T o ease this burden,

through new experiences and get in-

s o m e organizations obtained several

volved. Students c h o s e from 71 a c -

advisors. Tri-Beta, the B i o l o g y C l u b ,

tive o r g a n i z a t i o n s , ranging

e m p l o y e d four advisors: Dr. Robert

from

Greek to academic to religious. Each

Lynn, Dr. Bill Seibert, Dr. PeterGrant,

organization attributed its strength to

and Dr. Harry L. Henson. W o r k i n g

the leadership abilities o f S W O S U

with the students enabled the advi-

students and faculty.

sors

Every organization had an advisor
who " l o o k e d after" the members and

to d e v e l o p

a rapport

and

comradery that made the advisors'
j o b s easier.

the organization's activities. The ad-

Federated C o l l e g e Group has around

visor encouraged students to get in-

ten to twelve members. Co-advisors

volved by helping organize

Dr. Peter Grant and Mr. David Guinn

activi-

ties and acting as supervisor and

work c l o s e l y with the members an-

sometimes even referee.

swering questions in a small discus-

Some advisors have been involved

the future, " stated Jent.

sion group format.

for several years with certain organi-

Dr. Grant stated that the smallness o f

zations such as Mr. Jim Morrison

the g r o u p allowed for a "better sense

who has served as the Baptist Student

o f closeness between the members. "

Union advisor for 26 years. Others

Dr. R o y Gillaspy initiated the S o c i -

were new to the position such as

ety o f Manufacturing Engineers in

Alpha Kappa Psi advisor Mr. Mark

1981 and served as advisor along

Many chose the "hands on" approach.
Ms. Dolores Russell,
Gamma Delta Kappa sponsor helps
(Photo by Marilyn Shockey).
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Even in college Director of Admissions Bob Klaassen was involved in
education. In 1962 the Student Education Association voted him and
Opal Hudson as Mr. and Miss SEA.

Dr. Larry Segars
Dr. Bill Seibert
Dr. Penny Skaehill
Dr. Jack Smith

Dr. Blake Sonobe
M s . Lynne Studier
Dr. Clarence Sturm
Mr

Duncan Taylor

M s . Susan Thiessen
M s . Johnnie T h o m a s
Dr Leroy T h o m a s
Dr H. F. T i m m o n s
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In 1965 Skip Klingman sang lead
with Connie Gray in the fall opera
Die Fledermaus. Klingman now instructs music classes and directs
the SWOSU Show Choir.

Faculty Then and Now
What would you do if you
saw a professor of yours in
oneof your classes listening
and learning just like you?
notlong ago many of the professors of Southwestern attended classes here as stuents. However, things have
changed a bit from then to
now.
Southwestern has experianced many changes over the
years. Originally opened as a
"normal school, " S W O S U was
once a school only for those
students who were becoming
teachersand professors. Finally, years later, the school
expandedinto what it is today.
Senior Brian Suteth thinks
Dr. Ken Rose "is the goods".

Brian has t r e m e n d o u s respect for the former S W O S U
student. Dr. Rose received
his bachelors degree from
Southwestern in 1967. He
continued his education
through the 70's earning a
masters and in 1980 Dr. Rose
completed his schooling with
a doctorate. Rose remarked
on the "great deal of capital
i m p r o v e m e n t " at S W O S U .
He also noticed a more independently thinking student
body than when he attended
school here.
Another former student of
Southwestern, Dr. Leroy Thomas, has taught here for 35
years. W h e n he attended
S W O S U he was encouraged
by former professor Dr. Gla-

dys Bellamy. She encouraged Dr. Thomas to teach and
he followed in her footsteps.
When asked about differences
he had observed, Dr. Thomas
remarked, "The students are
not as impressionable now as
they were, " when he attended
Southwestern.
Southwestern improved

each year, whether through a
more qualified staff or a more
developed campus. Our professors today have come back
from college to help students
understand and cope better
1966, Dr. Edward Neparko spent
several hours of study on various
experiments during his free time.

M s . Carolyn Torrence
M s . Sue Voight
Dr. W . G . W a g g o n e r
Dr. Edward W a n e k

Dr. Neil W e b e r
Dr. Ben W e l c h
Dr. Harold W h i l e
Dr. Kay W i l l i a m s

Dr. Michael W o l f f
Dr. Gary W o l g a m o t t
Mr. Don W o o d
Dr. John W o o d s

Faculty

157

Abernathy, Barbara 120
Abner, Clint 136
Accounting Club 3 2 , 3 3 , 7 0
A d a m s , Eric 51
Adams, Greg 3 9 , 6 1
Adams, Justin 13, 4 7
Adams, Larry 120
Adams, Patty 5 8
A d a m s , Twila 3 9 , 116
Adamson, Hollie 14, 17, 3 5 ,
4 3 , 115
Adamson, Marni 4 7
Adcock, Phyllis 152
Ahmed, Aftab 4 5
Ailey, Paul 4 7 , 120
Ainsworth-Becker, Bettie 114,
115, 152, 163
Airington, Johnnie 136
Ajayai-Ogunya, Ibijoke 120
Akowby, Mike 68
Albaugh, Patricia 6 7 , 152
Albert, Cindra viii, 10, 3 6 , 3 8 ,
6 2 , 9 8 , 110, 114, 115, 116,
117, 130, 135, 155, 163, 165,
166
Alexander, Danny 120
Alexander, Kristi 53
Alexander, Tresha 64
Allen, Dale v, 5 8 , 116
Allison, Amber 120
Allison, Cheryl Lynn 136
Alpha Alpha Sigma iii, 3 8
Alpha Kappa Psi 3 4 , 3 5 , 6 5 ,
155
Alpha Psi Omega 4 2 , 4 3 , 6 9 ,
7 1 , 139
Altland, David 33
Alvis, Greig 33
Anderson, A m y M. 5 7 , 9 3 ,
104, 136
Anderson, Cindy K a y 5 5 , 130
Anding, Grant 67
Anthony, Chris 134
Anundsen, Matthew John 120
Appling, Troy 7 5 , 77
Arenivar, Irma 5 3 , 6 3
Armoudian, Garabed 55
Armstrong, Jason 13, 4 6
Armstrong, Stephanie 3 5 , 4 1 ,
116
Arnold, Stacey 53
Arnold, Wendy Kathryn 136
Arriaga, Lilly 136
Artell, Tom 5 1
Arthur, Brandi 3 3 , 3 5 , 120
Arthur, C. L. 125
Assard, Christine 4 4 , 120
Attaway, Stacey 2 0 , 120
Avery, Teresa 8 6 , 120
Avers, Brandon Keith 136
Ayres, Donald G. 136

Baber, Staci 8 6 , 8 8 , 120
Back, James 55
Bailey. Alicia Dawn 136
Bailey. Gayla 8, 9, 9 9
Bailey, Vicki 4 7

Bain, Stacy 5 2 , 136
Baker, Carrie 5 7 , 136
Baker, Ernest 7 5 , 7 6
Baker, Jeff 5 9 , 9 2
Baker, Lori 120
Baker, Matthew P. 2. 5 2 , 6 3 ,
6 7 , 116, 120
Baker, Sharon 1 3 0
Banister, Traci 3 9 , 130
Baptist Student Union 3, 6 0 ,
70, 155
Barber, Chris 6 5 , 136
Barby, Paul 150
Bare, Christy Lynn 136
Barker, Derrick 55
Barker, Leah Rhea 120
Barnard, Jackie 8 8
Barnes, Anna 134
Barnes, Mike 116
Barnhart, Jill 3 3 , 35
Bartlett, Robin 6 1 , 136
Bartosovsky, Sheri 136
Battisti, Bob 8 4
Baugh, Lewis D. 120
Baugher, Madeline 153
Baxley, Stephanie 5 7
Baxter, Kara K. 136
Baxter, Kimberly 65
Bay, Donald 8 8
Bay, Mark 7 5 , 7 6
Beard, Lynda 41
Beard, Michael 5 1
Beasley, Jason Eric 136
Beauford, Melissa 13, 4 7
Beavers, Stephanie 33
Beck, Julie Ann 120
Behrens, Kevin 141
Beichler, Nikki 116
Bell, Denise 2 0
Bell, Gary 152
Bell, Gary Walter, Jr. 120
Bell, Kristin 136
Bell, Nancy Ruth 3 5 , 120
Bell, Tacy 4 4 , 4 5
Bellah, Paul 3 3 , 130
Bellamy, Gladys 157
Benham, W a d e 6 1 , 136
Bennett, Marty Jeanne 120
Bentley, Ed 8 2
Berg, Kelli Ann 134
Bergman, David 152
Bergner, Larry 5 4
Berry, Sherry 150
Besinger, Marty 4 8
Belser, Robert 1 2
Bhakta, Kartik 4 5
Bhakta, Maya 3 5 , 4 5
Bhakta, Pranav 120
Bhakta. Shanita 4 5
Biggs, Shane 136
Bilbrey, Jeff 19
Bilbrey, Jethan 19
Biology Club 5 6 , 7 0 , 155
Bittner, Sharon 5 5
Bizzell, Jennifer DeAnn 136
Blackwell, David 58
Bladgett, Gary Don 4 9 , 6 5 , 6 7
Blagg, Matt 3, 116
Blair, Eric 136
Blair, Mark 2 9
Blakley, Jerry 5 5
Blasingame, Philip D. 120
Bledsoe, Martin 119
Blevins, Joann 5 3 , 120
Blevins, Justin 57
Boaz, Kimberlie 120
Bodner, Jason 51
Boese, Julie 5 3
Boese, Michelle 1
Bodgett, Donnette 3 7
Bohlman, Jamie Lynn 4 9 , 130

Bonomelli, Terri L. 120
Bookout, Susan 120
Boothe, Kristy Dawn 130
Bose, Bryan 3 3
Bowman, Gayla Lea 136
Boyd, Kellie 5 3 , 6 7
Boyd, Ruth 143
Boyd, Scott 9 4 , 9 5
Boyd, Shala 136
Boyd, T a m m y 11, 3 5 , 4 0 , 116,
120
Boyd, Todd 152
Boyett, Donette 4 1 , 63
Boyett, Kathy 5 3 , 6 3
Boyton, John 8 3 , 85
Bozarth, Stacy 3 5 , 55
Bradford, Lisa 4 9 , 116
Brady, Bryan 59
Bragdon, Ann 2 8
Braley, Angela 116
Branigan, Michelle 6, 7, 120
Brannan, Heather 136
Branstine, W e n d y 2 6
Bratcher, Traci 136
Braud, Alisha 6 1
Breckbill, M a t t 136
Breslow, Heather 5 1 , 5 3
Brett, Margaret 2 9 , 4 3 , 6 3
Brewster, Bill 5
Brian, Daphnee D. 120
Bridal, Paige 4 7
Bridgeman, Lori 130
Bright, Ericka 136
Brimer, Bryce 2 9 , 4 9
Brinkley, Michael 57
Brinson, Leeta 57, 136
Briscoe, A m y 4 7
Briscoe, Shawn 136
Brite, Rob 95
Bromert, Roger, 152
Brooks, Kim 2 1
Brooks, Sharon 116
Broomfield, Linda 7 8 , 7 9 , 8 0 ,
81
Broussard, Scott 95
Brown, Bob v, 148
Brown, Dennis 5 1
Brown, Lerriel 6 3 , 120
Brown, Mike 150
Brown, Muriel M a e 7 8 , 7 9 , 8 0 ,
136
Brown, Rebecca 3 3 , 120
Brown, Shonna 120
Brown, Steven Dale 120
Brown, T o m m y 5 9
Brubaker, Debby 136
Bryan, Kim 3 8
Bryan, Kristi 3 8
Buchanan, Scott 5 1
Buck, Jay 136
Budzinsky, Daniel 134
Bugner, Starla 67
Bullard, Leslie 4 4 , 4 5 , 6 1 , 130
Buller, Virginia 3 5 , 4 1 , 130
Burchett, Julee 6 5
Burchill, Saundra L. 3 9 , 120
Burge, Milana 3 3 , 6 1
Burgess, LaDena 57
Burnam, Keith 120
Burnett, Carrie 120
Burnett, Jennifer 3 5 , 9 6 , 97
Burns, Andrea 136
Burns, Lynn 33
Burr, Charles 41
Burrows, Christie 136
Burrows, Dale Ray 3, 6 3 , 136
Burrows, Leana 120, 145
Busch, Dianne 3 6 , 104
Butcher, Mary Kay 6 3 , 136
Butler, Dee Dee 3 3
Butler, Delia 136
Butler, Kerri 136
Butler, Roseann 110
Byford, Jeff 136
Bynum, Angie 6 4 , 6 5 , 136

Cabaniss, Cindy 4 9
Caldwell, Cynthia 78, 79, 8 0
Caldwell, Jamie Lynn 3 5 , 8 0 ,
130
Caldwell, Susan 164
Caldwell, Susan Marie 5 7 , 6 5 ,
136
Calhoun, Rodney 9 0
Calvert, James 136
Camden, Kelly 3 3 , 3 5 , 6 5 , 6 7 ,
116, 130
C a m p , M a r k 136
Campbell, Pat 5 7 , 136
Cannon, Nikki D a w n 134
Carden, Cindy L. 130
Carey, Regina 5 7
Carlisle, Julie 136
Carlson, Jeanette 134
Cannes, Jackie E. 136
Carpenter, Beth 6 5 , 6 7
Carpenter, Don 150
Carpenter, Jerry 5 7
Carpenter, Lance 105
Carrico, Shannon 57
Carrou, Monty 5
Carter, Carlene 2 6 , 2 7
Carter, Darren, 120
Carter, Dyan 3 9 , 130
Case, Cheryl Annette 136
Casebeer, Kristin 3 5 , 116
Cass, Helen 5 3
Cassada, Stefanie 5 7 , 136
Castaneda, Rick 9 0
Castleberry, Chad 9 7 , 136
Castor, Bryan 136
Cathey, Anthony 7 5 , 7 6
Catholic Student Assoc. 6 2
Cay, William 136
Chapman, Charles 152
Chapman, Jennifer R. 8, 9, 13
Chapman, Monaca 136
Charles, Joe 3 5 , 4 3 , 5 5 , 114,
129
Charles, Kimberly 14, 4 2 , 4 3 ,
4 4 , 6 8 , 114
Charles, Michele 2 4
Charles, Susan 134
Chau, Kien 4 5 , 116, 120
Chemistry Club 54, 5 5 , 70
Chesney, Deborah 130
Chesney, John H. Tate 130
Chesterfield, Lisa Jill 120
Chi Alpha G a m m a Delta 6 0
Chi Sigma Omega 6 2
Chief, Ercel Prairie 130
Chism, Tody 19
Chitwood, Tracy 4 1
Chlouber, Tracy 5 7
Christensen, Kristyn 134
Christensen, Lori Marie 3 3 ,
3 5 , 4 1 , 120
Christian, Barry 6 6
Church, Brad Lynn 3 4 , 4 4 , 4 5 ,
113, 136, 149
Circle K Club 4 0
Clark, A m y 131
Clark, Kendra 4 3 , 136
Clark, Racquel 138
Clay, Carol 3 9
Cleveland, Donita Jo 134
Cliff, Tony 9 7
Clift, Christopher E. 138
Clifton, Crystal 4 7
Clifton, Phil 86, 8 7 , 8 9
Cline, Rodney Dee 138
Clingan, Chellie 65
Clinkenbeard, Gay Lyn 138
Coates, David 5 1 , 152

Cobble, Bobby 36
Cochran, Carin 3 5 , 6 1 , 116
Cockreham, Jennifer 57, 13
Cocran, Chris 9 4
Coit, Richard L. 138
Cole, Harold 56, 152
Cole, Rachelle 5 5
Cole, Rowdy 6 1
Cole, Steve 5 1
College Republicans 58, 59
Collegiate Music Education
National Conference 12
Collier, Brent 51
Collier, Steve 133
Collins, Brian Neil 134
Collins, Kelly Neigebauer I
Collins, Kelly 120
Compton, Kyle 51
Computer Club 3 2
Constien, Peggy 37
Conway, Rita 3 7
Cook, Dee 8 7 , 88
Cook, Susie 6 5
Cooke, Tina Marie 3 1 , 1 3 1 ,
138
Coombs, Pat 4 5
Cooper, April Rachelle 138
Cooper, Vicki 4 1 , 6 1 , 6 3 , 61
130
Cooy, Stacy Alan 120
Corbin, Steve 3 3
Corn, Janet 130
Coston, Mike 5 0
Coucher, Corby 105
Covalt, Dave 63
Covalt, Lonnie 5 7
Covalt, Michelle 4 3
Cox, Chanel Lee 138
Cox, Joely A. 4 2 , 6 5 , 138
Coy, Gary 33
Coyner, Paul 6 3
Crabtree, Adam Sims 3 5 , 6
134
Crabtree, Howard Daniel c
6 5 , 120
Craig, Barry Edward 5 3 , 1
Craig, Reginal 6 5
Crall, L a m a r 152
Crall, Opal Hampton 152
Cramer, Vanessa 4 3
Craun, Lori 4 7
Cravens, Kimberly 33, 120
Crawford, Craig Alan 120
Crawford, Marnee Lynne 1
16, 120
Creach, Glenda 152
Crittenden, Warren 138
Cross, Kelly 16
Crouch, Cody 5 1 , 9 2
Crouse, Dana 4 7
Crouse, J. D. 35
Crow, Christina 1, 6 6
Cry, Laurie Makes 6 5
Cryer, Gary Wayne 138
Cummins, Scott 100, 138
Cunningham, Chris 138
Cunningham, Jason 57
Curry, Dana 3 9 , 120
Curry, Justin 33
Curry, Justin Lane 120
Curry, Stephanie 1, 134
Curtis, Danna 138
Curtis, Tonya DeAnn 2 9 , f
116, 120

Dabliz, Said 120
Daily, Brad 18
Dale, Maruis Vincent III 1

Janiels, Daryl Glen 120
Davidson,Mike 94
Davis,Bryan K. 120
Davis,Corey 101
Davis,Deena 9 9 , 130
Davis,M a r k 138
Davis, Michael Wayne 6 7 , 134
Davis, Mitch 8 6
Davis, Reeshemah 138
Davis, Rhonda 51
Davis, Robert Alan 138
Davison, Barbara 120
Day, Jeana Marie 3 5 , 116, 121
Dayton, Brad 134
De Loach, Kyle 5 1 , 63

Dykes, Kim 3 4

E
Eakins, Wendy 6 1 , 122
Easly, Tobi 138, 153, 155
Easter, Katherine 122
Easterling, Chris 16
Eccles, Gena vii, 3 5 , 4 0 , 4 1 ,
59, 163

Eckhardt, Tracy Lynn 138
Eddings, Michelle Marie 138
Ediger, Justin 134, 146, 163
Edwards, Jeff 5 1 , 6 8
Egerton, Roger 153
DCelle, Bob 101
Eggars, Melissa 105
Decker, Rolan 152, 153
Elam, Gary Lee 5 1 , 122
DeckerWendy98,99,138DeeversRita Ellerbee,
3 2 , 3 3 , 3 4 Linda
, 3 5 , 26, 2 7 , 28, 42
Ellinger, Jeanne 110, 111
41, 6 1 , 116, 122
Ellis, Wiliam M. 122
Deges, Chris 130
Elrod, Marnie 5 1 , 53
Deimling, Mike 152
Enegren, Disa 61
Delk, Shelley 53, 122
Engleman, Mark 6 8 , 152
Dendridge, Richard 51
English Club 4 2 , 70
Dennehy, Sally 114, 115, 116
Erwin, Debbie 2 8 , 3 2 , 4 1 , 4 4 ,
Dennett, Lorri Trimble 122
4 5 , 50, 5 2 , 6 0 , 106, 115, 129,
Denning, Christopher 57, 138
134, 135, 137, 145, 163
Dewberry, Margaret Ann 138
Eschiti, Stephen 138
Dewees, Shelley 35
Eskidjian, Sossee' 7, 4 1 , 4 9 ,
Dewitt, Robbyn 138
116
DeWitt, Tim 4 6 , 4 7
De los Angeles, Rynaldo 6 1

De Spain, Cindy 4 7 , 130
Dean, Lynn Michelle 138
Deasey, Dan 37

Dhond, Dinar 138
Dick, Virginia 152
Diercks, William Lynn 138
Dill, Dan 11, 152
Dill, Janet 57, 107
Dillard, Charles D. 122
Dingman, Desiree 134
Dinse, Wendi Nicole 138
Dishman, Amanda J. 122
Dishman, A m y 3
Dissmore, Christopher 138
Dittmer, Mark 61
Dixon, Catherine 138
Dixon, Doug 16
Dixon, Elizabeth P. 122
Dixon, James 122
Dobbs, Kenna 6 5
Dobbs, T a m m y 98, 99
D o d d , Michael Shannon 138
Dodson, Nickie 14
Dake, Mindy 138
Dallar, Stacy 130
Danica, Shawn Lee 134
Dnrrel, Doc 4 4 , 4 5 , 134
Dotson, Babette 78, 8 0 , 81
Dowd, LouAnn 53
Dowers, Rodney 53, 122
D o w n e y , Dana 35
Downs, Shanna 32
Dressler, Caron 53
Driskill, Jamie 6 4 , 65
Drouhard, Phil 8 3 , 8 4
Drury, Brent 63
Dnbey, Nicole 63
nbey, Paul 6 3
Dudgeon, Lisa 6 1 , 138
Duflurena, Ed 8 7
Duffy, Kimberly 4 7
Dugas, Joe 122
Duggins, Cristi Dorane 138
Duke, Teresa 41
Duncan, Carla 8 0
Dunlap, Keith David 122
Duinn, DeAnna 6 1
Dunn, Shannon 65
Dunsford, Lorenzo 42
Dupree, Donna 134
Durham, Blake 122
Dyer, Leah 3 1 , 33, 3 5 , 4 0 , 4 1 ,
5, 130, 146, 163

Eslick, Carla Jo 134
Estes, Michael Sean 138
Etris, Janice 18
Evans, Angela Kay 138
Evans, Brent 3, 4 7
Everett, April 6 1 , 138
Everett, Jerry 4 7
Everhart, Paula 63
Eversole, Lisa 17, 65

F
Fakhrshafae, Reza 51
Failey, Martha 53
Farmer, Jerrilynn 41
Farmer, Trisha 21
Farris, Valerie 78, 8 0 , 8 1 , 134
Fast, Cindy 6 1 , 103
Fayak, Renee 6 5
Feaster, Debbie 16
Federated College Group 155
Feeley, Francis 5 9
Feil, Denise 4 9 , 134
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes 60
Felter, Leah 106
Felter, Robbin Dawn 138
Fendley, Shannon L. 53, 122
Fenkis, Menbere Mariam 45
Fenstermacher, Helen 152
Ferguson, Kristi 37
Fiegel, Melvin 152
Fierro, Maria 139
Finley, Chad 139
Finley, Lori 4 4 , 4 5 , 47
Firth, Cheryl 63
Firth, Paul 63
Fisher, T a m m y 78
Flanagan, Brian 57
Fleischmann, Ray 152
Fleischmann, Tracy 65
Fletcher, Donna 13
Fly, Dawnette 139
Foley, Lisa 32, 34, 35
Foley, Stacy 3 4

Ford, April L. 3 9 , 122
Ford, Gina 8, 5 3 , 6 1 , 130
Ford, S h a r i f f 8 2 , 84, 85
Forehand, Shannon 5 1 , 5 3 ,
122
Foreman, Iann 3 6 , 3 7
Foreman, Matt 8 2 , 8 4
Foreman, Mary 122
Forsythe, Gregory Shawn 139
Foshee, Darla Ainsworth 152
Foster, Bryan David 139
Foster, Collin 9 2
Foust, Duane 94, 95
Fox, Denise M. 46, 47
Fox, Tony 4 7
Frank, Jo Lisa 130
Frazier, Kimberly 25
Frederick, Barbara Carole
134
Freeman, Christi 93
French, Elginia 152
French, William 152
Fritsche, Sharla Kay 139
Fritzler, Melissa 139
Fry, Terrell 33, 4 6 , 4 7 , 122
Fullbright, Stephanie 139
Funk, Anne 5 1 , 5 3 , 122
Furbach, Chris 113

G
Gabriel, Al 149
Gaddie, Cristin 122
Gainer, Michael Andrew 122
Gales, Barry 152
Galish, Joseph 35
G a m m a Delta Kappa iii, 40,
4 1 , 70, 155
Gardner, Shannon 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 5 ,
122
Garland, Kimberly 139
Garner, Bill 37
Garner, Shane 139
Garoutte, Paul 67
Garrett, Lance 4 3 , 129
Garrett, Matt 5 1 , 133
Garret, Sandy 150
Garrison, Sandy 139
Gatlin, Sherrie 122
Gaugher, Jason 139
Gee, T a m m y 4 4 , 139
Geiger, Shelly 61
George, Aaron 112
George, Gregory C. 116, 122
George, Jim 7 4
German Club 44, 4 5
Geurin, Billy viii, 4 2 , 43, 44,
54, 55
Geurkink, Larry 90
Gibbins, Kari Lynette 5 1 , 122
Gibson, Cynthia 116, 122
Giddy, Julie 7, 4 6 , 4 7
Giebar, Kim 100
Gifford, Paul 57
Gillaspy, Roy 155
Gilliland, Gary 11
Ginn, Joseph M. 122
Girard, Laurent 4 5 , 130
Givens, Jay 5 1 , 63
Glass, Woody 116
Glover, Efton Bryon 122
Godfrey DeAnn 38
Godley, Larry 153
Goff, Jimmy 3 9 , 6 1 , 122
Goffinet, Karan Graves 122
Goldston, Richard 18
Golightly, Hollye 6 1 , 139
Gomes, Mark 86
Gooden, Brent Edward 122

Goodin, Lisa D. 122
Gordon, Sophia 5 5 , 122
Gorman, Gary 4 3
Gosnell, Jeannie 37
Gosnell, John 57
Grabeal, T a m m y 105, 123
Graham, Melissa 6 5
Grant, Peter 155
Graves, Paul 134
Gray, Connie 156
Gray, Suzanne 139
Graybill, Duwayne 153, 155
Grayes, Frank 86
Grayson, Cheryl Lynn 53, 93,
130
Greek Council 6 4 , 165
Green, Cathy 130, 135
Green, Floy M. 53, 122
Green, Melinda 132
Green, Michael 51
Green, Mika 53
Green, Randy 143
Green, Susan 122
Greenroyd, Casey 4 9 , 65
Gregg, Dena Cherie 53, 139
Gregory, Brian 47
Gregston, Chris 139
Griffin, Karla 56, 57
Griffith, Kent 51
Griffith, W a d e 5 3
Grifford, Melynda 134
Grisham, Steve 33
Groves, Dana 134
Grubbs, Brett 63
Guinn, David 155
Gunter, Gary 140
Gunsaulis, Alana 6 1 , 122
Gunsaulis, Michael 139
Guthrie, Penny 33, 3 5 , 3 7 , 4 1 ,
116, 122
Gutnery, LisLene Brewer 122

H

Haage, Phillip Darryl 122
Haas, Dawn 4 7
Hagen, Holly 140
Hager, Misty 140
Haggard, Lance 1, 113
Haggard, Stephen Mark 123
Haines, Sheri 53, 116, 123
Hall, Chad Wayne 140
Hall, Greg 6 9
Hall, Jason 51
Hall, John H. J. 123
Hamar, Lanny 3 5 , 130
Hamburger, Kevin 123
Hamburger, Lori 57, 6 3 , 123
Hamilton, Boyd 51
Hamilton, Shanna 53, 67
Hammons, Beth 67
Hampton, Rhonda 56, 57
Hancock, Allison 93
Hancock, Ashley 92, 93
Haney, Nikki 140
Hanna, Walter 37, 123, 133,
135
Hannon, Kelly 140
Hardin, Jeff 6 3 , 134
Hardin, Jonathan 130
Hardin, Linda Kay 130
Hardy, Jimmy 94, 95
Harland, Susan 8, 37, 41
Harmon, Jimmy 34, 124
Harmon, Tommy 121
Harper, Patti 153
Harrel, Marsha Lyn 8, 9, 4 1 ,

140
Harris, Dena 61
Harris,
130
Harris,
Harris,
Harris,
Harris,
Harris,
140

Dixie Ann 3 5 , 3 7 , 4 5 ,
Jason Kent 130
Jill Dianne 123
Kathy 127
Roger L. 140
Stephanie Ann 6 5 ,

Harrison, Kenna 53
Harrison, Mark 61
Harrison, Patty 17
Hart, Daniel 33, 153
Hartronft, Scotte 140
Hartsock, Melinda 58, 5 9
Hastings, Jeff 4 7 , 116
Hasty, Jason 6, 59, 67, 116
Hathaway, Kim 116
Hatter, Darci 53
Hatter, Darren 90
Hatton, Vicki 96
Haumpy, Alfred 134
Hauser, George 82, 83, 84
Hawkins, Lecia L. 140
Hawkins, Michael 43
Hawkins, Todd 94
Haworth, Sharon Renay 6 5 ,
140
Hay, Cindy 125
Hayes, Jarrod 4 5
Hayes, Monte 140
Hayes, Wayne 3 5
Hays, John v, 32, 148, 149
Hays, Melissa viii, 4 1 , 123,
100
Heath, Dan 9, 43
Heath, Melinda 53, 123
Heavin, Laura 33, 6 1 , 116,
123
Heikes, Gregory Edwin 123
Heileman, Tammi 21, 43, 99,
130
Heird, Tim 51
Henby, Cynthia A. 123
Henderson, Kristy 53
Henderson, Paul D. 57, 140
Hendrick, Eric 100
Hendrick, Kelly Ray 140
Henry, John 51
Henshaw, Michael 140
Henshaw, Ronda 19
Hensley, Becky 59, 67, 116,
124
Hensley, Jill 22, 31
Hensley, Rick 68
Henson, Faye 39
Henson, Harry 155
Herbert, Dawn 49
Herrington, Rickey Jr. 140
Hertzler, Don 55
Hesketh, James 6 5
Hetrick, Chad 74, 7 6
Hewitt, April Renee 140
Hibler, Joe Anna iv, v, 6, 10,
26, 103, 148, 149, 150
Hicks, James 4 7
Hicks, Stephanie 22, 41
Hightower, Laird W . 7, 59, 64,
67, 106, 124
Hightower, Tracy 47
Hildinger, Brian 134
Hileman, Charlotte 134
Hill, Beny 54
Hill, Carol 47
Hill, Cary 34, 116
Hill, Ronda J. 124
Hill, Stephanie 140
Hilliard, Julian 140
Hillis, Angie 53
Hilterbran, Kyle 77
Hilterbran, Steve 2

Himes, Clyde 8 6 , 8 7 , 8 8
Hiner, Mark 155
Hiner, Mary 6 3
Hines, Sherri 130
Hiniger, Dustin 2 2 , 112, 124
History Club 28
Hix, Janice 153
Hodge, Shelly 5 5 , 134
Hodges, T e r n D. 3 5 , 6 5 , 134
Hoffman, Lisa Kaye 5 3 , 124
Hogan, Cathy 116
Hoke, Sheila Wilder 153
Holder, Deb 8 6
Holland, Jim 9 7
Holland, Stephanie 2 9 , 4 3 , 68
Hollman, Dena 124
Holsapple, David 5 5
Hoisted, Katherine 6 5 , 134
Holt, Staci 9 9
Homan, Melissa 140
Honeman, Troy 6, 59, 67
Honey, 8 8 , 8 9
Hood, Coby 4 4
Hooper, Brian 140
Hopkins, Lisa 112
Hoskins, Lisa 129
Hostetler, Scott 47, 63
Howard, Belva 150
Howard, Candy 124
Howard, George 8 7 , 164
Howard, Stacy 140
Howard, Stacey Lee 5 3 , 124
Howell, John L. 140
Howlingwolf, Karen 3 9 , 124
Hudson, Kim 105
Hudson, Leslie 78, 79, 80, 140
Hudson, Opal 156
Huerta, Pedro 153
Hughes, Pam 21
Humphrey, Chauncey 140
Humphrey, Danny 140
Hunt, Lori Lee 140
Hunter, Brenda 140
Hunter, T a m m y 80, 140
Hunter, Terry 42
Hurd, Brian 134
Huskey, Julie Ann 130
Hutchinson, Teresa 39
Hutchison, Aileen 5 3 , 116,
124

Iboni, Roland 4 5 , 124
Ingle, Todd 57
Institutional Pharmaceutical
Association 52, 53
International Club 4 5 , 71
Isenberg, Chris 140
Isham, Rodney 75
Jackson, Craig 95
Jackson, Patricia A. 140
Jackson, Tyler 77
Jacobs, Jeremy Wayne, 140
Jacobs, John Timothy 124
Jamieson, Stephanie 53, 124
Jantz, Greg 5 1
Janz, Dena 55
Janzen, Fred 3 1 , 117, 148
Jazz Band 28, 164
Jencks, Alana 130
Jenkins, Mike 113
Jenkins, Patrick 92
Jenkins, Stella N. 124
Jennings, James 2 9 , 124
Jensen, John 134

Jent, James 153, 155
Jett, Cherinda 4 4
Jett, Matt 9 4
Johnson, Billy 7 7 , 145
Johnson, Carol 4 1 , 5 3 , 107,
124
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
Johnson,
130

Christie 140
Erma 3 5
Glenn 10, 11
Jeremy C. 5 7 , 140
Jhona 61
Kevin 5 5
Margaret 36, 3 7 , 6 3 ,

Johnson, Maria 3 3 , 3 5 , 116,
124
Johnson, Michelle E. 6 3 , 134
Johnson, Priscilla 4 2 , 4 4
Johnson, Tonya 140
Johnson, Travis 33
Jones, Kathleen S. 124
Jones, Leslie 124
Jones, Ray 5 5
Jones, Roberta 140
Jones, Ronnie 35
Jordon, Lora Jill 124
Joseph, Stephen 8 2 , 8 4
Just, Kimberly 7, 6 7

Kamphaus, Kim 140
Kanowitz, Alan Howard 124
Kantz, Tom 9 7
Kappa Delta Omega 36, 64,
6 5 , 165
Kappa Delta Pi 37
Kappa Epsilon iii, 52
Kappa Kappa Psi 3, 12, 4 6 ,
47, 68
Kappa M u Epsilon 35
Kappa Psi 5 0 , 5 1 , 6 5
Kauk, Serena 3 3 , 3 5 , 116
Keenan, Gina 5 9
Keezer, Claude 3 1 , 4 0 , 43
Keil, Kenda 3 3
Keith, Backy 6 1 , 140
Keith, Scott 140
Keller, B. G. 153
Kelley, Marietta 37, 124
Kellison, Donna 116
Kelly, Tracy 150
Kendall, Robert J. 140
Kennedy, Jerry 9 6
Kerr, Todd 4 1
Kessinger, Kim 65
Keyes, Brenda 123
Kilgore, Carmen 4 4 , 4 5
Kilgore, Randy 131
Kilhoffer, Linda 33
Kilner, Kelly Michelle 140
King, Monica Jo 5 3 , 124
King, Sharon 63
Kinlaw, Nita 39
Kinnard, Henry W . Jr. 124
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W y n n , Valree 150

Yarbrough, Chrystal 147
Yeager, Judy 128
York, Monte 48, 4 9
Young, Dayla 33, 35
Young, Erin S. 135
Young, Laura 92, 93
Young, Matt 147

Zalonka, Alishia Ann 6 5 , 67,
147
Zink, Matt 9 6
Zinn, Julee 8, 13
Zuiline, Mark Randall 147
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Editor-in-Chief
Tamra M. Romines
Layout Editor
Debbie Erwin
Copy Editor
Cindra Albert

Major contributing writers
Cindra Albert
Debbie Erwin
Shelly Mooter-Pond
Tamra Romines
Lori Scott
Duke Simmons
Paula Taylor
Russell Whittaker

Colophon
Southwestern Oklahoma State University's 75th volume of The Bulldog
was printed from floppy disks prepared with Aldus Pagemaker by Josten's
Printing and Publishing Company, Topeka, Kansas, using offset lithography from floppy disks prepared with Aldus Pagemaker. The press run was
1, 000 copies. All copy was composed by the Bulldog staff using Microsoft
Word.
The Craftline Embossed Cover was mounted on 160 point binder board.
The cover is No. 499 nighthawk with Spanish grain, blind embossed, and
features a custom die cut. Black ink No. 326 was hand-rubbed over the
entire cover.
Front and back endsheets are No. 295 granite. The front endsheet had one
unit of No. 381 Silver foil applied to it.
The book contained 176 pages using 9"X12" inch paper with No. 1 grade
black ink printed on 80-pound glossy enamel paper.
All copy is printed in New Century Schoolbook. Body copy was 11 point,
captions were nine point, organization group captions were eight point and
headline sizes varied in each section. Headline styles included New Century Schoolbook Bold, Helvetica and Helvetica Bold and Bookman.
Portraits and group photos of organizations were taken by Blunck Studios
of Weatherford, Oklahoma. All other photos were taken by the Bulldog
staff, Public Relations and The Weatherford Daily. All photos were reproduced by Jostens.
Total production of The Bulldog cost surpassed $14, 000. The Bulldog sale
price was $15. The books were distributed in latter August.
Inquiries about the publication can be forwarded to the Journalism Department, 100 Campus Drive, Southwestern Oklahoma State University,
100 Campus Drive, Weatherford, Oklahoma 73096.

Last thoughts...
Photographers
Ken Luginbyhl, Editor, fall semester
Billy Geurin, Editor, spring semester
Jason Beasley
Michelle Branigan
Kimberly Charles
Joely Cox
Gena Eccles
Justin Ediger
Melissa Hays
Aimee McKinney
Tamra Romines
Beverly Stiner
Suzan Walker

Director of University Publications
Bettie Ainsworth Becker

The last copy has been written, the last photo has been taken and
the index the computer lost has just been finished. I must take time
to thank the people who made this book possible. Ms. Bettie Ainsworth-Becker stands at the top of the list. She always had words of
encouragement to offer when we thought we would never send in
the final deadline. Debbie, Cindra and P a u l a - y o u all were absolute
lifesavers, without your help and dedication I never would have
made it. Leah and Gena, my downstairs roomates, also deserve a
huge thank you, because they were the ones who put up with my
stressing. Mom and Dad, I am finally done and will be home soon.
To everyone who contributed even the smallest detail-you were the
ones who made it possible to send in every deadline early and you
made this book what it is.
I have always loved this organization and I have taken great pride
in this publication. I have always considered the position of Editorin-Chief to be a great honor. By reading this book, I hope you can
understand how important this has been, and hope this book will
help you see why one must always take a second look.

For the First time in three years,
commencement exercises were held
in Milam Stadium. Graduates walk
to their seats during the processional march (Photo by Patty
Romines).
As students took their last finals of
the semester, the campus began
emptying. By 7 pm on May 8 the
campus looked deserted (Photo by
Billy Geurin).
M e m b e r s o f the S W O S U Jazz band
had the opportunity to perform with
professional musicians during the
Annual Jazz Festival (Photo by
Melissa H a y s )

M e m b e r s of the women's rodeo team,
Coach George H o w a r d , Annesa M u sil, K i m S t a m p s , Jackie Barnard
and Coach Don Mitchell, display
their Central Plains Region c h a m pionship plaque.
Before finals were even over, students packed their belongings.
Susan Caldwell loads her car to g o
h o m e (Photo by Michelle Branigan).
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Making Lasting Impressions
By Cindra Albert and Tamra Romines
Another year has come and
gone: classes, faces, old and
new, papers, tests, meetings,
stress, joy and relief, and all
in the name of education. Just
another year in the life, or
was it? This year held many
unique and exciting events
right here on our c a m p u s things that made it all worth
a second look.
The Southwestern women's
rodeo team came on strong
again this year by winning
the top standings at the
Central Plains Regional rodeo competition. This win
enabled them to compete in
the College National Finals
Rodeo in Bozeman, Montana.
The year served as a time of
growth for many. Students
banded together and formed
several
organizations, in-

cluding Sigma Sigma Chi,
Kappa Delta Omega, Sorority Council, Greek Council,
SW Grass Roots Environmental Club and the Pom Pon
squad.
Panorama '91, an enrichment series, also promoted
growth by providing cultural
events. The series opened
with the National Shakespearean Theatre Troupe's
performance of "King Lear. "
Successive performances
included appearances by
Linda Ellerbee, George
Plimpton and Carlene Carter.

such as Jay McShann and
Delores Williams held clinics
with the students and performed with them.
Renovations on the Student
Union brought about an entire new look. The snack bar
received not only a new decor, including booths and
tables, but also a new menu
and self-serve line making it
more user friendly. The
Skyview Room was remodeled to serve as the Regent's
room. A new c o m m u t e r
lounge featured refrigerators,
a microwave, television and
storage lockers.

Along the same line, the 21st
annual Jazz Festival also
brought several talented
people to the campus to give
students a taste of the performing world. Performers

Eventually the year came
to a close with one more set of
finals, moving home and
commencement ceremonies
for those ending school and
beginning their careers. Over

800 students participated in
the outdoor commencement
exercises of the eighty-seventh graduating class.
For those not graduating,
summer provided a much
needed break, even in the
event of summer school and
work. Overall, the year
proved to be an educational
experience for all, learning
not only chemistry, English
and math, but also values,
pride and independence.
The many changes that
occurred on our campus and
in our nation shaped our
minds and forced everyone to
take a second look to realize
the significance of the year
that had passed by so quickly.

To show support for the troops involved in Operation Desert Storm,
Weatherford held a yellow ribbon
rally. Members of the Oklahoma
National Guard present the colors
during the festivities (Photo by Billy
Geurin).

A Lasting
Impression
By Cindra Albert and
Paula Taylor
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Bittersweet could be used
to describe the year. Tears,
both happy and sad, were
shed for family, friends,
grades and our country. The
new school year opened the
door to many opportunities,
all seen in a different light by
each of us. New classes, new
faces, new ideas, all were
sought for and most achieved
by the end of the year.

onship title against Fort
Hays, Kansas at the playoffs.
Many education majors
found promise in the passing
of House Bill 1017. It provided for a number of benefits including increased budgets and increased teacher
salaries. Unfortunately, as

After defeating Southern Nazarene
in a packed Rankin-Williams fieldhouse, members of the Lady Bulldogs receive their NAIA District 9
Championship plaque and celebrate
(Photo by Melissa Hays).

Many issues which came
into play this year affected
each of us. Somewhere between fall mid-terms and
Christmas, preparations for
war in the Middle East began. With the threat of war,
gas prices rose and the crunch
was felt by all. By January
the war had officially begun
and friends and family
members were called to duty.
Patriotism reigned high and
pride grew strong. Operation
Desert Storm made
both
headlines and history. It reminded us all of the importance of banding together.
Environmental problems
surfaced as people became
aware of the damage being
done daily. Earth Day encouraged everyone to "increase the life-span of the
world. " Recycling, tree plantings, decreasing air pollution
and conservation provided solutions to live by.
The newly adopted 2. 0 ruling affected student-athletes.
Due to its NAIA affiliation,
SWOSU required students to
maintain a 2. 0 GPA after accumulating more than 64
hours. The ruling encouraged
student-athletes to make
academics their primary goal.
The Lady Bulldogs had another outstanding year holding a great record in regular
season play. However, the
team fell short of winning
the NAIA national champiAs Miss 1990 Southwestern,
Tamara Walker represented the
university in various capacities. As
a Star Search Spokesmodel Division finalist she represented the
entire state.

summer loomed, so did the
threat of the bills repeal. As
the bill's future remained
uncertain, so did the career
of many future educators.
Tamara Walker, Miss
Southwestern 1990, represented S W O S U in many
ways. In addition to her duties, Walker competed in the
final round of the Star Search
'91 Spokesmodel Division on
national network television.
Eventually the year came
to a close with one more set of
finals, moving home and
commencement ceremonies
for those ending school and
beginning their careers.
What remained evident was
the fact that not only those
graduating, but also those
returning next fall would all
look back at the year that
had passed by so quickly.

Although several objected to Operation Desert Storm, the majority
supported the effort. Many people
showed their support by openly
displaying their pride in the United
States (Photo by Billy Geurin).

A Last Look Back
Once the year ended, and students had time to breathe,
they looked back and reflected on everything that affected
their lives. Many events happened this year that changed
not only nations, but also the individual, both of which will
always be worth a second look.

